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THE MAINE ABANDONED.

Key West, Fla., April 5.—The Merritt
and Chapmnn Wrecking company’s tug
1. G. Merritt, with the derrick Chief and
the schooner F. F. Sharp in tow arrived
this morning from H.vaua, having suspended work on the Maine.
They left in pursuance of instructions
from the oompany, as matters were getto
ting into too excitable a condition
leave them there long.
TROOPS ORDERED TO MORBIL1ZE.

Washington, April 5.—Orders have been

army mobilize at
battlefield Sunday for
and
Instruction
preparacamp evolutions
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SAILED FOR CANARIES.
Madrid, April 5.—Two companies of artillery and two battalions of Chasseurs
sailed for the Canaries today. The crew
cf the French training
ship Iphigenie
cheered the departing troops, who, witjjj
the crowds on the quays warhaly reolprcl
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stration.
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MAY NOT COME TODAY.
Washington, April S.-lt was definitely stated by three cabinet officers to-night that
there was thought oi delaying tlie
President’s message beyond Wednesday.

tonight.
SAILORS DEMANDED VENGEANCE.
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A general belief was expressed when
the Houe adjourned today that a majority of the House committee on foreign
affairs was ready to support Mr. McKinley’s plan and the impression prevailed
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New York, April 5.—The battleship
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fever

Boston, April 5.—Local forecast for
Wednesday:
Boston and vicinity for
Cie'aiirg in morning, fair during day, N.
to $?. ^ winds.
Washington, April 5.—Forecast for
New England:
Clearing in the early
morning, fair during the day, N. to
W. winds.
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Washington, April 5.—The message
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and
humane
benefloient
a
has
inaugurated
sentiment seems to be that war is in-

call.
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thing

“But I give you

throughout.
‘‘I am still hopeful

that there be some-

and fairness demand

tive

Spain.

As many people do not care to put
on new shoes at this season of the
make their old
year but prefer to
ones last until later in the season, we

rates.

TOO LATE.

WEDNESDAY

A NATIONAL DAY OF FATE.

MINISTER WHICH SOUNDS
WELL BUT COMES

FOR BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
Giddiness, Fulness after meals. Head-

ache. Dizziness. Drowsiness. Flashings
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous aud
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
Every sufferer
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
will acknowledge them to be
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on
board in connection
with tho turret machinery was testod today and the improvement* devised by
Lieut. Haesier were found to be highly
satisfactory. With the aid of the new
appliances the gun* cnnmo,'r^be firedthree
times in the same time itVlormerly took
to fire them once. The TexLs was to have
sailed
today, but her commander* de-

cided that it would be inadvisable to depart in the prevailing heavy weather.
The tugs Osceola and Hawk were put
commission todny. Lieut. Purcell
in
commands the Osceola and Lieut, itooti
the Hawk.
‘The yachts Eagle and Hornet will be
replaced in dry dock tomorrow by the
Columbia and Sovereign.
After the blowing up of the Maine, sailors on other American warships decided
to take action in the matter. A “round
robin was started at Dry Jiortugas and
President
McKinley soon began to receive petitions oailiug for Tengeance for
the destruction of the Maine. The names
signed to these Detitions were fictitious
and it is said that 403 of the signers ara
on ships now in the Brooklyn navy yard.
Captain Miller of the Vermont is conducting an investigation into the matter.
All the men questioned in the Brooklyn
today professed ignorance of
navy yard
the “round robin.
fcl'he tug boat Nazinscot, which with
the Algonquin, left the yard yesterday for
Key West, returned today. AS she passed
the Hook it was discovered that there was
in her condenser and she
some defect
put back. The Algonquin continue(pher
The defeot in the machinery of the
wav.
in a few
be rectified
Nosinscot will
hours and she will rut to sea again as
dears.
the
weather
as
soon

GRESHAM STARTS FOR COAST.
Milwaukee, Wis., April o.—The United
States revenue cutter Gresham left Milwaukee for Cleveland en route to the AtA great delantic coast this afternoon.
monstration attended her departure.
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HAIR SHOWER AND
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the only preparations that will
store the hair to its original
healthy conUitWii.
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MEDIATION

EUREKA

Franco and

HEADACHE CURE.

BY

THE

Austria Arc Bestirring Them-

Washington, April 5 —The diplomatic
the

telegrnphio

the
going
exchange
capitals of Europe and is on the ani vive.
It is known at the embassies and legaArid you will say as thousands have
tions that France and Austria are most
said
be
cannot
already said, “Enough
active in endeavoring to bring abont a
in its praise.”
It is
common basis for concerted action
Ladies will find it a sovereign
has
understood also that the exchange
remedy for their peculiar sufferings
proceeded sufficiently to acquaint the
now

on

between

powers with the fact that any steps they
For sale by all Portland Drug- may take toward mediation will be acgists.
ceptable to Spain. There is not the same
assurance

—WHOLESALE

COOK. EVERETT & PENNELL,
J. E. GOOLI) & CO.
JOHN W. PERKINS CO.
ENGLAND HAS ALL IT WANTS.
Statement Before House

of

Commons

by

Mr. Balfour.

London,

April 5.—The

House of Com-

crowded today with
was
people
anxious to hear the statement of Mr. Balfour, anting secretary of state for foreign
affairs on the situation in the far East.
The galleries were filled, and In the dismons

many
tinguished strangers’ gallery
diplomats, including United States AmMr. Balfour, who was
liassadOi' Hay.
loudly cheered on rising, enumerated the
obtained by Great Britain,
concessions
namely that the region of the Yang Tse
by any
Kiang sl’,?uld not be alienated
foreign power, that the successor of Sir
were

Robert Hart

as

directoi

of

the

that it will be

acceptable

to

the

United States and Indeed, It la the prevailing feeling at the foreign establishments in Washington, and this feeling
has undoubtedly been communicated to
the powers in the European concert, that
States is
the United
the tendency in
from foreign
against any mediation
This is regarded as making the
sources.

DRUGGISTS.—

Chinese

imperial maritime customs, is to be an
Englishman, and that access to the inland waters is to be had by ships of all
A fourth concession, Mr. Balnations.
four continued, only occurred a day or
of three
ttvo ago, na\uely, the opening
and
new treaty
brts, Funing, Yochou
to
Mr. BalChin Wang.
This, according
for
two
harvest
a
jonsicieratle
was
four,

months’ negotiations.
Relative to the German acquisitions of
railroads, Mr. Balfour said that wherever
They were constructed they must be a
benefit to British commerce. He preferred
railroads ahd differential duties to no
railroads and no duties. Later, Mr. BalGermany
four said he believed neither
nor Russia nas any intention of depriving
Grew Britain of av>y of her treaty rights
m China.
Mr. Balfour said that Russia, having
secarod Port Arthur, on the maritime apto Pekin, Great Britain had
proach
seoured Wei-Hai-Wei to balance matters.
Said he:
We offered if they would abstain from
taking Port Arthur to ourselves give a
corresponding pledge to take no port on
the Gulf of Pe Chili.”
But our offer was not accepted, so, on
March 29, we informed Ryjssia that we
should hold ourselves free to take the
necessary steps to safognard jur interests,
and Great Britain has sines obtained a
lease of Wei-Hai-Wei on the same terms
Port
secured
as those by which Russia
Arthur. Wei-Hai-Wei is the o»ly port on
the Gulf of Pe Chili which might balance
the possesion of Port Arthur.
The negotiations have already borne
rioh frnlt in the interest of onr commerce
and the maintenance of onr preutige at
Pekin.
Relative to the security of the future.
Mr. Balfour said it oiuld not be jionled
China
that the indications were that
might collapse, and with further decay
be snapped up
by
fragments might
But it would be a misvarious powers.
take to allow Great Britain’s policy to be
governed by remote contingencies, adding: “We desire to maintain the integrity
of China so far as possible, but it must
will
the
that
future
be reeolleoted
probably have strange surprises in store.
I believe the time may oome when the
in
an
will
join
great
powers
alliance to prevent China falling a prey
and
I
am
coato any exclusive influence,
vlnded that Great Britain by continuing
her present unselfish polioy of opening to
nil what she secures for herself will build
in
the least
and not
up in Europe
America a body of public international
opinion which will be more powerful
Great Britain
than any hasty action
might take at the present moment.”
the
Vernon
Harcourt,
Sir William
the House, replied to
Liberal leader in
He spoke satirically of the
Mr. Balfour.
policy of “the open door,” and asked the
He said
reason for the change of policy.
t he treaty of Tien Tsing gave the British
ships the right to use any port in China,
know
to
and he expressed the desire

Anti

Chances

Powers

selves to That Bud.

corps is fully advised of

TJRY it—♦

Not

GREAT BRITAIN DECLINES,

POWERS.

action of the powers much more difficult.
It was said today that any mediation by
the powers would be based on the willA
ingness of both parties to aocept it.
distinction is made in this case from that
of the concert of the powers whon they
intervened to stop the Turko-Grecian war
and when Russia, Germany and France
combined to compel Japan to relinquish
the Liao Tung peninsula as a war indemnity fiom China.
the European
In both of those cases
powers carried their action to the point of
a positive demand backed np with a show
of force
It is said among
diplomatic
officials that this attitude was due to the
combatants
of
the
Greece,
character
Turkey. China and Japan, it is said, not
having attained that status before the
world that the United States and Spain
occupy. For that reason it is pointed out
present
the action of the powefs in the
a
friendly
orisis would be purely of
character
carefully designed to avoid
party,
wounding the feelings of either
and expressly based on their willingness
to accent this medium of securing conAs already stated the untinued peace.
derstanding in diplomatic circles here,
based on late advices, is that Spain staDds
ready to necept this mediation, while the
unofficial indications ar6 that the United
States will not uccept it.
from
The Assr,elated Press bulletin
London today saying that Great Britain
bad finally declined to enter the concert
of the powers places a new and most important condition on this European movement, and one whioh may finally defeat
it.
It has been known here that Great
Britain was holding out most strongly
against anr tender of mediation, on the
that it would look like outside
ground
pressure to force the hand of the United
The
attitude of Great Britain,
States.
and this view has been made known to
the State Department, has been that the
war In Cuba should cease in the interest
of humanity at large.
The French ambassador maintains bis
usual reserve, but it is known that he
looks forward to definite action on the
part of the powers almost any moment.
The Austrian minister, Mr. Von Hengelmuller, denies himself to all callers and
there is the most rigid secreoy as to his
communications with the State Department.
Shoitly after noon the aotivity of the
European powers began to be reflected
Sir
through their representatives here.
Julian Pauncefote drove to the French
embassy and had a conference with the
Frenoh ambassador, M. Gambon, whose
government has been most instrumental
in securing a concert of the powers. Certain ciroumstanoes left no room for doubt
that the two ambassadors were conferring
concerning the course of their governThere is
ments on the Cuban trouble.
reason to believe, however, that this conference was preceded by the reception of
long oable advioes from the foreign offices
at London and Paris. An urgent request
was made of the two ambassadors to indicate their probable course of action, but
it was replied that the present juncture
was too profoundly grave to
permit the
slightest public disoussion of their moveIn other diplomatic quarters it
ments.
was the opinion that a general meeting of
the ambassadors and ministers representIt
ing the powers would be held here.
was the general
feeling in these quarters
that there was no further time for Pour
Parlers between the European capitals.
None of the foreign representatives had
made any overtures to the State DepartAbout 13.80
ment up to this afternoon.
o’clock today, Archbishop Ireland came
to the State Department and went to the
office of Assistant Secretary Day.
fle was admitted at once evidently by
appointment. The Archbishop remained
with Judge Day about a half an hour,
and soon after his departure, the Assistant Secretary started for the White House.
The Archbishop declined to disonss the
merepurposes of his calls, saying it was
ly to pay his respects and showed annoyas
to the
ence when inonirv was made
While
direction of the Papal influences.
Papal
the call renewed the talk about

London,

are

of

Mediation

by Foreign

AT

CAPE DE VERDE.

SPANIARDS

Jirnral Authorities Believe Torpedo Fleet
Is Much

Therefore Very Small.

Nearer

Havana.

Washington, April 5.—The Navy DeApril 5.—The movement of
Is of the opinion that the effecof
Europe for a joint offer partment

the powers
of mediation between the United States
received a severe and
and Spain, has
probably fatal rebuff in the form of a
definite refusal
part of the
upon the
British government to participate in it.
Many conflicting and erroneous hints
regarding this statement to bring the
Hispano American quarrel under the
jurisdiction of the concert of Europe,
from the differhave been telegraphed
From the highent European capitals.
est authorities the Associated Press has
obtained an outline of the details of the
has been learned by
movement which
The project Is disLondon diplomats.
tinctly of Spanish origin and was set on
foot by two Influences, official and perthe former requesting the good
sona),
offices of the chancellories of Europe to
while tho Queen Regent
prevent war,
attempted personally to influence the

tiveness of the Spanish fleet will be very
inuoh curtailed by the fact that fully SO
engineers of the Spanish
per cent of the
navy are Scotchmen who would under ordinary circumstances refuse to serve in
th e engine room in case of battle while
the Spanish officers controlled the deck
movements of the vessel.
It is believed therefore a great majority
of the mechanical experts of Alphonso
XIII. would if war should be
declared
positions
either resign their
in
the
or request
service
duty on shore.
Spanish
The Assistant Sboretary of the Navy
announces that while the department has
official advices that the Spanish flotilla
the
of torpedo boats were at
Cape de
Verde Islands he thought the Information
rather questionable.
From the best information at the Navy
Department it is believed that although
the Spanish government has given out
that the flotilla expeoted to touch at the
Sovereigns.
De Verde Islands it nevertheless is many
It is understood that the tenor of these miles to the westward of that place and
to the effect that will arrive at San Juan De Porto Rico in
communications was
European intervention are threatened by a few days.
terms ‘‘the pretensions of
what Spain
This opinion is strengthened not only
the United States to the right to interfere
by the offloial statement of Captain
in colonial matters.”
General Blanoo that the flotilla was in
not Austria, was the prime the neighborhood of Martlnque but by
France,
in the suggested mediation and the fact that the Spanish armored cruisers
mover
it was suggested to the Aimirante
counsel
her
by
Oquendo and Vizcaya had left
British
foreign office that the powers Havana and sailed ttward the eastward.
a_r» <ro
haon
]« fiunite in a note to the United States and
Spain, offering to mediate in the disputes had been the intention of the Spanish
Great
countries.
those two
between
government to keep the flotilla of torpedo
ueumwjy raiunmi
untaili, nowever,
boats at some point on the west coast of
join in the movement and while it was Africa for the Spaniards well know that
she
that
announced
not actually
sym- their only hope of success is in concentrapathized with Amerioan intervention to tion of their navalj foroes at the West
end the war in Cu.a, such sympathy is Indies or elsewhere.
a fact.
sources
It Is understood from official
Communications looking to mediation that the Spanish flotilla including the
are still
being exchanged between the battleship Pelayo the armored cruisers
but the latter Alfonso
constitutional
powers,
XIII., Maria Teresa, Carlos V.,
recognize that Great Britains’ refusal to Cristobal Colon and Victoria together
will
the
movement
ot
£rob
co-operate
with the torpedo destroyer Destruotor and
much of its weight.
torpedo boats
a large fleet of first class
The
Emperor of Austria is the most whioh have mobilized at Cadiz will shortfrom
certain
standpoints ly be sent to join the West Indies squad
deeply interested
financial interests appear to have ron.
but
It is hardly probable that such a
actuated Franoe even more than dynas- demonstration would be mado and such
tistio interest actuated Emperor Francis reinfocrement sent to the West Indies if
Joseph.
it was the intention of the Spanish govEmperor William of Germany is known ernment to keep their torpedo flotilla In
to be lukewarm in the matter, but there home waters.
to believe ho has learned tbat
is reason
the intention of the
It Is apparently
of Germans are unwilling
the majority
Spanish government to conduot such nethe
United
should
that Germany
oppose
gotiations with the United States, giving
States.
them no cause for action in the meanIt is still uncertain whether the conti- time, which will allow them to concennental
powers will finally ofler medi- trate their fighting ships at some point.
ation. Now that Great Britain has coldWILL NOT RECOGNIZE INDEPENDshoaldered the matter, the diplomats do
not
believe the United States would
ENCE.
accept such an offer, the combination
5.—After the CabiApril
Washington,
in
favor
of
biased
so
evidently
being
net meeting it was learned that it is praoSpain that Spain would gladly submit
in
his message the
settled
that
tically
her quarrel to suoh a tribunal.
make any
recomThe foregone conclusion and chief im\ President will not
immediate
the
mendation looking to
portanoe of the movement in the opinion
of
Cuban independence.
of a diplomat, who is conversant with recognition
recommendaThe withholding of this
is that it will probably
the
situation,
of indifference to the
because
is
not
tion
the
of
cleavage
have the effact
widening
but is based upon the faot,
between Great Britain and other nations Cuban cause,
views it, that the insurand of strengthening the growing sym- as the President
established any
not
have
govern
pathy and community of intorosts to the gents
ment of their own, or such a government
United States and Great Britain.
United
efforts to seoure the at least, as would warrant the
Spain’s present
well defined principles
mediation of the Pope are now supposed States under the
such a
in
of
international
law,
taking
to the knowledge that Euroto be due
pean mediation will probably be a fiasco. step.is
It
urged in support of this view that
b y recognizing Cuba as an independent
ITTHINK POPE WILL SETTLE
government the United States might
be plaoed at
Havana People Believe That tlie War Is under certain circumstances
nn

>

_i

■

great disadvantage.
this government 'should take
—All
the
newspapers possession of the island and the Insurgents
Havana, April 46
see fit to inflict capital punishment
here acoept the reported mediation of the should
of the present autonomist
the uponlmembers
Pope as a certainty, believing that
other persons against
government! or
averted.
is
of
whom
probably
rapture
they might have speolal enmity,
danger
this
having
recognize# their
that
if
asserts
government,
Marina
De
La
El Uiario
independence, would then be powerless to
peace; is secured theflrm and warlike at- prevent any action the new Cuban govtitude of the Spanish people will have ernment
might see fit to take, however
much to do with it.
onr sense of justice and
to
out that repugnant
At the palace it is given
left Ver- right.
General Pando, on Maroh 2tt
and safer way, it is argued
The
better
tiertes, province ot Puerto Principe, and would be for the United States to take
that daring his march to Santa Ana he control of the island if necessary to piesustained only slight skirmishes, destroy- ▼ent further bloodshed and administer its
ing large quantities of supplies stored for affairs, or at least supervise its administhe
insurgents and o turing many tration in the interest of justice and
ho rses.
humanity until Spain and Cuba themAt Yaguas the Spanish column, accordselves, If possible, have settled the whole
ing to the palace account, dispersed the question.
the
San
At
insurgents
Bias,
insurgents.
confronted the troops of the Spanish com- WILL RECOMMEND INTERVENTION
mander, but were defeated, leaving many
Washington, April 5.—It is the general
seven
dead on the field and having
understanding at the Capitol that the
Over.

captured.

At Imana, General Castenellos with a
force of all arms has
destroyed every-

a

In oase

President

will

reoommend armed inter-

vention, but not the independence of
Cuba. The sentiment among the Repubining vnaii uuum uu sorviuoauio wi cue jjulican members in the House Is strongly
surgents, carrying the work of destruc- in
the
of both intervention and

Se

WERE

RESPONSIBLE-

Captain Slgsbee Told a House
Yesterday.
tee

Commit-

th®.h^“^opean

Members of the House have been informed today that vessels have been detake off General
spatched to Havana to
Lee and our consular officers as well as
desire
to leave
the
the Americans who
island.
The Stato Department has received a
General Lee saying
despatch from Consul
that in case war is declared he will not
American
the
oitlzens out
be able to get
of Cuba before next Sunday.
Captain Sigsbee in the course of his examination before the House oommittee on
foreign affairs today stated it to be his
opinion that the Maine was biown up by
a submarine mine, located by the Spanish
As

to

whether it

was

fired

by the

he declined to express
Spanish authorities
He told the committee what
an opinion.

he had testified to before the board of inquiry about the buoy to which the Maine
was" anchored being the most unfrequented buoy in the harbor. The position
in which the ship was placed, he said,

And Maintain It

Until

recognition

ouiuio
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permanently

the problem solved
The Sew Medical
Test

Kesults of the

Free.

favor
of Cuban Independence, and
brought
that the Maine affair will be
prominently forward in the resolution.
umo.
lb WUIUU unvc ilt-CU VUUU
Some of the extremists ; want the whole Spanish government.
cabinet meeting was not of un- laid great stress upon the destruction of
The
notion of the United States predicted upusual
duration, but extreme difficulty the Maine, saying that Spain was responon the blowing up of the Maine. There is
He would cheerfully vote tor a
in obtaining details sible.
encountered
was
a general desife among the House RepubHe said that Spain
it.
declaration of war.
inau
*vt*o
kb
licans to prevent a divergence in the two concerning
SpnUiUUttllj YYUCU11C1
of oruelty, deceit and blood.
authorized
nation
cabinet
a
A
was
Tofficer, however,
sets of resolutions if possible and if absoinfringed.
much: “The situation of the SpanMr. Turner said that the time had now
The Liberal leader concluded with calllute unity of action oan be obtained a this
mediation, a general impression prevailed
remains unchanged. The Pre- arrived when some expression ought to be
movement will be started to have the ish affairs
ing for information regarding the Inten- throughout official circles that no mediaA
is practically complet- made on this subjeot by this nation.
tions of Russia, Germany and France,
resolutions passed in the House without sident’s message
and no influences in
the Pope,
ed and is now being
copied. The pres- spectaole had been made of tho United
Great tion by
relations between
and as to the
debate.
enterwould be seriously
is to send it to Congress to- States in the whole matter.
POPE’S INTERVENTION A. FAILURE
in
the that direction,
said
Mr. ent
purpose
view of
Britain and Japan
“Aotlon without debate,”
’’
tained by the United States government.
“With a diplomatic representative at
Mfnnaantn.
‘4■arnnlri h« tbn morrow.
former’s lease of Wei-Hai-Wei.
5. —A special despatch
London,
April
Madrid,’' declared Mr. Turner, “compliCOURT TO BE DISSOLVED.
ARCHBISHOP IRELAND CALLS.
here this after- strongest and most dignified response we
from Rome,
published
tho business of this country and
to Spain’s refusal to accede to
TAKES COMMAND OF DIOGENES.
Washington,'April 5.—The last chapter cating
Washington, April 5.—Archbishop Ire- noon,
gays a| telegram received at the could make
even his own frantic efforts for
It would show that the in the history
of the court of inquiry defeating
to the,state department at 12.30 Vatican from the United States has an- our demands.
came
land
at any price, with a private secreLondon, April 6.—Lieut. John J. o’clock
He evidently had arranged nounced the failure of the Pope’s inter- House and the American people are abso- which investigated the loss of the battle- peace the Alter
today.
Ego of the President, cirKnapp took command of the new Ameri- for the call beforehand and was expected vention. It
united.”
ship Maine, was written at the navy de- tary,
says that President McKin- lutely
culating appeals throughout the country
can cruiser Diogenes to-day, transferring
into
Assistant
in
sensible
the
to
once
lorm
a
letter
at
of
was
shown
for he
showed himself extremely
partment today
ley
control
for petitions and memorials to
the command of the new American torWOULDN’T REMOVE FLEET.
wmmoiiuci ui uuo aohu
uaui^vu,
Secretary Day’s room. To reporters who of the initiative taken by the pontiff,
and unpatriotic Congress,
him that an| unruly
Atlantic
pedo Somers to acting ensign C. W. Haz- asked his mission Archbishop Ireland but it was Impossible for him to oversquadron,
statemen
notifying
March
5.—The
which
the
fate
of our
in
the manner
Washington,
had no further instruc- with
elton. The Diogenes will proceed to was evasive and said he came simply to come the prejudice, even though It be unthe
was^made today by a publio man in dose tionsdepartment
battleship was treated by this country,
and
the
two
vesin
to-morrow
of
the
to
to
the
work
a
regard
give
up- with the frantio appeals for delay, it is
majority
Weymouth
pay his respects.
just, entertained by
touch with the administration, that the
sels will sail for New York together.
American
people against the Vatican’s effort to seoure a settlement of the war on the court authorizing him at his dis- not surprising that the Amerioan people
CONSULS TO BE RECALLED.
to dissolve the court and thus end
cretion
Intervention in political affairs.
It is feared they will be unable to start
the
and
insurgents
between
Spain
are outraged and have given notice that
Washington, April 5.—Information reAssociated Press has obtained an
The
before Friday as the Diogenes must take
an
armistioe, had come to a its offloial existence.
through
they propose to take the whole matter inat the state department from Con- outline of
ceived
the
of
the
movemsnt
powers definite conclusion and failure and that
on a cargo of ammunition at Weymouth.
to thebe’own hands.”
Lee at Havana does not in- whloh has been learned by London diplosul
General
VATICAN
THE
PROPOSES
ARMISof
the
to
refusal
the
the failure was due
The German crew that brought the SomDiscussing the Maine disaster, he dehimself or the mats. The
that he
dicate
of Spanregards
Is
distinctly
to
reStates
TICE.
the
project
of
United
clared that no reasonable man could fail
ers from the Schichau yards will be re
other consular officers in Cuba in any ish origin, and was sent on foot by two government
AccordWest.
from
fleet
its
the battleship was destryed
Key
move
placed bv an American crew.
Rome, April 5.—5.10p. m.—There has to realize thatoowardice
danger at this time arid in reply to the influences, official and personal, the ing to this statement Spain made reand
perfidy of
Lieut. Commander Colwell, U. S. nav- suggestion that
been an aotive exchange of telegrams through tho
it might be expedient former requesting the good offices of the
to
her
offerThe same officials who
moval a condition precedent
officials.
al attache here, has been working day for
him to hasten hia departure he wbb chancellors of
to prevent war,
view of this afternoon between the Spanish min- Spanish
end
in
the
with
armistioe
the
Europe
an
mine
had
anchored
ister for foreign affairs,'Honor Gullon, at had laid tho
and night for six weeks and Is almost informed the department that about ten while the Queen Regent attempted per- ingThe aot
granting the independence of Cuba and Madrid, and Mgr. Morry del
Maine over it and exploded it.
the
broken down. He will be obliged to days would be necessary for the con- sonally to influence the sovereigns.
Val,
and perfidious in tho exwhen the
proposition was brought to
private chamberlain, with a view was cowardly
leave London immediately to recuperate. suls throughout the island to arrange for
It is understood that the tenor of these the
attention of the administration it Pope’s
treme and constituted warfare.
their departure except in case of emergen- communications was
to the effect that was met with refusal though not until of drawing up, with the consent of the
imMr. Turner declared that it was
Pope, the exact terms of the armistice for
interests are threatened by it had been seriously considered.
cy. No definite action has yet been taken European
sent
will be proposed, it is said, material whose was the hand that
whioh
Cuba
RHEUMATISM CURED.
in regard to the removal of the consuls what Spain terms the “pretensions of the
The oongressional opponents of a war
spark on its fatal mission.
that they will be United States to the
but it seems
by the Pope immediately after the terms the electric in
right to interfere In policy who had uponrthe (acceptance of are
every sense responsible for
My wife lias used Chamberlain’s Pain recalled withinprobable
drawn up, and the hope is expressed Spain was
the nsxt day or two. The colonial matters.’’
States
adUnited
the
with
for
rheumatism
Balm
this condition by
great relief,
Vatican that it will be agreed to the act, an act that ought properly to bo
has given Gen. Leo instruchas grown at the
for
outlook
the
that
peace
the
United States. From the
mit
and I can recomrilend It as a splendid government
resented by
SILENCE AT THE VATICAN.
the authoritities at Washington.
tions to see to the safety of our consuls
almost hopeless since this determination byIn olerioal circles it appears to be un- time of Alva down to the time of Weyler,
rheumatism and other
for
liniment
and all Americans in Cnba and has given
authoriican
Vat
of Spain
Rome, April 5.—The
was reached.
household use for which we have found him full authority to go to whatever
derstood that President McKinley may Mr. Turner declared the record
refused to
ties this evening absolutely
one of murder and aesussination,
it valuable.—W. J. Cutler, Red Creek, expense is necessary, including the hire
bring pressure to bear upon the insur- had been
OPENED.
furnish any Information relative to the
OFFICE
and
arson.
RECRUITING
and
cruelty, rapine
them
to aocept an brutality
to induce
N. Y.
of vessels that may be neoessary to secure
gents.
despatch which President McKinley is
The ‘Spaniard of 1500 and tho Spaniard
and it is understood the Holy
5.—Lieut.
Harbor.
armistice,
Mr. Cuyler is one of the leading mer- this end.
April
Boothbay
on
the
subhave
sent to the Pope
said to
of 1900 are one and the suite individual.”
chants of this village and one of the
.Secretary Long was asked late this af- ject of the latter's mediation with Spain, John S. Hubbard, United States reoruit- See will then exert similar influences
It had remained for the Maine disaster
the espisoopacy in Cuba.
advioes
most prominent men in this vicinity.— ternoon if he had received any
the custom through
and in which the President is reported as
in
had
office
an
that oivilization
here that the armistice pro- to demonstrate
officer,
opened
for
ing
a
is
It
hoped
Havana
from
necessity
indicating
outlined his views on the Cuban
W. G. Phippin, Editor Red Creek HerIt is expected that posed will be definitely drawn up tomor- passed the Spaniards by and that they
to having
here today.
President’s
house
the
message
the
postponing
ObD.
The
W. nqseltine, 387
clerical organ,
For sale by
situation.
now were as ferooious, brutal, ounning
which he replied: “No, the message will sorvatore Romano is
several men who are familiar with sea- row or Thursday.
equally silent.
Congress St, Edward W. Stevens, 107
to Congress tomorrow.”
go
enlist.
will
life
CumberS.
RESIGNED.
CONSULS
HAVE
faring
Portland St., King
Raymond,
THE PENSION LIST.
SAFELY SHIPPED
land Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress OUR PURCHASES
London, April 5.—A special despatch
April 5.—Pensions have
Washington,
Sr
the
II. P. S. Goold, Congress Square HoCatarrh
5.—
for
purchases from Barcelona says the United States Beware of Ointments
That
Berlin, April
All^of
residents of Maine as folbeen
made by Lieut. Commander A. P. Nib- consulate Is
granted
tel.
Contain Mercury,
guarded by police and adds
United States naval attaobe that the United States consul and vice
lack, the
tho sense of lows:
will
destroy
surely
been
as
have
mercury
ORIGINAL.
here, in Germany and Austria,
consul at Cartbagena, who are both said
smell and eompletly derange the whole syssafely shipped. The war materials con- to be Spaniards, have resigned.
Charles W. Ford, Portland, $6.
of Schwarskopp torpedoes
sist mainly
tem when entering it through the mucous
INCREASE.
which arc to be Area from vessels. They
Such articles should never be
Will
surfaces.
TRAVELING
to
have proved to’be the'most efficient injthe
M. York, Skowhegan, $10 to $12;
used except on prescriptions from reputable
Joseph
Whether on pleasure bent or business,
$8.
German navy.
physicians, as tl»e damage they will do is Patrick Rourke, T ogns, $8 to
to
Commander Niblaok has received many take on every trip a bottle of Syrup of ten told to the good you can possibly derive
WIDOWS, BTC.
ORIGINAL,
offers of vessels and materials, including
from them. Hall s Catarrh Cure, manufacas it acts most pleasantly and efto
North German Lloyd steamers. But the Figs,
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0.,
Margaret Thompson, Winterport. $12;
The first in the field
and
lor
liver
finished
contains no merourv, and is taken inter- Syrena M. Bowman, mother, Hallowell,
he
offered
will
not
on
the
fectually
kidneys,
ships
and still unrivalled
mood
the
and
to
nally, acting diTectly upon
months,so the negotiations were dropped. bowels, preventing
headaches
$12.
Iuvented by the great chemist Justus von Libfevers,
mucous surfaces of the system. In buying
___
The torpedo boat Somers, purchased in
sure
the
Cure
whose
be
Catarrh
get
you
genbio,
signature is on every jar, and made
For sale in Hall's
Germany was experimentally fitted with and other forms of sickness.
Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of
by the Liebig COMPANY for over SO years.
uine. It is taken internally and Is made in
Sc
Co.
a quadruple expansion engine, as likely
F.
J.
TestiCheney
00 cent bottles by a, 1 leading druggists. Toledo, Ohio, by
For improved and economic cookery
the skin of any sort, instantly relieved,
free.
It has been sucto save the most coal.
cured.
For delicious, refreshing beef tea
Doan’s Ointment.
the California Fig monials
Sold by Druggists, price 75o per bottle
cessfully tested. Spain lias not purchased Manufactured by
11
store.
..I
.
drug
rills
are tire best.
At
any
Hall’s
Family
Co.
Syrun
only.
any vessels in Germany.
tion toward Soledad. He sustained a conthe Spanish
tinuous fire on the way,
forces losing ten killed, a lieutenant and
wounded.
soldiers
thirty
Juan Bauntista and
At San Felipe,
Cuhana Libre, the Spanish sustained a
severe Are, killed the insurgent lieutenant, Emilio Nunez, and destroyed several
sugar mills and ranches.
There has also been considerable activity on the part of the government troops
in other parts of the same provinoe.

ISCELLANliOUS.

Cuba Is

such that he could have fired upon
both forts at the same time.
An intimation is thrown out that a
declaration of war will not be made just
yet, bec.f'se General Leo has cabled that
the noon.
it will require several days to
get
Amerioans off the island.
Speeches had been delivered by Mr.
In response to representations received Turner of
of
Washington, Mr. Harris
Lee
the
General
from
treasury department
1 ATTU,ln<rni<n
till
has
telegraphed Dr. Bruramer, the
quarantine officer at Bavana, directing of whom took strong ground for rigorous
him
npirmlt all A marlnp.ns vvhn rlnsirft
and instant action by the United States.
to do so, to leave Havana without certifiIndeed Mr. Turner took substantially the
cates of examination.
Mr. Chandler,
There has been much
impatience over same position as that of
the delay on the part of the Senate foreign basing his demand for action upon the
Senator
relations
committee,
notably
Maine catastrophe.
But in view of all the oircumFrye.
Profound attention was attracted by a
sta'nces tho committee lost little time today in reaching a conolnsion to delay Its speech delivered by Mr. Turpie of Inreport until the message should be re- diana, one of the members of the foreign
The document will be
ceived tomorrow.
committee. Briefly but scathingreferred to the committee
immediately relations
Spanish conduct of
upon its presentation in the Senate and it ly he reviewed the
as
will be reported back to the Senate
Cuban affairs and declared in the staongest
promptly as circumstances will permit.
terms for intervention that would mean
Representative Quigg of New York, bedrive Spain from
fore he entered the committee room, said something that would
that Spain would be responsible for the control of every foot of territory in the
blowing up of the Maine. He is in favor Western hemisphere.
The
speech was
of reporting a resolution instructing the
statement of the position In
conoise
clear,
from
the
western
President to drive Spain
been placed by
which this country had
hemisphere.
The Republicans of the House foreign Spanish outrages, Insults and crimes.
affairs oommittee were hurriedly called
At the conclusion of the speeches on the
together at three o’clook this afternoon.
Cuban question the Senate resumed con
YESTERDAY’S CABINET MEETING. sideration of the sundry oivil bill,
the
Washington, April 5.—Assistant Secre- only important progress being made betary Day was at the White House by half ing the addition in slightly modified form
past eight o’olock this morning and went
of the committee amendment suspending
over the situation with the President.
Assistant Secretary Day before leaving the forestry reservation proclamation of
the White House for the state department, 1897.
said there had been no late communicaMations between the Washington and
Washington, April 5.—Weather of the
drid governments though he had not yet
kind—a combination of
looked Into his department for this morn- most disagreeable
snow, mist and rain—had no terrors for
ing’s cablegrams and mall.
Asked as to the armistice reported to be those who were interested in
probable
in course of negotiation between Spain
Cuban developments in the Senate today.
and the insurgents he said he could not
discuss that matter and that all the ad- The public and reserved galleries were
ministration had to say had been given crowded at an early hour and the execuout already.
tive gallery tilled rapidly after the Senate
A downpour of sleet and rain tended
convened.
the
from
White
the
crowds
to keep away
As on previous days, when it was exwas a considerable
House, but there
contingent from Congress. Senator Alli- pected Cuba would be a topic of discusand
son
Representative Cannon were sion hundreds who applied for admission
there, but disclaimed any knowledge to the galleries were disappointed.
In one of the reserved galleries were the
of important developments.
:Mr.
Dingley was also in conference. three children of the Ur. Ruiz, who died
on
in
the
a Spanish prison in Cuba.
Is much reticence
there
While
The Chaplain’s invocation was notably
part of all these leaders, it is understood
to meet war emergen- brief. It was as follows“Grant, ob
that the revenues
cies was the purpose of their visit.
Lord, that the course of this world may
ordered
took
occabe
so
by Thy government that
Representative Grosvenor
sion to deny a story that the President Thy people may serve Thee in all Godly
m*
desired Congress tofframe any resolution questions
The credentials of Mr. H. Ue S. Money
so that it would empower him to interfrom
it
In
as
Senator
his discretion,
Mississippi were prevene whenever
might
be deemed
advisable, and thus secure sented by Mr. Walthall of that state.
time before precipitating They cover the six years term fiom March
some furtner
action.
4, 1899.
Mr. Caflery of Louisiana, presented a
While the message was : considered by
the
commercial
members of the cabinet last night, It peace telegram from
remained for today to review it carefully bodies of New Orleans which he desired
and give It Its final touches after a to have read.
the
Individual
Mr. Platt of Connecticut said while he
statement of
further
To this end the sympathized with the tenor of the televiews of the members.
leaders who remalnedjwith the President grams he did object to the insertion of
until the assembling of his offlolal Jfaml- such anatters in the Record.
The resolution offered by Mr. Turner of
ly of advisors, gave the executive the
benefit of their suggestions.
Washington, declaring .ar against Spain
The message once a complete state pa- was laid before the Senate and its author
per (and It may b9 so regarded with the took the floor in advocacy of it.
Mr. Turner anade a vigorous speech in
final endorsement of the oubinet), a draft
of It will be cabled Immediately to Minis- favor of Cuban freedom. He said the adWoodford for presentation to the ministration had not aoted as it should or
ter
was

M

—

Washington, April 5.—Some diplomats
have suggested a meeting of the representatives in Washington of
if something canpowers ill order to eee
It is felt
not be done to preserve pi ace.
who u sire European
by the diplomats,
must bo made
mediation, that any nm
Una
at once if at all.

authorities.

Tnls
and treacherous as they over were.
government should at once act.
Mr. Turner expressed himself in readiness to do anything that would drive the
Spaniards from tho Western hemisphere.
Mr. Harris
of Kansas, followed Mr.
Turner In a speech on the same line. Tho
Cubans had earned their liberty by bicod
and tears, he said.
He charged the destruction of the Maine to official treachery
on the part of
The
blackest crime
Spain.
of all the nations, he declared would not
bo allowed to become a mere incident.
Mr. Harris was applnaded by the galleries
whon he closed.
Mr. Kenney ot Delaware, said his state
SENATOR CHANDLER’S UTTERANCE
was united in favor of Cuban independence, and tho people of Cuba deserved the
BEFORE CONGRESS YESTERDAY.
Mr.
sympathy of the civilized world.
Kenney said that had the resolution of
belligerency beon passed by the House,
Cuba would have been free and thousands
millions of treasure saved.
Climax of a Scries of Speeches on the of lives and
Those who hadj refused to pas? that resoCuban
Situation—Senator Tnrple of
lution
were
responsible before the
Indiana Declares Strongly for Intercountry.
vention.
Mr. Kenney said Spain, true to its traditions of blood and brutality, held Cuba
Washington, April 5.—“The United in starving bondage.
The destruction of
States ought to immediately declare war the Maine was the crime of the nineteenth
War was hellj but it would be
against Spain and to maintain that war century.
better than the hell in Cuba, better than
until the people of Cuba are made free the
hell ot February 15. No longer should
from Spanish starvation and cruelty, and go unavenged the blood shed in Havana
island
the government of the
iirmly harbor. No longer should diplomatic clapfor innocent blood or
established an an independent republic.” trap stop vengeance
prevent Cuban freedom.
This utterance by Senator Chandler of
Mr. Chandler saio: “The United States
New Hampshire, in a carefully prepared ought immediately to declare war against
Cuban Spain and to maintain that war until the
statement of his position on the
people of Cuba are made free from
crisis was the climax of an extended disSpanish starvation and cruelty and the
cusion of the subject participated in by government of the island llrinly
established as an independent republio.
several members in the Senate this after
“As France helped the Amorican so the

DECLARE WAR AT OME

xxu

Spain has lost all right to suppress the
Cuban rebellion by resorting to inhuman
methods of warfare, continuous military
murders of persons in open arms or suspected of disloyalty and by the deliberate
and wholesale starvation non-combatant
men. women and children. Spain has surrendered all claim to tlie forbearance of
the United States by disregarding all
friendly remonstrances, by practicing

de-

Discovery
in

Various

Tested.
Forms of

Dyspepsia.
Chronic indigestion or dyspepsia, while
liss lor seme
very common trouble,
time bean looked upon by able, physicians
as
a
serious thing, and that no time
should bo lost in treating u proprrlv at
he start, because recent researches novo
shown that tho most serious, leh-il and incurable diseases have their origin m sima

ple dyspepsia

or

indigestion.

Diabetes is aimply one form of indigesnot betion, the sugar and starchy food
ing assimilated by the digestive orsons
In Bright’s disease too albumen 13 not
property assimilated.
While consumption and dyspepsia are
twin diseases, ii'.d it is beyond question
that dyspepsia makes a fertile soil ior tue
seeds of consumption.
But the trouble has been lo find a
remedy that could be depended upon to
cure dyspepsia, as it is
notoriously obstinate and difficult to cure.
This has been the question which bus
puzzled physicians and dyspeptics a life,
until the question was solved three years
agd by tho appearance of a new Cyspi p-ia
cure in the medical world known ns Buiart’sSDyspepsia Tablets, which it was
claimed was a certain, reliable cure tor
e.viry form of stomach trouble.
Physicians, however, would not accept
such statements without lirrt giving me
new reinpuy many tests anu carefully observing results.
Jfor three years the remedy has been
thoroughly tested in every tec icn of the
country and with surprising and satisfactory results.
Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets can be honestly claimed to be a specific, a radical
lasting cure for indigestion in the various forms of acid dyspepsia or sour stomach, gas or wind on stomach, too much
bile, undue fullness’ or pressure after eating and similar symptoms resulting from
disordered digestion. Stuart’s Dyspepsia
Tablets were not placed Before the public
until thi3 three years’ trial left no doubt
as to their value, and
they have recently
been placed in the trade and can l o found
on
at
all
sale
druggists at the nominal
price of 50 cents per package.
No extravagant claims are made for the
remedy. It will not cure rheumatism,
pneumonia, typhoid fever nor anything
but just what it is claimed to cure, anil
that is every form of stomach trouble.
No dieting is necessary, good whoiesomo
food and plenty of it, and von may rest
assured that Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets
will digest it.:'
Druggists claim for it that it is a pleasto recommend it to dyspeptics, beure
cause it gives such universal satisfaction.
Little book on stomach diseases sect
free by addressing i_Stuart Co., Marshall,
Mich.

ceit through false promises of local government for Cuba, by insnltiDg the President of the United States and by destroying through the explosion of a mine the
battleship Maine and the lives of 260
was
American sailors, while the ship
under the protection of Spain on a peaceful visit to the harbor of Huvana. Spain
having thus began the war, the United
States ought to accept the issue without
waiting for the enemy to concentrate all
We may
her fleet in American waters.
vote for the coming declaration with clear
consciences and hopeful anticipations of
success, having performed a high duty to
humanity, civilization and liberty, to the
United States and to the Cuban republic.’”
Mr. Turpie of Indiana, member of the
foreign relations committee, fol'owed Mr.
Chandler. He said it was the duty of the
Amerioan Congress to interfere for the
Cuban republic. He denounced in scathing terms the manner in which Spain had
conducted the war in Cuba and especially
in starving people there. Mr. Turpie said
De Lome was
that
typical of that
diplomacy which meets a man with a
back
smile and attacks him behind his
The destruction
with sneers and deceit.
an
insult
which
could
was
of the Maine
only be repaired by making it impossible
for it to occur again, by
placing Cuba
and Havana out of the power of Spain
forever.
At the conclusion of Mr. Turpie’s address. Mr. Lodge asked the Senate to reconsider the vote by which it, yesterday,
ordered the printing of 6000 copies of the
in
the
concurrence
Maine report and
House bill providing for the printing of
20,000 copies of the report. Both requests
The Senate then rewere complied with.
sumed consideration of the sundry civil
appropriation bill, taking up the amendWe have sold wheels for years and are
ment suggested by the committee vacating still
selling the same lines.
of
order
executive
1807,
the
February 22,
WHY? Because they are reliable.
setting aside large tracts of land in the
Solid guarantee.
for forest reservations. Highest quality.
Western States
Thd amendment was considered on the
$50 and $75
Remington,
of
Mr. Chandler’s
basis
suggestion
*50
Forest City,
amending the amendment so as to limit
$40
Falmouth,
the reservation to a year.
$35
Cortland,
After an extended debate, Mr. Chand$30
Fori land Jr., (Juvenile)
ler’s amendment was defeated and the
committee adopted both without division.
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
The committee amendment is so modiiied and General Sporting Goods.
as to provide that it shall not in any way
abridge the right of the President to set
aside forest reservations under the law.
laid
was then
The Sundry civil bill
aside and a joint resolution providing for
the erection in this city of a monument to
the late Albert Pike, to be presented to
193 MIDDLE STREET.
rite
the United States by the Scottish
dtf
mar28
of
Masons of the Southern jurisdiction
this country was adopted.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS READY.
The Senate then at 4.25 p. in., went insession and soon after adto executive
journed.
Splendidly Organized Uniform Rank Will
~
aa v.3
IN THE HOUSE. <
Tender the Services to President.

Reliable: Wheels!

B. DAVIS

T,

Washington, April 5.—^laok tiers of
from gallery rail to wall again en-

people

at
circled the House when it convened
Feverish expectation that possibly
noon.
toe xrreBiueiJL »

iu

messojjw ’uigm.

cuu-

gress today drew thousands to the CaptioJ.
The diplomatic gallery was crowded. It
was known on the floor that the message
would not bo transmitted until tomorrow.
Under the arrangement made last week
today was set aside for the.consideration
of bills on the private calendar.
After disposing of some minor bridge
bills and pension bills coming over from
the session last Friday night, the House
resumed consideration of the bill to pay
Roach
*320,000 to the heirs of Mr. John
on account of his ship contracts with the
The claim and its history
government.
Mr. Robinwere exhaustively discussed,
son, Democrat of Missouri, moved to recommit the bill. The motion was lost 57
to 140 and the bill was passed.
The claim of O. C. Rpsbyshell, superintendent of the Philadelphia mint for
817,000 was favorably acted upon, as were
several other bills and then at 5.05 p. m.,
the House took a recess till 8 a. m., the
evening session to be for the consideration
of pension legislation.
At the night session 23 private pension
bills were favorably acted upon, among
them being the following:
Ann
M. Smith, widow of Maj. Gen.
Smith at $30 per month;
Andrew J.
A4olphine Krez, widow of Brigadier General Conrad Krez, at *30. and to increase
the: pension of Gen. McMillan at $60 per
month.
At 10.30 the House adjourned.
YORK
Over

BOO

STRIKERS

Have

Agreed

WEAKEN.
to

Iteturn

to

Work.

tSPECIAL TO THE FBESS.J

Saco, April 5.—The backbone of the
York mills strike is daily weakening.
of the
This afternoon another meeting
faction of operatives which favors ending
The committee
the strike was held.
chosen at yesterday’s meeting to circulate
among the operatives an agreement to return to work reported that four hundred
signatures has been obtained, and that
there was a prospect of obtaining many
more.
Before the meeting closed a supplementary report was made, showing
that 525 of the employes were in favor of
going bank to work. The announcement
was received with cheers.
Anothor meetthe
ing will be held tomorrow, when
committee expects to report an increased
list of signatures, and also expeots to be
able to report the result of on interview
with Agent Pago.
Chairman
Nelson
Larabe
of
the
strikers’ committee and his lieutenants,
were conspicuous
by their absence, this
afternoon.
They are to gojto Boston tomorrow, to meet the treasurer of !he coma personal presentation of
and
make
pany
their grievances.

ARMS

GO,

Local Knight of Pythias are interested
in the proposal for offering the services
of the order to the government as a military reserve in case of necessity. Brig.
Gen. Wesley G. Smith of Old Orchard
has received the following letter from

Major Gen. James R. Carnahan:
“You wrote me some ten days ego in
regard to tendering the servi.es of the
1UJUUU

Ui.

IgfbllO.

M

—

ber of letters from brigade commanders
suggesting that I tender to the President
the entire organization of the Uniform
Rank in case there should be war. I am
not yet fully convinced that there will
be war. I am satisfied that there will
not be if the honor of the United States
can be preserved without it; if this cannot be
done, then I believe that there
If I tender the services
be war.
should
of the Uniform Rank, will you stand ny
There is no sta'e in
me in this tender?
the Union that has more at stake than
Maine in this matter as the battleship
bore the name of your commonwealth.”
Gen. Smith upon receipt of the letter
replied as follows:
“In reply to your favor asking me if
you desired in ease of war to tender your
command including the Maine brignre
to the war department, you could depend
upon the Maine brigade to support your
I am glad to answer in the
action.
affirmative and say that you can always
rely on the support of the Maine brigade
The
and especially in the present crisis.
Sir Knights of Maine are loyal 10 tucir
organization, loyal to their officers ana
loyal to their country. Put the Maine
-As citibrigade at the head of the list.
to ta»e
zens of Maine
we have the rignt
o,
the lead.
Of all civic
this country I believe the Uniform Rank,
at
the
stand
should
Knights of Pvthias,
front, in the tender, of their services in
nation.
support of the flag of the
responded tJ Gen.
Carnahan
3 Gen.
I think that
Smith’s letter, saying:
the exact sentiments of the
you voice
Uniform Rank as a |body today thtmghand breadth of the counout the

organizations

**

length

tiry
of
The Uniform Rank of the Knights
of drilled
Pvthias contains a vast number
if
their
for service
country
reserves ready
This is the only civic order
calls them.
the
States
United
world
using
in the
ot the
armv tactics by special permission
There
are 60,000 of these
war department.
with
men
connected
the
brave and loyal
Rank and they are ready fcl
Uniform
service drilled and prepared for service.
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druggists
Sc.

ONE DAY

Tablets.
A I*
fails to car®:
15.
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on
each
The genuine has
tablet.
Q.

Take Laxative Brorao Quinine

refund the money if it
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WORLD,'

SEPARATED FROM THE
Deafness, When Caused by Catarrh,

Can Be Cured

by Pe-ru-na.

W. D. Stokes Knows This Is So.
ATARRH is often the cause of deafness.
But a short step exists from a head
catarrh to serious ear troubles. Hundreds of such cases might fee averted
by curing the catatfh. Pe-sfn-na does cure
catarrh in a manner that is Surprising. W.
D. Stokes, of Baton Rouge, I, a., writes: “ I
had ohronio catarrh very badly. Was nearly
(■ssas. deaf. I used your Pe-ru-na. Can now hear the
tick
a watch ten feet away.”
Kev. S. H. Renfro, or jsoroarne, mo., 8ays:
“I suffered with catarrh for several years.
Last winter there was a gathering in my head,
which broke. My ears ran terribly. I at last
got a bottle of Pe-ru-na. I am now

the fourth bottle and must say
it has removed all my bad symptoms.
My ears have stopped running, and
I feel a great deal better. I also had enlargement of the spleen, and the Peru-na bap PnttiSsly cured that."
Thefe is no knowing where catarrh may show itself, a3 It is a disease of the
the human body,
mucous membrane,—the entire inner lining of all the organs of
or if neglected, by what name the average doctor may designate the cause of
the sufferer's death. Do not wait for sueh a fate. Remember that Pe-ru-na is
what you need if your trouble originates with catarrh. You can buy it of any
Also remember that Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, If written
on

druggist.
to, will advise you free.
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OIVIL SEBVtOE EXAMINATION.

WALL PAPERS.
New

Now

Service ComThe United States Civil
mission oalia attention to the fact that its
examinations for
usual semi-annual
and professional grades
the government servloe
be. held in this city on April 25.
that there are not
to the fact

special, technical,
of employment in

1898

for

Designs

...

will

WIAINE

Items of Interest Gathered

by

Correa,

pondents of the Press.

LORING, SHORT & HARiON

positions apply at

marOeodtf

Deering,

have been spending a few days with Mrs.
E. A. Morrill.
The spring term of the
schools will
cotamence April 18th, and the following
teaohers hare been employed by tho Superintending School Committee: Sohool
No. 1, Miss Cora May Whitney; No. 2,
Miss Elizabeth B. Mountfort; No. 4,Miss
Florence Hilton; No. 6, Miss Ada L.
Morrill and No. 9, Miss Eunice A. Lansond.
The Congregational churohghas received
of Mrs.
a legacy of $100, from the estate
Lucy Barbour, one of its oldst members,
who rec
Rev.

tly passed away.

prtnnjlt application of £

1

Benson’s §

Piaster.!

Inflammation of any kind Is qnfokly drawn to
tlia surface by the absorption of the suitable medI tattoos Which B^SLfon’s Phusters contain.
Always fa&ve them la.the Isqnso ronfty for
au enter ft&upy as delay its such cet*es {0
daiigerGuy, bat be ehre to got the gendine
Benson's Porous Plaster, Price 35 cts.
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for examination:

meat

agrioulture,

inspector, department

! sanitary Inspector, Marine hospital eerobserver, department or
1 vice, weather

agrioulture.

!

are

BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

The

April

term

convened

morning, and the following jury
EM!sfi CBEAM BALM Is a positive cure.
Apply loto the noBtxils. It Is quickly absorbed. eo
Druggists or by mall; samples 10c. by mail.

was em-

ice

on

passed
the

Assessors’ Notice.

The Assessors of the City of Portland
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said city, that they will be in
session every secular day, from the first, to
the fifteentn
of April, inclusive, at their
room in
City Hall, from nine to twelve
in
the
forenoon
o'eloiik
and from two to
four o’clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
of
of receiving lists
the polls and estates
taxable in said city.

day

AdmiuUtrators, Executors, Trustees, Etc.
And all persons are hereby notified to
make and biing to said Assessors true and
perfect lists of all their polls and estates,
real or personal, or held by them as guardian, executor, administrator and trustee or
otherwise, on the first day of April, 1898, and
be prepared to^make oath to the truth of the
same.

Eftates Distributed.
And when estates of
persons deceased
have been divided during the past year, or
have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator or other persons interested, aie hereby warned to give notice
of such change, and in default of such notice
will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed although
sucli estate lias been
wholly distributed and paid over.

Persons Doomed.
And any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be Doomed to a tax according ’o the laws of the .Stale and be
ba, red of the right t© make application to
the Assessors or County Commissioners for
any abatement of his taxes, unless lie shows

was unable to offer such lists within
that h
the tima hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the
Assessors’ office on application.
jEff-Jn no case wli re the Assessors have
been put to the disagreeable necessity of
making a doom will the possession of government bonds or deposits in the savings
banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation of
such doom.

L. LEFAVOR,
A. HALLETT,

»

WALTER
HORACE
[ Assessors.
)
AfilAL 31. SMITH.
'd!5t

inay31_

Haymond.

Supernumeraries—George E. Thorn,
New Gloucester; Frank A. Webb, Bridgton; Franklin Yeaton, Portland.
ArvillaM. Welch vs. Nellie F. Waldron.
In October, 1894, plaintiff and defendant both lived in Pittsfield, Me. Plaintiff
was a milliner and defendant was In her
On October 30 the defendant,
employ.
while out driving with plaintiff’s team,
was thrown out and injured at the Maine
horse
Central crossing, the
becoming
frightened at a flat car on which were
loaded some chariots owned by the Dnole
Tom’s Cabin company. She brought suit
against the railroad; and in April, 1896,
the railroad offered to settle with her for
sevon thousand dollars. A settlement was
it being undermade upon this basis,
should
stood and agreed that this sum
Waldron’s
Miss
claim, but
not
cover
only
also the claim of Mrs. Welch for damage
to her team. Mr. Webb, who was attorney
for the road, testified that Mrs. Welch’s
claim was to be Settled between plaintiff
The plaintiff now sues
and defendant.
for *200, claiming that was the sum whloh
her at fclio
the defendant agreed to pay
time.
The defendant denies this and says she
what the
damage
only agreed to pay
actually was, and that the plaintiff never
befaro
the
shortly
until
425
over
claimed
It only cost *7 to resuit was brought.
the carriage, and the horse sunereo
pair
bodily injuries.
The jury after being out

no

hour, returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $c0.
Lovi Turner for plaintiff.
J. W. Munson for defendant.
an

PINE CONE LODGE.
committee of
Pine Cone lodge, U. O. of I. O. L., are
preparing a fine entertaininsnt to be
given at the close of the meeting tbit
evening. A large attendance is expected.
The

“Reception Day”

DON’T NEGLECT YCUfi LAWN!
Seed and
It needs cave and attention.
Fertilizer, “K.& W. Lawn
(Grass Mixture’’ and

“ENGLISH
will

LAWN

FERTILIZER”

put it in condition and make it
lian;, line and velvety.

fieadaBi &:
aprldlw

YOUR FAVORITE PLANT
die if
won’t
washed with suds
of

foril-

FELS-NAPTHA
soap. It’s an insect-killer.

Wlisfticy,

PORTLAND, ME.

FEES &
Of

Grocers.

CO., PHILADELPHIA.

have
was

been

surprised

at the treat whioh

afforded them.

The

voices

harmoniously.

of the chorus blended most
upon terrace

Arranged

like seats on the stage, the voices filled
the auditorium till the very walls seemed
to resoupd with gladness.
Mr. Taylor of oourse, directed, and in
all the

out of the river very

McDonnell,

Ailed

morniug of April 1, 19 with much credit.

from a three weeks’ visit among friends
and relatives in Boston.
Widow Drusilla Jaokson, a sister of

F. P.
Putnam, with whom she>nakes
her home, Is reported to be very sick in
Boston, where she has been visiting a

Mr.
school In district No. 4.
of
Neal instead of returning to his home in
Danforth, has secured a situation in the
woolen mill at the Falls with his brother

term

Grand Lodge Sew England Order of

Protection Meeting.

their

tryingipositions

MI3CEIXANEQ1T&,_

I

_MISCqBXEA?<EOUS,

f

lan, Westbrook.
Deputy Grand Master—George Gibson
Ashland.
State Seoretary—G. P. Clark, Houlton
Treasurer—J. H. Ruth, Linreus.
OFFICERS ELECTED AND ANNUAL
Chaplain—Rev. D. B. Phelan, Houlton
Director of

REPORTS MADE.

Ceremonies—Thomas Me

Aloney, Cumberland Mills.
Grand Looturer—J. W. Dudley, Prosqu
Isle.

Foremen of Committee

Grand Lodge of Orangemen Also Hold
Their Aonual
Meeting and Elect Officers—A

ISarn Burned

on

the

Riverton

Road.
The tenth annual session of the Grand
of
Maine of the New England
Order of Protection, convened yesterday
at Odd Fellows’ hall, Westbrook. The

Lodge

secretary,

Auburn, for the year, ending December
81, 1897, shows as follows:
68
Number of lodges in good standing,
Members transferred in 1897,

3

Number of lodges December 31, '97,
Number of members December 31,

1890,

Increase during year 1897,
Decrease during 1897,
Number of members December 31,

65

8,101

137
118

1897,

3,123
The report of the grand treasurer, R.
W. Jaokson of Portland is as follows:
Cash on hand April 6, 1897,
*1,075.50
Reoeived during the year,
3,053.00
Total received,
*4,137.66
Expenditures, including per capita
tax, salaries, printing and mileage,
cash on hand April 4,
The
*3,068.66.
4a

AAO

on
Constitu
and Laws of the Order—A. H. Baoh
Cumberland Mills; J. R. Weod
Houlton; A. S. Dunlap, Portland.
Adjournment was then token to tb
banquet hall where a bountiful suppei
was
served by the ladies of Unity Sta;
lodge, No. 82.
The evening session was called to or
der at 8 o’clock and the remaining offi
cers were then chosen.

tlon

elder,

Representative

to

Supreme lodge—Rev

C. C. Pheiand. Westbrook.

Ti’ustees—Oilbert

Wilkins, Cumber
land Mills; Geo. Kimball, Bridgewater
John Gardiner. Smyrna.
Finance
Committee—A. E. Nelligan,
Islanc
Lewiston; Wm.
Crandelmier,
Falls, W. S. Eldredge, Portland.
The officers were installed by Supreme
The nexi
Master James Ray of Boston.
convention will be held April, 1S98, at
Bangor.
BARN

£
BURNED

ON

L. P.

noon

Deming,

the supreme warden.

UNION SAFE DEPOSIT
A.JSTJD

RIVERTOhi

ROAD.
Firo was discovered early last evening
in the barn belonging to Alfred Brackett
on the Riverton road, one mile this side
of Pride’s corner. The barn was a large
old structure and was situated some d istanoe from the house. There are no hydrants in that vicinity and no fire alarm,
so
that no
speoisal effort was made to
secure the sorvioes of the Are department.
The Are
consumed seven
cows, two
horses and eight or ten tons of hay beside
a
of
quantity
farming implements.
Two
horses were
all that was
about
saved. The origin of the Are is somewhat
of a mystery, but it is thought that it
originated from sparks from a pipe which

Mr. G. J. Hezelton furnished
Ann /vP t-hn foam horwlo n<aa cm nlr TV rr
curl V
dinner at the Odd Fellows’ banquet hall
in the evening. The total loss will he
for the delegates In attendanee. There about
11400. It Is understood that Mr.
was a large
attendance at the morning Braokett was not insured as his policies
session, among the Dumber being Judge expired about a week ago.
At

fAt thajjafternoon{session the election of
The affair was in every way successful
in the
and
the two
remaining concerts are officers occurred and resulted
choice of the following for the ensuing
of the most liberal attendance.
worthy

committee on resolutions then submitte 1
a resolution
which
was unanimous!; r
It protested against the con
adopted.
dition of
affairs in Cuba, and agains b
the
recognition of the Pope as holdin ?
any office with which our governmen b
should have official relations.
Officers were elected as follows:
State Grand Muster—Rev. C. C. Phe

The date for the public declamation
oontest between students of the High
school has been fixed for Wednesday evening, April 13th at the West End Congregational ohuroh.
The funeral services of the late Capt.
Elisha Newcomb were held yesterday affrom the residence
ternoon at 3 o’clock
on
Main street and were conducted by
liov. W. G. Mann, pastor of the Warten
of
whioh the
Congregational church
deceased was a member and offioer. The
from
Cloudpall bearers were appointed
man post, G. A. R., and Saccarappa lodge
of Odd Fellows, Messrs. John E. Warren
and Edward Anderson, representing the
former, and Messrs. Charles L. Andrews
and A. M, Swett, the latter organization. The burial was at Evergreen cem-

TRUST COMPANY,
Union Mutual Building,
PORTLANDFRED E.
FRANK E.

MAINE!.

-

RICHARDS, President.

ALLEN, Treasurer. M. F. KING, Manager

of

Faults*

A trustworthy institution uever promotes its own growth and
to injure or discredit a responsible eompe^

prosperity by seeking
titor.

Town hall tonight this pro- year:
this company is attribuThe abundant
Grand Warden—J.W. Chadwick, Gardigramme will be rendered:
are of the most modern constructable to the fact that its
ner.
Anvil Chorus
Verdi,
Grand Vice Warden—W.A. Allen, Portfire or
Its coupon
Go Where the Mist is Sleeping land.
Glover,
affording absolute safety
Mrs. Knapp.
Grand Secretary—A. E. Verrill, Auand convenrooms are
rooms, committee rooms and
The Girls of Seville burn.
Denza,
Miss Craft.
Grand Treasurer—R. W. Jackson, Portient, never dark and always well ventilated.
The Light Castanet land.
Parker,
Misses Gatohell and Tilton.
of securities and
boxes for the safe
Parties
Grand Chaplain—Mrs. Eliza F. Small,
Last Night
Kjeruff,
Portland.
and
to
visit
invited
examine the
valuable articles are
Ladies’ Quartette.
Grand Gnide—C. V. Horton, Foxcroft.
Freedom, God and Right
Barnby,
Grand Guardian—J. D. Gilbert, Lewof a really
constructed
system and
Chorus.
iston.
St. Quentin,
Conquered
Sentinel—J. W. Jones, Gardiner.
etery.
Mr. Fred A. Knight.
The oommittee on entertainment of the
Trustees—Lida Dearborn, Biddeford;
X Feel Thy Angel Spirit
Hoffman,
Mrs. Annie Braokett, Portland; Mrs. Daughters of Liberty request that every
Miss Craft and Mr. Taylor.
donate
member of the council cook or
Lydia J. Gilley, Biddeford.
Polonaise K Minor
Liszt,
to Supreme Lodge for something for the supper, Thursday even; Representative
Miss Jordon.
are
Visitors
expected on
iOne year—Josie G. Smith, Biddeford; .7.
ing, April 7.
Board of Directors is
of the followThis
Te Sdl Quest Anima W.
Donizetti,
Chadwick, Gardiner; C. E. Sturdi- that evening.
Miss Gatohell, Messrs. Gilbert and Mackle
Miss Mary Knight, who has been seriW. J. Woodbury, AuAugusta;
vant,
business
known
men:
well
Lost Chord
Sullivan,
burn; Minnie F. Haley, Portland; Ellen ously ill for some time past, commenced
S. D. Warren
Mrs. Nellie Braokett has returned from E. Emery, Saco.
work yesterday with the
PERC1VAL BONNEY.
FRED E.
Representative to Supreme Lodge for Co.
a
two weeks’ visit to friends in Boston
hold a
Star of Lilerty council will
A.
two years—H.
Saco;
Weymouth,
HENRY P.
N.
FRED
and Cambridge.
'i'haiia R.
Oakey, Auburn; Addie F. special meeting Thursday afternoon at
Mrs. Rachel Shanning, who has been Foye,
business.
FREDERICK
transact
H.
F.
A.
2.30
to
JOSIAH
important
Randall, AuSpringvale;
The annual meeting of the East End
passing some weeks with relatives In burn.
PAYSON
M.
LYMAN
The newly elected officers were then in- W. C. T. U. will be held this afternoon
Boston, has returned to her home on B
L. A.
Main
at 2.30 with Mrs.
Rowe,
of
the
WILLIAM W.
stalled
D.
representatives
EDWARD
supreme
by
street. Knightville.
street. All members are requested to atThe regular weekly meeting of the lodge.
tend.
ARTHUR L.
FRED’K E. BOOTHBY.
It wbs voted to hold the next session on
The subject for
Wednesday at the
Goodwill circle
was held Monday eveRUSSELL D.
FRANK LANG,
“Benjamin
the lirst Wednesday in April, 1899 with Ammoncongin club will be
ning at the home of Capt. and Mrs.
Franklin.” Sub-topic, “Peter Foiger.”
at
Houlton.
EDW
ARD C.
the
HERBERT
L.
lodge
Roll call answered by quotations from
Stephen Hutchinson. Arrangements were
At 6 o’clock the convention adjourned. Franklin. The meeting
be held
will
JOSEPH C.
BION
perfected for a jug breaking and supper
served the delegates in with Mrs. Grace Haley, Brackett street.
was
A supper
to take place in the near future.
THEODORE C.
The last meeting of the East End whist
AUGUSTUS R. WRIGHT,
hall
the
by the local lodge and
banquet
Alonzo
Mr.
Pettengill, who has been later in the
be held
evening with
evening the delegates went club will Mrs. W. Wednesday
PHILIP
G.
HKOYVJN.
A. Babb.
enjoying a vacation at the home of his by special cars to Portland ana attended Mr. and
The May festival and handkerchief sale
<31 w
apr4
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alblpn Pettengill, the meeting of the Portland lodge.
to be given by the ladies of the Universahas again resumed his duties as a ChrisGRAND LODGE ORANGEMEN.
list church, has been postponed to May 13
tian Crusader and has joined his band
and 14.
The third annual session of the State
The Lend-A-Hand society of the West
at Worcester, Mass.
Grand lodge of Maine, Loyal Orange In- End Congregational chnroh, assisted I y
The
conseoration
regular monthly
stitution, met in convention yesterday tlfe gentlemen, will furnish a turkey dinmeeting and roil call at the Y. P. S. O. afternoon with Cumberland Star lodge, ner in the church parlors l'ur=day evenheld
E., was
Sunday at the Knightville No. S10 of Cumberland Mills. Delegates ing from 6 to 8 o’clock, to be followed by
entertainment.
The proceeds
M. E. church and was led by Rev. L. H. were present from the lodges located at a musical
Bridgewater.
Houlton, are to be given to the ladies’ sociable. All
Presque Isle,
Bean.
oxLinnens, Smyrna, Island Falls, Bangor, are invited.
There will be a roll oall and social gath- Lawtrton,
Mr. J. C. Scates, the West End drugPortland, Sanfottl, Ashland
gist, is in Boston on a brief business trip.
ering of the members and friends at the and Gum ijerlond Mills.
sessions of the
The annual business
The report of the grand secretary
People’s Methodist church this evening showed
the order in Maine to consist of Brand Lodge of Maine, N. E. O. P., will
in the leoture room of the church at 7.30. 879 members. The reports Of the several be held today
in
Odd Fellows’ block,
A 11
S.L/.
C 1.1
officers were considered during the aftor- West End.
The regular meeting of Naomi Rebekah
are oordially invited.
If stormy post- noon session.
It was voted to endorse the action of lodge was held last evening. The degree
poned till further announcement.
work
was exemplified during the evening
Grand
James
Master,
the Supreme
Ray
of Boston, whereby he tendered the ser- by the degree team.
PLEASANTDALE.
The funeral services of the late Capt.
vices
of the 200,000 Orangemen to the
the
United States in the Elisha Newcomb will be held this afterMrs. Lizzie Braokett of Westbrook, has President of
at 2 o’olock irom the late residence,
or
aoon
event'of hostilities with Spain
any
entertained at the home of Mrs.
been
The Main street.
other nation now pi at any time.
Frank Sawyer.
These Carriages arc arranged upon our third floor, and consist
Mrs. A. D. Coolbroth
has recovered
of Extension Top Cutiiader Carriages, Extension, Canopy Top
from her recent illness.
and
Open Surreys, Goddards, Standing Top and Fall Top
Mrs.Albert Spaulding is suffering from
Bracket Front Corning, and Piano Box Top Buggies
Phaetons,
severe attack of pluerisy.
The ladies’! aid of Elm street church Neglect is the Forerunner of Misery and Suffering—A Grateful Hus- Open Buggies, Wagons, etc.
Some have been used bnt little ; are in prime condition. Many
will hold its
cession
At

the

patronage enjoyed by
vaufts
against
waiting

tion,

desiring

burglary;
large

keeping

cordially
appointments

perfectly

MODERN SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
composed

company’s

ing

RICHARDS,
DOW,
DRUMMOND,
COUSENS,
WINSLOW,

COX,
ROBIE,
TUCKER,
MASON,
BATES,
WOODMAN,
REYNOLDS,
HOLMAN,
WOODBURY,

SHEPHERD,
WILSON,

REDUCTIONS^

GREAT

25 to 50 Per

withdrawn from
Son.
Mr. Will Bailey cut hi* hand quite badly at the High school fire Sunday morn-

Charles F. Guptil), foreman; Portland;
William B
George S. Berry, Beering;
Brunswick; Edgar M. Bodge,
Blake,
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warraa SL. New York Cltz.
the tenement
Fal- 1D&ul Bibber is to occupy
Gorham; George M. Bucknam,
Howard Porter’s bouse.
mouth; E. W. Jepson, Casco: Charles E. in Mr.
is
Mrs.
visiting her parGeorge Moses
CITY of PORTLAND, ME. Jordan, Cape Elizabeth; Alfred H. Lar- ents.
rab9?, Westbrook; John W. Loathe, PortMrs. John Davis has erysipelas in the
land; Fred E. Moulton, Scarboro; Charles
C. Stover, Pownal; Charles F. Symonds,
8TMnnrnB Curtis is clerking for Thomas
cents at

population

Hood,
Armorer’s song from Robin
ROMFORD.
proved to be one of his happiest efforts.
Rumford, April 3.—The welcome song
The solos, duets and quartettes were
of the robin, sparrow, bluebird Is again
all
admirably sung and in these Mr.
heard in the land, but it seems out of
Taylor appeared to excellent advantage.
as
muoh
of
so
snow,
season on acoonnt
Mr. Spear in the “Heart Bowed Down”
little bare ground is to be seen on our was
well received, while the accompanfields and pastures.
ists, Miss Jordan, Miss Holmes and Mr.

damage.
Prof. Geo. H. Stoddard, a former principle of Freeport High school,!* a successful teaohfir at Douglass, Mass.
is reported to have
Fred Grant
Mr.
Tuesday
the firm of E. Grant &

paneled :

O. Stewart Taylor, gave the first of its
three concerts.
Despite the unfavorable conditions
of the
weather, there was a good sized
audience preseut, and the music-loving
of South Portland could not

Patten of Auburn
in exchange with Mr. Cousins
day, April 3d. The Sunday sohool will one. the “American Hymn,’’and Mrs.
observe Easter Sunday, «s
usual, by a Knapp’s fine soprano rang out to parconcert next Sunday evenlDg.
ticular advantage in the solo part, the
Mifis Barbara 'E. Leighton is visiting
quartette following and leading to ;a
of
Ellen
Mrs.
Whitney
her aunt.
Gray.
;gWe hear that the.Morgan rarm, woion grand climax which was nicely sustained
has been in the hands of Hon. M. F. by the ohorus.
Frank for several years, has been
purMiss Craft was introdnoed to the audichased by the Lowe brothers.
Misses Lizzie and Carrie Hall, of Gray, ence in a rendition of Hoffman’s “I Keel
were in town Snnday,
Thy Angel Spirit,” and her voice of
Miss Elizabeth Mountfort is visiting
oumotnccf
unrl nnroor
wrin foi* LGT
friends in Portland.
Mr. Fred Soper und wife have
been great praise.
Downes sang ‘‘Love’s Sorrow”
Mrs.
spending a few days in Boston and vicinity.
in
a most
sympathetic manner, while
Mr. Samuel C.
was
inwho
Loring,
Mrs. Horgan’s contralto was mnsioal as
still
a
few
is
weeks
by
falling
jured
ago,
confined to his bed. Mr. Estes of Gray, ever.
is taking care of him.
Mr. Maokie was in good voice and his

open to all
enter Harvey.
reputable citizens who may desire to
C. H. A bbott is putting bay windows
the servloe and who comply with the reon to his house.
or to
quirement without regard to race
8. B. Jones has returned to his locoAll motive on
the Boston & Albany railpolitloal or religions affiliations.
such oltlzens are invited to apply. They road.
shall be examined, graded and certified,
FREEPORT.
with entire impartiality and wholly with6.—Will Anderson p.nd
Freeport,
April
out regard to any consideration save their Howard Porter have gone to Seattle and
efficiency as shown by the grade they at- on arrival will determine the route for
the gold fields.
tain in the examination.
T. D. Spear, Jr., has just closed his
of
2 For application blanks and manual
second very successful term of teaohing
examinations, addrehs the United States High school at North Waterford.
Two slight fires are reported, one at the
Civil Service Commission at Washington.
High school building Sunday morning
and one at Lord's laundry in the evening,
SUPERIOR COURT.
little
both easily extinguished with but

examinations

These

GRAND CONCERT WAS THE EVEN1
OF THE SEASON.

numbers the elieot of his careful business session
begun at 10.45. The restood out prominently.
training
preached
port of the oflloers were read. The report
The opening number was a most fltfing
on Sunof the Grand
A. E. Verrill of

assistant,
department of
agriculture, sister.
assistant examiner, patent office, hospital
Jason Hall’s son and daughter of Zircon
service,
inspecSteward, Marine hospital
hulls and Milton
plantation, are attending High
tors and assistant inspectors of
steamboat inspection service, school at Rumford Falls.
boilers,
service,
marine engineer, Marine hoipital
Neal has closed a profitable
Wallace
of

HH
Porous

once

Assistant surgeon, Marine hoipital sercoast and geodetic survey,
vice, aid,

_

musical evont of the

vice, the commission will waive for this days earlier than last year.
Roads are in very bad oondition. Once
examination its general requirement that
An Extensive Assortment at applications must bo.filed in oompleto In awhile a wagon Is to be seen on the
form ten days before 'the examination. road.
Low Prices.
far
must be filed
Syrup makers are not getting a good
Estimates and Good Work* However, applications
of sap yet.
rnn
to
time
allow
to
ship
enough in advance
men Furnislied.
Mrs. Vesta Adams, has been quite ill
examination papers to the citieB selected
of late, but Is muoh improved'now.
for examination.
M. L. Wyman nnd wife have returned
The oommisilon Is especially desirous of
seouring additional eliglbles for the following named registers, and it requests
that all suitable persons who dssire such

SOUTH PORTLAND.

The long heralded
NORTH YARMOUTH.
season took
place last evening at the
North Yarmouth, April 5—'The Ladies’
hall when the chorus of over 12C
%’own
Aid held a stocking soolal at the vestry,
weeks past hae
voices, whioh for several
Tuesday evening.
Mr.
been under the oareful t raining of
Mr. J. J. Gilbert and wife of

Owing
The
enough eliglbles fay these higher grade
positions to meit the demands of the ser- quietly

Ready.

ii

TOWNS-

Cent

--

2ND

“-*----S'*

J. Hunt.
Mr. Charles Dillingham is on the «iok
list.
H. Cushing of Massachusetts,
Mr. E.
spent Sabbath with his parent®.
High Sohool opened Monday with its
usual complement of scholars.
Verdn Spear is spending her vaMiss
cation with her parents in Portland.
WINDHAM.

CARRIAGES

HAND

MBS. PINXHAM’S WARNING TO WOMEN.

Windham Center, April 5—Mr. Ralph
is at home from Bates college for
a week’s vacation.
on Thursweekly
The schools in Windham will open Mon- day
afternoon at the home of its presi11.
day, April
dent, Mrs. Frank W. Carter, Elm street.
Mrs. Georgia Hnssoy is
quite sick.
hi. Frank C. Sawyer is convalescent.
Mrs. George Hanson has been caring for
Aiis* Maggie Cady of Portland has been
but
home
returned
her the past week,
the guest cf her adrit, Airs. Mary Jensen.
Sunday.
Air. A.
D. Coolbroth is entertaining
The announcement is received of tho his sister, Mrs. E. Li. Coolbroth of West
marriage of Miss Mildred E. Morrell to Soarboro for a few day3.
Dr.
Harry I.
Thompson, Thursday,
Airs. Carrie Wilkinson, who has been
Mrs. Thompson
March 31st. Mr. and
passing some weeks with her sister, Mrs.
will reside in Brighton, Mass.
bred Afcrrill at Lewiston, has returned
Mr. Leon H. Ward has gone to Massa- to her home on
Kelsey street.
chusetts to work in the Waltham watch
Mr. Charles How lias moved his famifactory.
ly from Portland to the house owned by
Mr. Lincoln E. Hull is
visiting rela- Mr. Walter Nutter on Pearl street.
tives in Everett, Mass.
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
YARMOUTH.
Barbriok. Evans street, is very sick with
the measles.
Yarmouth
Yarmjuth, April 5—Tho
Air. and Airs. Ernest Sargent, have
chorus will give a musical reception Wed- been
entertaining Mr. Rosco Benson
nesday evening. All are cordially invit- and family.
A fine programme has been prepared.
ed
Alias Alary E. Dyer, accompanied by
It is hoped that all who are interest in
are
their Miss Gladys Allies ’of Cliapel street,
will give this
musical culture
passing a few days with relatives at
hearty support. Refreshments will be BoWety baaefe.
servod during the evening by the young
Mits Edith Galligau who has been the
ladies.
guest, of her aunt, Mr. Martin Burke
tor a few weeks, returned to her home in
LECTURE BY MR. PEABODY.
Portsmouth, N H., Alonday.
Aliss Mae
On Thursday evenin g of this week will
Waterhouse, who has been
her
vacation
at the home of
lecture in the passing
last
occur the third and
Mrs. Leonard Berry of Somerville, Mass.,
School
at
oourse given
High
Assembly returned to her home on Kelsey street,
hall for the benefit of schoolroom decora- Monday.
Air. and Sirs. G. E. Mills left yesterday
Tbe attendance at the two
tion fund.
ror Rutland, Vt., where he will make his
lectures already given has not been all
home during the ooming summer.
that oould be desired. The object is a
Alaster Philip Fickett is ill at his home
who
those
know Mr. an High street.
worthy one, and
Master Elijah Hamilton and son, MasPeabody and ore aware of his scholarly ter
Everett, have returned from a two
tastes and unquestioned ability, may be weeks’ visit
to friends and relatives In
of
his
their
that
patronage
inre
lecture Rockland and Linden.
tlm «»nse
will be rewarded, not «lone
Miss Rhode. Qrr has returned from her
of a duty done, but also by the enjoyment home at
Orr’s island, whore she has
aim
m :st p..j„rui>le been enjoying her vacation.
of a most pleasurable
is
His
one
subject
that
ladies’
aid
will apThe
evening.
society of the Elm
peal to a very great number and for street M. E. church will be entertained
those to whom the name of
Barrie is as Thursday afternoon at the home of the
yet meaningless there cannot fail to be president, Mrs. Frank Carter.
an interest aroused in his writings which
The regular weekly meeting of the
will assuredly afford them the greatest lie-' P. S. E., held Sunday evening under the
The tickets for this lecture are on I jompetent leadership of Mr. Merle Smith,
light.
sale at Frank B. Clark’s and
Loring, was largely attended and was very interShort & Harmon’s.
esting.
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band Writes of His Wife’s Recovery.
—

We must
from tlic best shops of Portland and Blew England.
have the room, and make the sacrifice, for immediate sale and
delivery, at a reduction of from 25 to 50 per cent from formed
are

Nearly all the ill health of women is traceable to some derangement of the
feminine organs. These derangements do not cure themselves, and neglect of prices.
the sensations resulting from them is only putting
Lists furnished or mailed, upon application.
off trouble.
Pathetic stories are constantly coming to Mrs.
Pinkham of women whose neglect has resulted in
serious heart trouble and a whole train of woes.
Here is the story of a woman who was helped
by Mrs. Pinkham after other treatment failed:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It affords me very
d5t
apr4
great pleasure to be able to state that I believe
my wife owes her health to your medicine
and good advice. For three years her
health failed rapidly; she had heart trou—
ble, otten tailing down in dizzy and
to be tSie best that can be obtained for
fainting spells, shortness of breath, bought of us is guarantee!!
STEINWAY, HARDMAN, GARBER, PEASE,
the amount paid.
choking and smothering spells, bloat- BRAUMELLEK.
NORRIS & HYDE, Transposing
Keyboard.
ing of the stomach, a dry cough, dys- THE AERIOE Self Playing PIANOS and THU EOUAB
Easy
menses
a
of
full
Hue
symptoms,
We
peptic
carry
irreg- terms of payment.
Music, Musical Instruand
Call
Merchandise.
examine
the
and
Musical
of
and
an uncelebrated
ments
ular, scanty,
natural color. She had been Grauphner & Meyer Mandolins and Guitars.
treated by physicians with but
little benefit. She has taken
your treatment according to
your directions, and is better
in every way. I am well pleased
517 CONGRESS ST.
TELEPHONE 31S-5.
with the result of your

F. 8. BAILEY CARRIAGE COMPANY.

EVERY PIANO

I, STEINER! & SONS CO.,

treatment, and give you
permission to use my letter
for the benefit of others.—
Chas. H. andMrs. May Butcher,

Fort Meyer, Va.
The healing and strengthening power of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for all female ills is so well established that it needs no argument. For over twenty
that are truly wonderful.
pears it has been used by women with results
Mrs. Pinkham invites all women who are puzzled about their health to write
All such correspondence is seen by women
to her at Lynn, Mass., for advice.

snly, and no charge is made.
A Million Women Have Been Benefited by Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice and Medicine

eodtf

u. S. FLAG &
——-

DECORATING CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF —-H

Flags, TeisSs and Matiunoeks.
Tents amt Canopies to let. Bunting and Flag Decorationfor all occasions. Estimates freely given.

3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203 Middle St., Portland JeTUX-Kt-HONJi 873-5.
inariseodim

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for si*

months; $1.50

a

quarter;

50 cents

a

month.

President's it gives to a literature, showing the high
Humors concerning
the
of
message to Congress today are so conflict- standard of its civilization. His stfidy
of
character
the
what
the
and
foresee
achievements
to
that
is
it
ing
impossible
of
recommendations it will make. Indeed, Diaz reads like a romance. The extent
it is not certain that it will make any. the writer’s acquaintance with hi* imporIt may deal simply with the fnots and tant subject, as well as his motlv in unturn the
matter over to Congress for dertaking the composition of this book,

The Daily is delivered every morning by
action.
This is not likely, however. In
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
all probatility the
President will take
Woodford* without extra charge.
the
There
is
a
lca^.
Daily (not iu advance), invariably at the
growing
rate of $7 a year.
the
seeming
feeling that
antagoMaine State Press, (Weekly; published nism
and
betwe n
President
the
for
six
per
$1
months;
Thursday,
$2
year;
every
Congress will disappear when the mes50 cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial subscripsage Is heard,and that these two branches
tion of six weeks.
of the government will find themselves
Persons wishing to feave town for long or
in
substantial accord as to the.policy to
short periods may have the addresses of their
bo pursued.
desired.
as
often
as
changed
papers

Advertising Rates.
The formal recognition ot the indepenIn Daily Press $1.50 per square, for Jna dence of
Cuba has the advantage over a
Three
insertions
one
month.
for
week; $4.00
deoJiratlon for armed intervention of not
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a col-

and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
umn

$1.50 per Bquare.
Beading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Beading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week iu advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverand all advertisements under these
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged

headlines,

necessarily involving war,
guments can be presented

but more arin support of
the latter than the former. There is existing scarcely one of the generally recognized essentials to the recognition of in-

dependence. There is nothing that can
fairly be called a government, though
there is somewhere in the eastern end of
the island somebody that is styled a'President.

But

he

apparently

exerolses

no

I
I
l
l
l

may be Inferred from the sentence* on
pages 2 and 3, as follows: “A decade has
convinced me that Mexico is worth the
better acquaintance of her neighbors;
and a review of onr newspaper and book

government

ent|state1witboufc smuggling
Spanish lines. There is
shadow of
less

an

inuepenuhim through
hardly the

to mo

We can

substance of one.
out a case for armed

be beneficial to us.
I have not yet seen Mexico given justice
as
a
human quantity,
an
ambitious
marcher in the procession of nations.
And that is what she is.” The book is

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL

MAINE.

OF

STATE

6.

A FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.
In deference to the practice of the early settlers of New England, and iollowing a precedent that has obtained ever slnee Maine was
admitted into the Union of States, and also
with ffye advice and consent of the Executive
Council, I do appoint THURSDAY, the asth
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, as a
day of
FASTING AND PRAYER.

is to come it Will be a mercy
to be thoroughly beaten in the
A prolonged conflict
first engagement.
means her ruin.
If

war

Spain

to

Great Britain evidently does not intend
this time to put herself in any attitude
that can be construed as unfriendly to
the United States. Her experience in the
past has taught her a lesson.
All

evidence

the

fleet

Spanish torpedo

have
thajfc the
is at Cape Verde

we

Islands comes from Spanish sources, and
the navy
department tabes very'little
stock in It.

duban insurgents,

The

poorly armed

and half starved as they ore, have been
able to keep a Spanish army of 200,000
at bay for two years. What they
men
are oapable of doing when provided with
and
modern
weapons
plenty of food,
from what they have
inferred
accomplished in their crippled condition.
can

bo

when one judges a story of this extraordlnary.nature. The author’s statement on
this point has been
published in the
London Sketch, where he is quoted
ns
‘The War of the Worlds’ Is
saying:
the story of a possibility. Like ‘The In-

that the Pope might be
mediator by the Spaniards
and the insurgents, but there is no likllhood of his being acoepted by the United
States, since our government does not
It

is

possible

accepted

recognize

as

him

as

a

temporal sovereign.

stroyed by

the Spaniards
and with the
connivance of the Spanish government,
the war spirit would be more rampant
in this country than it is now. Even
the peaoeful East would put war paint

an

if It wae convinced that that disaster
in reality a diabolical crime, perpre-

was

trated by the Spanish government.
If Maine laws

put obstacles in the way

of patriotic
young men organizing for
the defence of their oountry, they ought
be changed forthwith.
But when
to
rightly interpreted we do not believe that
statute relating to the
militia seems to give the power to the
to
lioense any military or
he may see fit.
naval company

they do.

The

governor

be said that there are any
of a peaceful solution of the
more signs
Spanish difficulty this morning than
there were twenty-four hours ago. The
It

cannot

the

possibilities

modern science opens out
it will, 1 am afraid, seem only very sober
fiction indeed. If ever anything of the
sort did

it

would probably he a
than anything I have

happen,
great deal worse
imagined in that story.”
Taking a point of view in the early

years

of the twentieth centuy, Mr. Wells narrates the conquest of England by
the
Martians. A great light which, in 1894,
was seen on the illuminated part of
the
disk of Mars, was perhaps the casting of
the huge gun from which shells were
fired at the earth. The storm burst “six
years ago now.” Across the forty million

of London.

These

shells

or

y
1

whom we never heard of before and
never shall again, that we aro filled with
wonder and surprise as to how they do
I

do

not mean

verses are

unknown,
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make

this

B Capital and Surplus invested
j' wholly in Government Bonds.
B

same.

H

complete stock in ’98 fashions
now on display, both in
pairs and
yard goods.
Call on us. We shall be pleased
to display goods and offer sugges-

|,

j|

MldOLl©

St„

|

Sample Eox Free.

25 and 50c. per box.
At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

Comfort Powder Co#
Hartford, Conn.

NEW CROP

WM. i. MARKS,

FIRST

ARRIVAL

Having consolidated with the Portland
Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
Safe

ware.

tral and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is suoh that all financial
business can be transacted under the

287 Puncheons, ) Choice
grrooery
> Barbaaoes molasses
35 I'ieyces,
40 Bbls.
) ox. Sclir. “Minnie”
-—

VO.ft

sale by =

JOB

PRwmio
mall

or

atteaoed to.

fifty Martians arrived—a number quite
adequate, it seemed, to the task of subjugating all humanity; but when that
conclusion of the war became, humanly

those
whatever we may ohoosejto call
invisible hosts that we commonly regard
as onr worst foes. “There are no bacteria

or

in Mars,” Mr. Wells says, “and directly
these invaders
arrived, directly they
drank and fed, our microscopic allies began to work their overthrow. The Mnrtians were slain by the putrefactive
disease bacteria, against which their
tems were unprepared.”
The

Awakening of

a

§ You Are Asked 1
I
To
I
Here,
Buy
1
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i|rif

likely

are

here.

for

market prices, and deliver
goods in a hurry.

f

A

Dainty Breakfast Dish,
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Makes

a

specialty of dealing in a!l

pper Shares

a specialty.

20

Exchange Bldg.,

Boston.

riiart9SatSWedlmo

telephope promptly
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Nation.

TO

“COOK

(ATLANTIC
|G00DWIN&G0.J
|
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7 Monument
aprod5t

A
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Square.

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

AND

’EM.”

CURE-ALL

FOR

m
^

m

ONE MILLION
DOUARS.
Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of England, London, In large or
small amonnti) for sale at current rate*.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from Individual*. Corporations,
Banks and others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through this
Bank.

Caste

feb7dtt

$ 150,000

PANCES

|

j
|

TROUBLE.

LEADERS FOR 19 YEARS.
DON’T

FAIL. TO
LOOK THEM OVER.

$35.00 AND

$50.00.

N. 31. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
mai23dlf

I

works,

OF THE

with full directions for

loading,

EXTERNALLY.

STOVE FOUNDRY CO.,

RETAIL STORE KENNEBEC STREET,

FOOT OF

CONCERT

|

SAKGLIKR,

Organist.

Assisted

by
Miss LIZZIE M. BROWN, Soprano.
Mr

T.

FRA NTT

OttAV

Tnnnr

Mr. JAMES F. COOMBS, Baritone.
Mr. FEED A. GIVEN, Violinist
Mr. HENRY HUMPHREY, Pianist.
Miss BLANCHE HL ADAMSf ot Boston, Readef
Also a Male Chora* of Si5 Voica*. GEORGE
F. SANGLiEfe, MnSlfcal Director. Reserved
F. Homsted’s
seats for sale. TieKats at T.
and Frank B. Clark’s.
apidiw
■

A. BELLOWS

MRS. JQHX
will

read selections from Robert Browning

in the Second Advent
at 4.30 p.m. and from
19tli, at 4.30 p. m.

Church, April 12th

Rudyard Kipling April

cents,

single; tickets «o
COURSE

TICKETS 75 CENTS.
-AUCTION

aprSdlw

SALfS*

and Second-hand

BicjJos

reserve or

DUE 1923.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.

these wheels are uew and but slightly shopworn.
Many of them have been used but a
very little and are practically ai good as new.
All are high grade wheels.
Among them are Victors, Columbia*, Travellers, Stearns. Tribunes, Pierce, Majestic, 310
Specials, Warwicks, League, Ramblers. Crawfords, Tourists, and many other makes.
Also 6 Combination and Double Diamond Tandems. all standard makes.
These wheels will be on exhibition on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 5th and 6th inst., provloas to sale.

_aprfdtd

F.

-FOK SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,
Portland. Me.
OF

at the

Close of

BAILEY & CO.

O.

AictioBneis aidCnaiBussioB Berdan b
Salesroom 40 tixofcanye Street.
r. O. BAILEY
marh-i

C. W.

ALLEN
tf
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CONDITION

FINANCIAL.

WOODBURY

&

Cor. Middle &

Business,

MOULTON,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts... $ 369,204.20
202.400.00
Government Bonds...
267,218.00
Municipal and other Bonds.
2M.281.96
Funds
Investments.
Sinking
12,381.14
Trust Investments.
m

I

Exchange Sts.

1898.

31st,

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
FOREION DRAFTS.
dtf

uauaa.

feb9

81,297,169.72
LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock. $ 100.000.00
100,000.00
Surplus.
less

Undivided Profits,
and taxes

Sinking Funds

expenses

800.81
paid.S
ror Corporations
323,498.38
—

Estates In Trust.

12,536.14
760,334.39

Deposits.

4s.

BARRETT,

S
by J.

BOSTON.

COPPER STOCKS
AND

FUTURES
SOLICITED.
fetedwSsattt

4s.

William* Indian

For sale

BUILDING,

CORRESPONDENCE

_dtf

CHESTNUT.

EXCHANGE

Exchange.

4s.

application.

Is

2

on

COTTON

4s.

Ointment

And New York Cot

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold in
all Markets.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
:y27

LELAND & GO.

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,
Prices on

E.

EOW.

81,297,169.72

SWAN &

PORTLAND

F.

BY ATTCtflON.
STANDISH WATER &
Thursday, April 7th, at 10 a. m., at SalesONroom
No. 46 Exchange St., we shall sell
CONSTRUCTION CO., without
limit, 60 Bicycles. Pjftt of

Merrimack County,
N. H.,
f

they may be FIRED DAILY with the best results.

WE 8UARANTEE THEK-INTERNALLY

GEORGE

Second Grind Clearance Sale ol 60 New

—

BONDS.

M

ORGAN RECITAL

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

WM. G. DAVIS, President.
H. BUTLElt, Secretary.

By

Bought

t CHURCH.

STjf.

Thursday Evening, April 7.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

R.,
Portland Water Co.,
our

CHESTNUT

By Invitation of the tint Parish All lanes

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PmMaiiL
MARSHALL ft GODINS,
„„

Maine Central it.

at

No person admitted without
which may.now be procured at

Jones & Allen’s.

...""

|

W

Charles F. Lummis.
(New York: Harper & Bros.; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.) In his preface, Mr. Lummis
explains that his book is submitted “not

keepers.

Mr. Worrell’s lecture, .itself, will be entirely
divorced from advertislug, being the same ya
any paid lecture.

1824.

Ifleorperatail

from Agassiz Muaoum, Cambridge, and
Commercial UlMUUN, Philadelphia.
Each lady willrecAiVe a copy of Mr. Worrell’s latest work—cdg of the t>*tt boohs on
Food (extant. Apart from lectures it sells for
fifty cents. Kevetme from a select list o£ ad,
vertisements in re* of book meets the entire
expense—making all absolutely free to house-

PORTLAND
g
TRUST COMPANY BANKERS,

sys-

railroads; and the encouragement “Mnh

—

-OF THE-

and

a»_a description of Mexico,‘but ns a finger
board along the path to comprehension.”
In other words, Mr. Lummis has not attempted to cover the whole country, but
here and there he has chosen vital points
for study. To those who have not fol-

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE,

uasu ou uauu anu

§
w

WILL H.

—

Prodtyifs obtained, through courtesy,

Food

Bankers.

WE EIRE THE FIRST GUN

LOADER

(The science of food.)
Notable stage display of Food Plants and

■

=r

Casco National Bank

March

10c

SI/

THE

Fresh from a very successful tour in the West
and South, will lecture ou

DIETETICS !

PLNANf^kL.

DISCOURAGED! i

! Crown Flakes,!
PACKAGE.
$
$W
_

Sale opens at Cressey, Junes & Allen’s, Saturday morning, April 2d, at 9 o’clock, mar31dlw

Ail requests (or information on mining properties receive careful attention.

-AND-

(SPAIN

Doors open at 2 o’clock.
Commence at 2.30 o’clock.

Mr. LUSHA B. WORRELL,

All Seats Reserved at 50 cents.

(M&fftber Boston Stack Exchange),

WAR AVERTED!

*

Seats now on sale.

KOTZSCHMAR HALL,
Thursday Afternoon, April 7,1898.

DOLIN »nd GUITAR CLUBS,

STATEMENT

^

w

TUFTS’ COLLEGE GLEE, MAN.
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think that you
to be best suited

everything

Scenery, Wonderful Mechanical Effects.

82 Exchange St.,

We've the best and

cleanest of

Strong:

POPULAR PRICES, 15c, 25c, 35c, 50c.

dtf

B. N. HAMLIN,

PRINTER,

FKIKTSBS’
EXCHANGE,
97 1-2 ExeflBng« St., Portland

fise m

we

The HEART
of CHICAGO.
Cast, Special

sapie roof.

AND-

All Ardors bi

Because

__

—

(wnfort powder Barbados Molasses, Book, Card
It produces a fine,
clear complexion.

C. O. TUKESBURY, Manager.
LINCOLN J. CARTER’S GREAT SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION,

Interest Paid on
TIME i DEPOSITS.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,

aiarSl

All skin irritation,
itching and chafing,
soothed and healed by

TOMORROW
NIGHT.

a

The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most cen-

BAILEY & GO.,

SUCCESSORS TO H. J. BAILEY & CO.

apr2,4,0

Tonight
&

..

|
|

and silver

100-102

PASSION plai.

AKTD

Bank

Savings
Building.)
B Capital.$100,000
1 Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability
100,000

tions.

JOHNSTON,

Lessees and Managers.

The Life of CHRIST portrayed in moving pictures. Endorsed by Press. Public, Olergy. lie.
scriptlve Lecture by the RKV. N. li. THOMPSON. Incidental Music. Matmee prices 250, Evening prices 25c-35c-50c. Children’s Matinee tickets 15e.
April 13-13, LAST STROKE.

~tv—

Exchange St.,

(Portland

A

£

|

Lenten Attraction

Special

American Cinematop'raoh Production of the

HAS REMOVED TO

furnishing a point m Investment
Securities
for gpeoial study, both in selection of ■
Specialty.
patterns and the proper draping of 1

l/l/Ullij.

THEATRE.

8.15. Marines Today at 3.30.

Church of the Messiah.

branch of house

'i

at

Wed. Ere, April 6,
Kotzschmar Hall,
Under auspices of the Y. P. C. U. of the

—

Portland Trust Co.

We have strived to

nAADC

his book the same title.

given

liU

m

Chairman.

Committee.

J

—

One of the first things to attract
the attention on entering a richly furDifhed room, either appealing to the
eve by their artistic effect and arrangement, or dispelling by its awkwardness, iB the window or door draping,

FOR

Tonight

AftTHUR X. HUNT,

DESIGNS,

that Mrs. Coatps’s
but while she does

for

ADRIAN H. JOI.INE, Counsel.
J. N. WALLACE. Secretary, 54 Wall St., N. Y.

DAINTY
DRAPERY

sons

JEFFERSON

Wax. L. BULL,
( HAS. H. MEKKIMAN,
DAVID S. RAKER,

1
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Mrs. Florence 'Earle Coates has a volume of poems just published by Houghton & Mifflin, which Is very oreditable.
Great poems are rare in any age, but in

issued

OLCOTT,

THE

cylllnders

about thirty yards in diameter,
each contained a number of the invaders
together with the strange implements of
resistless. In ail,
war that made them

being

lowed the development of Mexico during
indications are as warlike as over. The the past twenty years the book will be a
conferences among the ambassadors of revelation. Mr. Lummis narrates its exthe powirs, the efforts of the Pope toward traordinary settling from civil disturbthe sending of ships to ances into a well-ordered government
mediation and
Havana for the consuls and American with Diaz in the Presidency; the growth
residents, signify that war is generally of its sehools and of its industries; the
regarded as inevitable on both sides of working of its mines: the building of its
the Atlantic.

F. F.

earth; but to any ono-acquainted with

influence, however, may do much to speaking, inevitable—when London had
bring Spain into a conciliatory mood and fallen and opposition was at an endthus da much for peace.
rescue came from the most
unexpected
Were it certain that the Maine was de- quarter; from microbes, germs, bacteria,

His

March 28,1898.
Negotiable certificates will be
bonds deposited.

Diaz.

visible Man,’ it is a piece of realism. It
may seem incredible to a large number of
people not familiar with the ascertained
facts about Mars and its relation to the

It is undoubtedly the general opinion
in Congress that the
Maine was de- miles of void ten shells were thrown,
stroyed by a mine located by the Span- fronrthe smaller, older and colder planet
iards and exploded by Spanish officials, to our own more desirable world—and
that all of
and this fact there is reason to believe thrown with such precision
accounts mors for the readiness of Con- them fell in the immediate neighborhood
gress to declare war than any interest
in the Cuban question.

At the request o£ the holders of a large
amount of the above bonds, the undersigned
have consented to act as a committee tor the
protection of the interests of the bondholders,
and hereby request the deposit of said bonds
With the CENTRAL TRUST 10)1 I'ANY OF
NEW YORK, 54 WALL STREET, NEW
YORK CITY, under the terms of a bondholders’ agreement, copies of whloh can be obtaiued from the Trust Company on and after

j

j

characteristic glimpses of Mexican {life as
well as a striking
portrait of General

AMUSEMENTS.

1st MORTGAGE BONDS.

J

J

profusely illustrated, largely jrom photographs (one at least of an interesting object never beforo photographed) giving

There is, by the way, a very quaint
attractive volume just published by
Spun-Yarn Sea Stories. By Morgan and
E. R. Herrick & Co., of New York, and
Kobertson.
(New York: Harper &
illustrated by Blanche McShort & written and
Brothers; Portland: Loring,
is one of a series nf Colonial
It
Manus.
Harmon.) Spun-Yarn consists of live
and has for its title How
stories told by a sailor, who adds to bis Monographs,
The
the Dutch Came to Manhattan.
knowledge of sea and ships an insight
but in both litinto human nature, some acquaintance book has not many pages,
and illustrations it is quite
with science, and a fertile imagination. erary style
and original. It is Intended to
There is something out of the ordinary in unique
first book of the series.
each of these tales—some incident of a supplement the
The Voyage of the Mayflower, but iortna
and
character.
novel
startling
chroniolo of the events of
“The Survival of the Fittest,” forex- in itself a trne
the early Dutch occupation of Manhattan
ample, is a curious character study of a
from its beginnings, to its final
ne’er-do-well with an untrained instinct Island,
reversion into English hands. (Portland:
for mechanics; and the incident whioh
Short & Harmon.)
on Loring,
serves as a back ground is a storm
Lake Erie, 111 which, single-handed, he
And now I should like to know if there
brings a wrecked barge to port. "A
rule as to two looks
Creature of Circumstance’
introduces a is no law or accepted
writers
different
having the same
by
beScotchman who is equally divided
fond of Henry James’s
and name!1 I am very
tween the desire of making money
and do not take
cf saving souls. A grim humor relieves A Passionate Pilgrim,
Mr. Percy White
the horrors of this
it also does in kindly to the fact that

The War of the
Worlds. By H. G.
For Spain to engage in a conflict with,
Wells, author of “The InvisibhlMan” etc
the United States is utter madness.
(New York; Harper & Bros.; Portland:
It looks as if the only chance of avert- Loring,‘Short & Harmon.) The author s
ing war now lay in a complete back- own opinion of his work, and especially
down on the part of Spain.
his intention, must be taken into account

i

1

|

PUBLICATIONS.

It 1b fitting that this time-honored custom
should still be respected, and I earnestly request all the people of our State to properly observe tbe day in their homes and churches, and
to refrain from all unnecessary labor, remembering, reverently, the source from which so
many favors have come to us.
story, as
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber, in Au- a tale of
South PaciUo piraoy, called
in
of
March,
gusta, this twenty-fourth day
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun- “Honor among Thieves;” while in “Tne
dred and ninety-eight, and of the Inde- Derelict
Neptune,” a floating magazine
pendence of the United States of America
of nitro-gloyerine and gun-cotton,
there
the one hundred and twenty-second.
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
is a scientific interest.
By the Governor.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary of State.

J

y

|

j

interven- nrtf ofond omnricv (Kn rsnaatacf cfra hna
make
at regular rateB.
which done some excellent work, and very dainto
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square tion
stop the lighting,
for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for is likely to be eternal unless somebody ty, delicate and lovely are many of the
each subsequent insertion.
ends it, hut for the recognition of a thing poems contained In her pretty volume.
Address all communications relating to sub- that has no existence it would be
’1
pretty ‘* Vailed, “Near and Far,
Suppliant,
Portland
advertisements
to
and
scriptions
hard to get up any intelligent defence. and others have a distinct- charm. (PorlExchange
07
Street,
Publishing Co.,
and: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Portland, me.
NEW

Do Not Condemn
Cottolene because you had
unsatisfactory results from some that was not
fr®8*1. What else
could you expect? You would not think of using rancid
butter, nor yet do you
s&y all butter If bad because you get some occasionally
that is not good. Be just as honest and fair with

other cooking fats, Cottolene becomes stale and
1 Like
rancid in time and under certain conditions, and when
so should not be used. Insist on getting it sweet and
and use it according to directions. Perfect satisI fresh,
faction is then assured.
The genuine is sold everywhere in one to ten pound yellow tins,
with pur trade-marks—** CoUoteiie” and steer's head in cottory-plant
J wrsalA—on
every tin. Not guaranteed if 4sold in any other way.
[
Mads only by THE N. ft. FAtRBANK COMPANY,
SL. Cools.
Montreal.
New York.
Chicago.

neighbor might

independent republic, much it.

the

Denver City
Railroad Company

COTTOLENE !

prints of the last few years concerning
Mexico has not lessened my \ conviction.
It certainly aeems that a
little modern
and interior
truth as to our next-door

I

AMUSEMENTS.

_
__
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jurisdiction anywhere. Not a sin gle seaport is held by the insurgents, so that it this year of grace there are so many
would be impossible to send a representa- really oharmlng things written by perrive oi mis

FINANCIAL

COXTOLIINIi.

___

a

Pile

sure euro

forPIIiPS. It absorbs
tumors. Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
and SI. At Druggists.

E. Goold& Co,
luned&wlf

Collector of Customs. Portland. Maine, April
4.1898. Sealed proposals tfill be received at
this building until 2 o'clock p. m., Thursday,
April 7.1898 for furnishing fuel, lights, water,
Ice. mfSoellaneous supplies, washing towels,
for this
hauling asnes. and sprinkling streets June
30.
bulldlugdurinc the Hscal year ending
the
year os may be
1889, or such portion of
deemed advisable. The right to reject any or
all bids Is reserved by the Treasury DepartJOHN W. DEUBING, Custodian.
ment
e»d2t
apr4

M.

s.

S.

P.

A.

The annual meeting of the Maine State Society tor Hie Protection ol Animate will he
hellion Wednesday. April 9, 1893. at 3 o'clock
p m.. in the directors'room, 396 Congress bt.,
Portland, for the purpose of electing directors
for the ensuing year and transacting any other
business that may properly coin.! before the
U. <£ VAVGM&&
meeting.

ap:'5d21

MUSIC AND DRAMFi

EQUAL

THE PASSION PLAY.

The National Officers to Tour

New

Eng-

There will be but two more representations of the Passion Play at The Jefferson, anti these will he given at the matinee
and evening performance. Ex-

land States.

formances yesterday. One of the admirable featuros of the entertainment is the
very distinct enunciation of the lecturer,
whose every word can bo distinctly heard
of the house.
in any

tour of the New England States.
Th -v
have accepted an invitation from
th
state society of Maine to hold one of their
conferences in Portland of which the date
is not yet fixed.
The coming of these

In the railroad scone in “The Heart of
Chicago’’ Lincoln J. Carter's latest play,
impossible feat in stage
a seemingly

an

PORTLAND, April 6,

part
HEART OF CHICAGO.

accomplished, the aptrain head on, growing laras it appears in full view
ger and larger
of the audience, from a mere speck in the
horizon, until at last when the audience
is almost wild with the excitement of
effect

has

proach

of

been

a

situation, the full-sized locomotive
stops at the footlights. The illusion is
perfect. At the beginning of the act a
beautiful and realistic scene is shown,
the

Paris cut

never

ar<c

are
not
in
Even those who
rights.
sympathy with the cause to which sh-

larger

than

usual and contain

many

rather

are

at

ims consecrated her life-work can but adIt is a happy day, in
mire the woman.
women are learning that, liko men
that,
with the track in perfect perspective runthey may differ widely in opinions an
ning back apparently about four miles
yet be warm personal friend^ and so it fiuntil it is lost in the distance, such as is
ller hope that no woman in America, no-,
usual in the great war panoramas of
living is more beloved than Susan J
of
the
Gettysburg, eto. The mechanism
Last year the city of Rochester,
Anthony.
enlarging locomotive is the most intricate New
York, her home, woks up to the fact
and costly piece of machinery ever ussd
that Miss Anthony was its most famous
in stage effect, and like all the stage illucitizen
The mayor, the officials of th
invented
by
sions Use in his play, was
th
Mr, Carter, who has always boasted that various municipal departments,
Your careful and most critical
he could reproduce on the stage any won- ministers, the teaohers and citizens generder of nature or work of .man. After ally vied with each other in doing honor
examination will prove this to
in
“The
train
seeing the approaching
to the woman who for so many years bad
vour entire satisfaction.
Heart of Chicago” odo must admit tnnt
lif
the possibiities of stage illusion is indeed lived before them her conscientious
great, when in the hands of one who is a doing her work unselfishly and alwav s
It will be seen at the and
master of the art.
everywhere advocating equal rights
Theatre
today and ThursPortland
of men and women, in education, in reiday.
ligion and in citizenship. The state and
TUFTS COLLEGE GLEE CLUB.
nation joined in the jubilee while Roches- ;
The;fOllOWing is the programme of the
ter, to commemorate the event, put on !
the
Tufts
be
to
College
by
given
conceit
holiday attire.
evenHall
this
Kotzschmar
Glee Club in
|
ieuruary id or tne present year wnne
ing. Those who have not yet secured the National
Suffrage convention was in I
their seats should do so at once at Cres?
Models 84,35,36,
session at Washington, D. C., Mrs. John
Allen’s.
&
Jones
sey,
j
K. McLean, one of the loading
society
Brackett
Vocal March—Away 1 Away!
Miss
women of the capital city, honored
Glee Club.
with a birthday
Fifty
party.
Anthony
Roncovieri
La Fiesta,
Amon_
covers were laid for the dinner.
Mandolin Club.

novelties

priate
spring

top

A very stylish street
and semi-dress glove of
rather heavy white kid
Fownes in
two

pearl clasps,

costs

with

$200 and it is

one

Novell
“Diamond

Selected
Mr. Foster.

Costermonger Song—Future Mrs.

’Awkihs,

Selected,

Arr. from Chevalier
Glee Club.

Glee

Club.

the guests were Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Sheri
dan and our own Mrs. Reed, than whom
courteous
there is no more genial and
woman

in

Washington.

Later, the delegates and friends, three
hundred of them, were received by Mrs

MoLean, Miss Anthony and Mrs. Grant
You Ever See McGulnnesn
Dowfi the Street,
Gallagher standing beside her.
On the table wa
Mr. Hildreth and Glee Club.
the birthday cake, three feet in diameter,
Waltz—Visions of Paradise,
around which burned seventy-eight small
Mandolin Club.
Selected candles, all enciroled wltn roses, whie'
Reading,
Mr. Foster.
W6T6 distributed to the guests.
Though
Shattuck
Negro Medley,
almost an octogenarian, Miss Anthony is
Glee Club.
Stearns still vigorous, and as a parliamentarian
Those Jingling Bells,
Written for Club ranks hardly second to the Hon. Thomn
Brown and Blue,

j

ORGAN RECITAL

AND CONCERT.

street M. E, church tomorrow evening there will be given an
Organ recital and concert by Mr. George
F. Sangiier, organist, assisted by Miss
Lizzio M. Brown, soprano, Mr. Frank L.
At Chestnut

|

Piano Solofa) Prelude and Fugue in D
Bach
major, Forkel’s Edition,
(b) Etude in C sharp minor. Chopin
Mr. Henry Humphrey.
Soprano Solo—
Mattei
(a) Odi Tu,

All Isovel! “Uiafnond” wl eels li
in»d** in «»ur own Jaetory *ii
•otitli rorfc’and, Me., since Jan. Is.
1897.

JOHN P. LOVELL

5

labor, trj

to

or-

our

now

merited, and

for Easter

criticism.

a

new

We have

friends, if
they thought of the
quality, variety, and
Ask your

flowers, ribbons, hats, etc.,

We have

we are

proud

of

such

accepted

all the

our success.

It may be

Sunday.

in

been

There has not

Portland for years,

as

night at

as

bright

and

Who knows? At any rate you» hat if yon
be as good for any other bright and
would
purchased now,
assortment
warm Sunday, and we can show such a beautiful

em-

be.

this week.

especially low:
pink, white, turquoise, cerise, violet and yel-

Some items in flowers that

low at 38c.

we

think

Silk violets, 3 dozen in

bunch,

35o.

purple and white, 0 sprays, S7o.
Imported clover bunches, in purple, white and
Lilacs in

pink

at

Large pinks, 3 in cluster, in burnt erange, yellow, pink,
turquoise, white and jacqueminot at 35c.

beau-

wear are

Narcissus in yellow and white at 25c.
All other flowers

at

low

prices,

as low as 50c.

J. E.
543

Flannel Skirts in plain and
embroidered edge from 75c to

PALMER,

Congress St., Portland, Me.

Shoulder Blankets and Burrow

to-

Coats from 50c to $4.00.

in

things

Dressing

Infants’ Sacques, Socks, Veils,

Gowns.

garnet

other

colors.

soft

Bands.

f

Beautifully

made

ments, not

expensive.

gar-

In Infants’ Cloaks

of Easter

wear

for

superb

There is

this

season

scarcely

a

limit to the

prices of the cloaks, ranging as
they do from $2 50 to $15.00.
For from $3.00 to $5.00 you can

boys.
line of

50c Neckwear we've

in vogue

braids and laces.

Neck-

and

men

mostly

Silk, Bedford Cords and Fantrimmings of
cy Cloths with

done itself this year in its

display

have

are

out-

quite

we

some specially attractive styles in
The mateboth long and short.

Haberdashery de-

partment has

John P. Lovell Arms Co.,

As chairman
she has spoken frequently.
Thorne
Wieniavvski of the“ organization 'committee she has
Mr. Fred A. Given.
boen
instrumental in extending the
Baritone Solo, Recit. and Aria—
work throughout the nation.
suffrage
A Com lele Line of Bicycle Sundries.
O Thon Sublime,'Sweet Evening
Ali of these women and possibly others
Wagner
[jJStar,
are to accompany Miss Anthony to PortMr. James P. Coombs,
Portland Agency,
with ’CelloObligato by C. H. Brown.
land where it is hoped they may receive
Reading—Macbeth Scenes,
ARMS
a cordial welcome, not oDly from the city
Miss Blanche H. Adams.
but from the entire state.
180-182 Middle Street.
Vocal Duet—How Dear to Me the
Kleber
HELEN COFFIN BEEDY.
Hour,
Miss Brown and Mr. Gray.
Solo—
Organ
FROM THE LAW COURT.
Ketterer
(a) Chanson Creole,
The evidence in the case justified the
(b) Grand Chorus from The
Huguenots,
Case of Willard G. Hartley vs. Arthur Ji. finding.
The decision of the sitting justice that
Mr. George F. Sanglier.
Richardson, Et. Als.
the hen had expired boiore mo claim was
Male Chorus—Father's Lullaby,
Wiske
and that
filed in the city clerk’s office,
NOTES.
work in October was not
The following rescript has been re- the gratuitous
The members of the High school gradfairly a continuation ot the original con:
tract, and did not continue or revive the
uating class will present the farce come- ceived
“Cool
expired lien was correct.
dy
CUMBERLAND COUNTS'.
Colllegians” at Assorably hall
on Friday evening of next week, assisted
Decree below affirmed with additional
vs.Arthur
G.
Willard
Hartley in,equity
costs.
by the High School orchestra. The proals.
et
N.
Richardson,
ceeds of the entertainment will go toWOMEN’S INDIAN ASSOCIATION.
Rescript by titrout J.—This is a bill in
wards defraying
the graduating expenequitv to enforce an alleged lien upon
ses.
The regular monthly meeting was held
decree
In
the
from,
appealed
Fanny Davenport has passed the crisis buildings.
in the vestry of the Second Parish church
other
found,
among
the
sitting
justice
and will leave Chicago
if her disease
undertook to on Tuesday afternoon at throe o’clock.
facts, that "the plaintiff
;or Philadelphia.
plaster for the defendant Richardson the The meeting was opened by reading of
in
the
named
plaintiff’s bill. He
CHE REV. DR. WILLIAMS’S LECTURE houses
and prayer, followed by the rebegan work in July, 1895, and finished scripture
The
This
evening the Rev. Dr. Williams his skim coating on the 19th of August ports of secretary and treasurer.
his stagings President made an earnest appeal for still
will lecture on our Lord’s Betrayal, in then following, took away
vacated the
and tools and
premises,
Cntherdal.
zeal and enthusiasm
regarding
The
Luke’s
leoture
St.
the contract,
upon greater
an able effort and with the having completed
he
to
A
promises
the the work during the present year.
the
per
at
price
yard
which
stipulated
charm of Dr. Williams’s eloquence it
letter from the missionsum of $510.60 then became due and payinteresting
very
of
interest
be
to
not
cannot fail
only to able, ami
upon which sum he has received aries, supported by the association was
Angelican Cathoiio churchmen, but to a
payment of $191.00, leaving a balance read, giving a description of the life
others.
of $325 duo. More than forty days thereof Big Jinie band of
afterwards, to wit, on October 23, 1895, he among the members
city of Absentee Shnwnees at the Maine State
filed with the city clerk of the
Portland his claim for a lien upon the Mission in Oklohoma.
Reference was
therefor
houses and land when his lien
made to the speech made before the House
had already expired."
your
If you want to
J.
"On October 7, 1895, within forty days of representatives by Hon. Samuel
after be bad completed his job ns afore- Barrowes of Massachusetts, regarding the
Washing: SSone
said the plaintiff went to the houses with
Senate amendments to the Indian approthe
with
having
two men, the carpenters then
and priation bill.
finished their work upon the same,
patched up any bruises or injuries caused
EASTER CIIA LK TALK.
aDd sundry
by them to the plastering
trifiling imperfections in the same left by
Mr. Greet will illustrate some Easter
the plaintiff's men when they vacated the
the blackboard this evenpremises or. the 19th of the previous thoughts upon
hall. The month of April
August, lor which no extra charge was ing at Congress
made or claimed." These findings.of fact will close tbe Interesting series of chalk
by the sittln justice should not be re- talks. Everybody welcome.
versed unless it clearly appears to be erand you will use
roneous.
The burden to show the error
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
BurHe must show
falls upon the appellant.
no other.
tbe decree appealed from to be
clearly dock Blood Bitters is the natural, never
Beware of Imitations,
failing remedy for a lazy liver.
wrong, otherwise it will te affirmed.

one-half

specially

Pink, blue, grey,

The most

j

for this season’s

rials

to us.

__

our

departments.
but one opinion.

warm as can

Skirts of Nainsook in both long and short with hem-stitching
50°- 75c, $1.00. 1,25
and ruffle of embroidery at

Underfor

new

and

Agents almost everywhere. If
there is none in your town write

131 Broad Street, Boston,

public

first

fresh

In the skirts section

JJilZS
'i

materials,

a

$4.00.

The

n

And

In silk many of them come in the
French styles with fine tucks and narrow
braid and ribbon trimmings. Others have a
full ruche and ruffles and prices run from

#

(a) Andante Religioso,
(b) Maznrka.

get

Caps

der.

Dovell
tandem

Blackwell,

the first

was

opening
compliments

ties.

war-

a

in cotton

French flannel
Boudoir

devoted wife and
mothi
while at the same time a warm, admi
of “Aunt Susan,” as “the girls” call Ik
For many years she has discharged ti
duties of corresponding secretary of tl.

The

exclusive

some

and

Vio(in Sqlo—

_

there’s

on

is like

42c,

$4.00 down

Today

our

in

an

to

ranted.

day,

a

of liberty and equal rights.
Braga
(b) Angels’ Serenade,
Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton,
the treas
Miss Lizzie M. Brown,
urer of the association, is
said to drat
with Violin Obligato by W. T. Cousens.
money to the cause through her mer
ReadiDg—Short Selections,
Miss Blanche H. Adams.
laugh that ripples and hubbies to otbe
Trio—I Navlganti,
Randegger peoples’ hearts until purse strings fall in
Miss B town, Mr. Gray, Mr Coombs.
to line and laugh themselves open.
Tenor Solo—Because I Love You,
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, is
Dear.
Hawley
much
Mr. Frank L. Gray.
loved and' admired in the West,
where

fully

and

There

In the long Dresses we show many pretty styles, among
them several that have insertion bands of lace that are very dainty
25c to $7.00
and are not expensive. Prices from

match costumes.
All gloves fitted at the

t-ovell
Racer1

about her a coterio of bright Intel
ligent women, who have also been marlu-t
for sweetness of disposition.
Of :
present associates, “my girls” she cub
them the Rev. Anna Shaw is herein
She is a warm
heard
supporter.
whom some one 1
scholarly woman

the corn
gponding secretary, inherits from i.i
parents, Lucy Stone and Dr. Hon:
Blackwell, a double portion of the spiri

goods

wear, made
fine trade

gather

association.
Miss Alice Stone

prevailing

of

prices

Verbenas in

of

shades

of

edge

depends

Millinery

that time with marked success.

the various

broidery. And still another—our
“leader"—is a short dress of Nain50c
sook in the Bishop sTyle at

exception-

other

styles

Perhaps the best test of character is thni
borne by one’s closest associates.
It h
always been Miss Anthony’s habit t<

of Insertion and fine

modes, fawns, greys

arrival of

B. Reed.

delphia is

assortment

Models 40 and 41,

Gray, tenor, Mr. James P. Coombs, baritone, Mr. Fred A. Given, violinist, Mr.
Henry Humphrey, pianist, Miss Blanche styled, “a complete bundle of natural a:
H. Adatns (of Boston, ) reader, and a acquired niceties of intellectual deed
male chorus of 25 voices. This will bo
ment.” One who has heard Anna Sh
the programme:
speak once, desires to hear her again.
OrganMrs. Rachel Foster Avery of Phil
J. B. Calkin
Festal

March,
fa)
Kjerulf
(lj) Melodie,
L. Wely
(o) Offertoire in E fiat,
Mr. George F. Sangiier.
with
Male Chorus—Ave Maria,
Abt
Obligatos,
Dr. H. 11 Nickerson, tenor, Harry S.
baritone.
Files,

ally good

“Diamond

Did

Glee amt Mandolin Clubs.
Several of the young ladies of the Y. P.
C. U. will act as ushers.

an

counter

low

square neck
and round yoke and ruffle of embroidery. Another at $1.00 is of
Dimity with pointed yoke and band

of

in

you did not attend our opening, what
beautiful bats they saw, ask about the

is of Nainsook with

oil

f

also shows

dress

Dovell

j

r\

It all

passed

The dresses for this season,
Lawn, Nainsook and Dimity
are very dainty and mostly trimmed with lace and embroidery.
One style in a short dress at 75c

Our stock

new ones.

tans,
and

play.

Infants’ Outfit.

an

r—x-

j$>B©

Refitting,

nnnAnlnr

mncf

the

j

Pour Willie,

In

Opening Day

in

Englarge

land)

t

all of which goes to make up

wear.

(made'by
white

Iu this department we are just opening some new spring
styles in dainty long and short Dresses, Skirts, Pinning
Blankets, Knit and Cashmere Sacques, Bootees and a great
variety of Baby Baskets, Caps, Cloaks, Veils and Bands,

approfor Easter and early

the
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specially
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j _NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. E. PALMER,

INFANTS’ WEAR

the

in

glove

world.
We carry at all times a
very complete stock of
these celebrated gloves.
Just at present the lines

Bicycles

heard her will doubtless avail them
selves
of this opportunity to hear thi
ono
of the
foremost woman of the age,
pioneers of the movement for equal

■

ed for Easter, includes all
that’s desirable in a glove
famous
way including the
finest
‘•Jouvin”—the

“Biamond"

to the state will, we trust, mm k
epoch in the suffrage movement of
Maine.
Those who remember Miss Anthony's
former visit will be all the more anxious
Those who have
to again welcome her.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

specially adapt-

Novell

women

1838.

HE great stock of
here,
Gloves

£he

During the latter part of April and the
first two weeks in May the officers of the
today
cellent audiences enjoyed the moving pic- National Suffrago association in the intures at the matinee and evening per- terests of equal suffrage are to make a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

advertisements._

new

ri JT.TT AC VICUTISFME3STS.

SUFFRAGE.

buy

ever

a

prices

shown.
I.

very
are

stylish

cloak and these

about the limit

of the

popular fancy.

I
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Our Infants’ wear department is in our corner store,
Wheel your baby
adjoining the Muslin Underwear department.
room.
of
there’s
in,
plenty
riage right

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

next
car-

FRESH AIR SOCIETY.
t\ tutunl

Election of Officers and

Commit-

EASTMAN BROS. 4 BANCROFT.

COMP

annual election of the Fresh Air
Society was held at room 9, City building, yesterday afternoon. These officers
and committees were elected:
President—Miss Jean Lincoln Crie.
Vice President—Mrs. Geo. F. French.
Treasurer—Mrs. Theodore C.Woodbury.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. L. L.
Marshall.
W.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. Geo.
The

Sylvester.

Auditor—Mrs. J. S. Heald.
Committee on Finance—Mrs. Theodore
C. Woodbury, Mrs. Herman Kotzschmar,
Mrs. F. O. Bailey, Mrs. A. S. Waldron,
Mrs. Ernestine Libby.
Committee on Transportation—Mrs. J.
H. Barnes, Mrs. Geo. T. Evans, Mrs.
Mr». F. E. Buothby,
Pay eon Tucker,
Mrs. J. S. Heald.
Committee on Places—Mrs. G. B. McGregor. Mrs J. L. Crie, Mrs. B. F. Haskell, Mrs. Geo. F. French, Mrs. N. >S.

Gardiner.
Committee
W.

on

Sylvester,

Theodore C.

Gregor,

Membership—Mrs. Geo.

Mrs.

B

l". Haskell, Mrs.

Woodbury, Miss Nellie Mc-

Miss J. L. Crie.
treasurer's report shows a small
balance to begin tlio season’s work.
The work will be pursued along the
same lines as in previous years.
The

Items

of

Interest

Picked

Up

Along

Shore.

It was very thick

in tho narbor yester-

day.
The schooner George E. Walcott of Boston, brought in yesterday a trip ol flsh.
Schooner Henry Lippett was nineteen
days sailing from Portland to Polnt-aPitre, discharging her cargo and sailing

again.
Schooner Virginia has finished
charging mortar carriages at the

disFort

Preble wharf.
The schooner Bertha Dean is bound to
an ioe port where she will load for Washington and thence to a coal port and return east.
The 6teamor Percy V. arrived yesterday
morning from Gundy*s harbor.
The Damietta and Joanna, Lester A.

tug International towing
Lewis, coal;
WOR- coal barges Kohinoor and Becchwood; tug
Nathaniel P. Doane towing two ioe laden
yesterlectures before barges, in for a harbor, arrived
The gentleman who
housekeepers in Kotzschmar Hall Thurs- day.
has
Tho schooner Fern wood, whioh
day afternoon has made food discussion a
last been lying here several days, took on a
large success, especially during the
Commercial wharf and
three years, in the West and South. His load of salt at
hl? sailed yesterday afternoon.
methods are entirely original,
The Louis and Rosie, came in with a
has made a distinct plaoe for himself in
the field of dietetics. Housekeepers must fair sized trip of fresh flsh.
that
There is one man in Portland
remember that Mr. Worrell’s hook cannot be obtained without charge except at Lieut. Hubbard would have been glad to
SOMETHING

ABOUT
RELL.

MR.

the lecture. Tickets for the lecture lu
this city may now be procured atCressey,
Junes & Allen’s, free, by housekeepers

only.

secure

as a

the German navy
ing on the Olga during that terrible tidal
He was
wave at Samoa a few years ago.
that escaped
one of the fortunate ones
and soon atterward received his honorable
Comdischarge from tho German navy.
Linde
missioner Tolman has shipped

several times within the past three years
three
from this port, he having made
trips to Sootland, Port of Spain and the
West Indies. Once when in New Orleans
he boarded an Amerioan war ship that
was there and got into conversation with
oilioer who drew much of his life from
He showed his papers that be had
him.
received from his government and was
offered $60 a mopth to ship in the Amerian

Unitarian Women’s Allianoe at the
Second Advent churoh on the afternoon
of April 12th and 19th. Her selections on
the first oooasion will be from Browning,
and the second afternoon will be devoted

of, the

the works of Rudyard Kipling.
need be said to Portland people
of the fine elocution and of the grace and
interest which accompany an interpretation of literature at Mrs. Bellows's hands.

Captains

of vessels who come

shipping commissioner’s office

into
to

the

sign

beginning to have the war
inserted in the articles before the
In this
United States commissioner.
proviso the crews agree that if war breaks
thus
out before the crew is discharged,
detaining the vessel, they will accept a
Otherwise the owners of the
discharge.
vessels would suffer considerable loss if
detained at
tbeir ships happened to be

crews

are

proviso

any

point.

in

MRS. BELLOWS’S RECITALS.
attempt, but was
Mrs. John A. Bellows has kindly consirable party is Charles Linde, a German,
interesting and sented to give wo readings by invitation
who has had
many
■

H. Btrout and
Fostma M.IRamsdell.
In Calais. March 28, Herbert Austin and Miss
Jennie Kellogg.
Miss

DcAl H5.

Nothing

It is hoped the attendance will be large
He did not care to go, how- and general. Tickets for sale at Loring,
navy.
B. Clark's
ever, unless there should be nn actual con- Short and Harmon’s, Frank
flict at arms, so refused the offer. Lieut. and Lord’s under the Columbia.
Hubbard said that the more men tho navy
eould get like Linde the stronger it would HIGH SCHOOL NAUGHTY-NAUGHT.
be.

In Manillas, March 26, Ira K. Davis and Lucy

Ain Sfar rington. March 22, Fred

to

oan

fact he made the
The deunsuccessful.

seaman

.10ys^gUk.

He was a sailor in
for some six years, be-

thrilling adventures.

HARBOR NOTES.

In this city. Ap rU 4, Capt. Wm. W. Snowman,
86 years 6 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No, 142 Newbury street.
Iu this cltf. April 6, George W„ Infant son of
Gcdrge D. and Catharine T. Wilson, aged 3
weeks 5 days.
Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o’cleck, from parents’ residence, No. 121 Monu-

aged

ment street.

In tliis city, April 5, Kobert Ward, aged ES
years.
[Notice of funeral lierearter.l
In this city. April B, Mrs. Petrea. wife Neils
M. Hybers, aged 48 years.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
her late residence. No. 60 Anderson street
ram” A committee has been appointed
In New York city, April 3. suddenly. Mary
to arrange for a musical entertainment Ella Pratt, daughter of the late Thomas and
Pratt, of Yarmouth, Maine, and
the class on Wednesday Mary Bucknam
to bo given by
beloved wife of Henry C. Houghton, M. D.
this afternoon at 2 o’clock
Yarmouth
school
at
at
the
Burial
High
evening April 27th,
In Naples. April 4. Jason W. Hutchins.
of the proceeds will be
Most
building.
In Augusta, March 26. John W. Jenkins, aged
the school room decoration Bo years.
devoted to
Iu Augusta, March 24. Miss Carrie L. Keene,
fund.
aged 17 years.
In Tugus, March 24, Kobert Blsbce, aged 65
years.
MARRIAGESIn Danville Junction. March 22. Lydia, wife
of Wm. J. Merriman. aged 60 years.
March
Thebodcau
and
Ill
Joseph
Iu Albion,
Bangor, March 2S, Mrs. Annie, wife of the
20,
late George Mason, aged C4 years.
Miss Lueella Whitten, both of Winslow.
March
22.
Fred
it.
Strout
and
Boston.
March 24, Simon Pillsbury, formIn
In Harrington.
Miss Faustina W. Kamsdell.
erly at Old Orchard.
In Bangor. March 27. Mrs. Prudence Kendall,
In Topsfleld, Simon Cross and Mb's Deborah
P. Gardiner of Caroll
aged 6s yean:.
'The members of the class of 1800, P. H.
S., have held a meeting and adopted a
“Omnia Snscepti Perflciaclass motto,

Election Kiots in

WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.
BY
Author

WILLIAM

COPYBIGHTED, 1897,

BY WILLIAM LE

Chapter XIII.—
A STATEMENT TO

THE

PRESS.

“This is indeed extraordinary,” exclaimed Lord Maybury, th9 Premier, at
last.

developement—most
“An
amazing
amazing!” the Foreign Minister cried,
unusually excited.

‘“What is the best coursef” asked the
head of the Government.
“There is but one,” his colleague answered. “I shall wire to St. Petersburg
at onoe and await confirmation.
“The situation is becoming absolutely
bewildering,” observed the Premier.
“It may be best, I think, to ^convene
another meoting of the Cabinet.
Lord Warn ham, with that involuntary
caution that ho had developed during
long years of office as Minister of Foreign
Affairs, at gnoe dismissed Frank Lawley,
but allowed me to remain. As his confidential secretary I had been present on
delicate matters of
many occasions when
diplomacy had been adjusted and plans
whioh, i£ divulged, would bare

arranged

caused

QDEIIX,

LE

“Zoraida,”
“The Great War in England in 1897,”
Souls," “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” Ac., Ac.

or

an

upheaval throughout Europe.

“No, I don’t think another Council is
necessary at least not to-night, anstvered
Lord Warnham when the cosmopolitan
him,
messenger had closed the door behind
“But the Whole thing is at present a
standmy.-tery,” said the prime minister, to the
ing astride with his broad buok
empty grate.

“Exactly. We must have news from
the Embassy in St. Petersburg before
should be
long. Until then, I think we

**But

hark!” exclaimed the Premier,
•cite calmly, ana as we uutu an mwuou
the crowd
tto could hear the dull roar of
becoming louder. Tne popular excitement outside was intense, and the eager
moment.
each
multitude increased
“They are clamouring for news. It is, I
that another statement
time
think,
should be mode in the House,”
"Ab you wish,” Lord Wamham anhis
swored with ill-grace. It was part of
creed to tell the public absolutely nothThe Premier was for publicity; he
ing.

for secrecy always.
re“But whatever,statement is made
cangarding the receipt of intelligence it
1
etersat
St.
not compromise ourjposition
burg,” the Marquis argued.
be
“Very Well. Bet tne statement see
cannot
But, personally,

made.
I.
what we oati say at present.”
the
“Say something. It will reassure
to readpublic that we are endeavoring
negotiations. Already
just diplomatic
on all sides
we are being hounded down
been
by wild-haired agitators as having that
asleep. Bet us show our opponent
alive to England’s
we are now fully

P“Ah,

bury,” langhad the Foreign
May
‘4
It is always my opinion that
Minister.
is
the less the public know the easier it
the business of the
for us to carry on
are
journals
country. The irresponsible
the cause of nine-tenths of Pour

pcally

diplomatic ruptures.”

“But the Press assist us in many ways,
and if you are averse to a statement in
The
to
not make one
the House

why

Times,’or

to

a

news

gency? Perhaps

the latterjcourse would bejbest, for it will
re-establish public confidence.
Bord
“But that will not be official,”
Warnham demurred.
Paris
very re“Is the dispatch from
markable?”! asked, unable to any longer
conversation, so
bear T.huir tantalizing
anxious was I to ascertain the latest deonr
velopment of this conspiracy against

oountry.

Lord Warnham
answered, glancing at the Premier to asreceived bis
course
certain whether this
he
approbation, and finding that It did a
handed mo the dispatch, which I found
moment later, read as follows:
“From Marquis of Worthorpe, Paris,
to Earl of Warnhsrm, Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for[ Foreign Affairs
of my
—My lord. In further continuation honor
dispatch of this morning I have the
war
to report to your lordship that the
here on
preparations actively commenced
receipt of a telegram from St. Petersburg
last
(oopy of whicb was enclosed in my
dispatch) have, owing to a later telegram
from Bdssia, been entirely stopped. The
orders for mobilization have everywhere
to a
been countermanded. According
statement just made to me by our secret
agent in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the French Government have today received word that the Czar’s declaration of
war will not, for some [unexplained reasI send this by special
on, ba published.
it will reach
messenger in the hope that
your lordship this evening.—Worthorpe.
“This is remarkable!” I cried. “It appears as if Russia has already repented.
But the Premier and his colleague, at
that moment in consultation regarding
the steps to be taken should this astounding and re-assuring news prove correot,
did not notice my remark. Presently,
however, the Prime Minister, turning to
“Bead it for

yourself,

JliO aoavu

•‘Are any of the reporters your personal

friends, Deedes?”

“Yes. I know several.”
state‘‘To whom shall we make our
ment?” he inqiyred. “We want It spread
throughput the country.

“Where

Toslerdav

telegraphic dispatch.
from?” inquired Lord

Warnas he

ham, noticing the paper in his hand

in.
“From St.
Petersburg, your Lordship,” he answered, handing him thetelegram.
Secretary
The Premier and Foreign
exread it through together in silence,
of
satisfaction
passing at once
pressions
across both their countenances.
“Then we need have no further apprehension,” exclaimed the Premier at last,
came

dertaker’s.
The Red ticket, with Kben Cobb at its
head, for mayor, was defeated. John
Carson, nominee of the Blues was victorious.
When
the result was made known this
morning the Reds set up a cry of fraud.
Counter charges were made by the Blues
and the affair culminated in the drawing
of flreurms.
Carter Cuillen, a
Blue, the editor of a
bepaper hero, received the first wound,
ing shot by a man named Charles. Rushing into the street, Cuillen sprang on
Jailor
horse and drew his pistol.
a
Cobb, who was also mounted, attempted
to arrest Cuillen, but the latter shot and
Constable
the jailor.
fatally wounded
Cobb, who rushed to his brother’s as istanoe, was shot and killed by Cuillen.
the son of the editor
Lorenzo Cuillen,
fired a shot into the constable s
then
soon arrested ami
was
Cuillen
body.
together with his son,were jailed. A mob
marched to the
of 300 men
soon
jail.
Tho dnni.

hnfloraH (Inwn

mnc

find

ill t\VO

minutes Guillen was dead, his body perforated by bullets.
During the excitement the boy escaped.
The town quieted down and no further
The Cobbs were
trouble is
expected.
of the Red candidate for mar
brothers

■

MORE

AT

BURGLARIES
FORD.

Biddeford, April 5.—Napoleon B. Osgood’s junk shop and the Biddeford fresh
meat company’s place of business, situated near the Boston & Maine crossing on
Main street, were entered last night by
burlglars. The thieves secured booty in
the shape of silverware, money and meat.
exoilcdly.
Ianning report reproduced James MoNally and Frank Rivers have

press irom the St. Peters.■aai is apparently totally incor-

■:vi T presume I may say that there is
negotiotions
pturo oi diplomatic
with St. Pefejsburg?”
Lord Waijohaia, smiling that sphipxu.i

been arrested

on

suspicion.

STILL A MYSTERY.
Boston. April 5.—Both the identity of
the assaii»nt of Charles L. Russell, the
jjlerk shot last night in the drug store
under (lie
Utilto) States hp|el, and the

iiJteJUUie.Wfcieo might he construed into
irrtarloctitar cho^, {ufimtf motive for the crinje,

are

uudetemuasu,

4

i
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Through the
stomach it builds
the body anew.
The stomach is
cleansed and

4
4

strengthened,
the digestive

4
4

4
♦
4
4

f

I I

fluids

are

t

in-

|

|
♦

5

liver, kidneys and
nerves are made right when
the stomach does its part. Puritana cures when all else fails,
because it cures nature’s way.

Blood,

4
4
^
4
4
4

a

notable

of

feature

BUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

*

,,
U

If

Complete treatment: Pills, Tablets
and a bottle of PURITANA m each
4 package, Price $1. Get it of your
4 druggist, or write PURITANA COM4 pound Co., Concord, N. H.

4

will show the
to

procure

““"P~

*

a a^ a aaaa

TO

New Bedford,
Mass., April. 6.—To
night's developments will have a most
big cotton
important influence on the
mill strike which is already on its 12th

LET.

inserted under this head
week for 85 cents, cash in advance.

RENT Fully furnished modern twoweek. The weavers’ executive committee
story trick house oil State St., four living
announced today that.a secret ballot of and four sleeping rooms with ,1 unfurnished
all weavers would be takeu tomorrow on bed rooms. Fifty dollars per month, Sebago
a desirable family.
whether to go into the mills or stay out extra, one year or more to
if an opportunity to work was offered. At BENJAMIN SHAW._6-1
a meeting of the weavers union tonight mo LET—A flat of 5 rooms and bath, hot and
the action of the executive committee wrss I cold water, very surmy, m good repair,
of L. M. WATreported, and it was decided by a vote of price SI3 per month. Inquire
bo SON, 12 Monument Sq., or J. 0. LEIGHTON, 37
382 to 62 that no secret ballot shall
6-1
St.
taken.
It was also voted to continue the Morning
strike for six weeks longer so far as the
weavers are concerned.
MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
MAJORITY AGAINST WORKING.

Lewiston,

April

5.—At

a

meeting

o

the Androscoggin weavers hel
144 of
this afternoon 110 voted to continue the
battle for higher wages for un indefinite
period. Disturbances at the mill gates
are now almost a thing unknown.
NEW BANKING BIEL.
6.—The bill prepared
reform of the currency and the
protection of the treasury by the subof the House committee on
committee
banking and currenoy, was introduced in
the House today. The bill Was prepared
by Messrs. McCleary of Minnesota,chairman of the sub-committee; Prir.oe of Illinois and Mitchell of New York.
A general statement of the purpose of
was
the committee
printed some days
ago, but some changes have since been
made in the’details of the bill.

Washington,April
the

for

DERVISHES LOST.HEAVILY.

.r ujuu

i\ux

is

on

When

the wrapper of every bottle

Baby

When she

was

was a

sick,
Child,

1^01:

w. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
jESA"fc»
mar2ldU

Spring Jotting.
\Ve

as

to show new and

in

Spring St., upper reut of seven
and bath, hot water, steam heat and
Terms reasonable.2-1

RENT- Upper tenement in two story
house on one of the best streets above
Carloton
street, for small family only,
sunny exposure, seven rooms, bay window
51 1-2 ExBENJAMIN SHAW,
in parlor.
31-1
change street.

woby American
and reliable as
man who is capable
working house keeper, or to work in small
family where there are no clhldren. Address S, M., Press Office.5-1

WANTED—Situation

and

inserted under this head
week for £5 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Exclusive
territory.
commision to sell installment
shares
Building and Loan stock; fifty cents
for 108 months brings $10u guaranteed. Send
stamp foi information to RAY W. STEVENS,
i4-l
state agent, box 217, Freeport Maine.

SQ.

GENTS-BATTLESHIP MAINE.
Every
A patriotic citizen should wear one of our
handsome souvenir, pin back, medallions, special design, in memory of the lost battleship
named after their State. Sample, 4c., in stamps.
A. A. PALMER
Special terms to agents.
22-2
& CO.B, 106 Milk St., oston.
either ladies or gents, to
WANTED—Agents,
*
*
sell one of the most useful household articles for dally use ever offered the public. A
rare chance for t he right parties to make money.
Address FOREST CiTY MEG. CO., 170 1-2 Mid2-1
dle St,, Portland, Me.

SALE.

17011 SALE—Two-story house and stable con-I nected, at Woodfords, 12 rooms arranged
for one or two families, cemented cellar, large
lot. good neighborhood, furnace heat. Easy
terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD, 98 Exchange street, Portland. Me.6-1
SALE—One new Stanhope top carriage

genuine Del
sarte Corset. No breaking or rusting. The
most durable and stylish corset on me market.
Perfect fit guaranteed by an expert fitter. MRS.
C. TRACEY, General Agent, 19 Boyd street,
city. Beware imitations.5-1

i7OR

lias cushion tires, is very stylish and will be
sold right. Can be seen at SAWYER’S stable,

Congress St.6»1_
SALE—Pigeons. A few pair of tumb-

FOR

lers, also 0 homer hens, bred from full
blooded Belgium and other noted strains;
prices reasonable. Inquire of W. E. SCOTT,
No. 15 Spring St., Woodfords, Me. All com0-1
munications promptly attended to.

to

wear

the

hire a summer cottage In
Cumberland county, near Sebago Lake
of rooms and price.
number
State
preferred.

WANTED—To

of Castoria.

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When she

Barren
from

WANTED.

PlymBoslon
prize winning stock, IS9.8. Incubator lots a
specialty. Write for prices or call and see my
stock. 1 breed Barred Plymouth Rocks exclusively. HOWARD HICKS, W. Falmouth. P.
6-1
O. Address North Deerlug.
SALE—Elegant new residence. 15 rooms
and bath, steam heat and open liras, hot
and cola water, Is fitted for 2 families, 10,000 ieet
land, on Deering Highlands, full sight of Port
laud and surrounding country, handy to cars.
W. II. WALDRON A CO., 180 Middle St. C-l

Middle aged man and wife, without children, to
work on farm. Apply with reference, Box 440,
Portland Postoffice.aprfdlw
WANTED—MALE HELP.

IJOR

or lady of good address to travel and
appoint agents. S40 per month and exP. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 215 Locust

MAN
lvl

penses.

to drive team and work
WANTED—A
* *
on a farm; steady work and good pay to
FRANK
ROBINSON, N. Deerright party.
6-1
ing.
man

more

^

I

steamer

large airy rooms, broad piazzas,

“Hipaos Tabules

I"TorCommercial

SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at m
St B. J. WILLARD. 15-4

have proved decidedly beneficial in, my family,” said a clergyman from Rhode
For years I was troubled by excessively severe attacks of indigestion.
Island.
of bowels
Many times I have been from four to ten days with no evacuation
whatever, and the pain and sense of heaviness has been meet intense. I saw
Homiletic
an ad of Ripans Tabules in a magazine that comes tjo my study (the
direcReview), and secured a supply and began taking fhem according to
I shortly began to have full, regular and painless evacuations;
tions given.
and more resting, appetite increased, and within a
my sleep became sweeter
none
few weeks the trouble entirely left me, and no relapse has taken place and
Ripans
I regard myself as having been entirely cared by
is anticipated.
Since then my mother has been cured of a similar trouble and by
Tabules.
in
the same means, and I sincerely hope the time will come when evety family
the land will learn the value of Ripans Tabule*.”

t'OE SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
F
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pino timber. About two miles

from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will he sold on favorable terms
or mav be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
niar3-tf
Portland, Me.

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

"Warwick is hoarse with calling.”
—2 IlnnruIV., v. 2.
He should have gargle 1 his throat with

hands;

those

MANF.

LET—Fine cozy cot-

This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
Call and see it. McKENNEY, the
market.
mariodtf
Jeweler, Monnmeut Sq uare.
Headquarters Bosworth Post No. 2, G.A.R
Portland, April 5th, 1898.
Rev. Lewis Malvern will deliver Ills illustrated lecture on “The Civil War” at Plymouth Church,Wednesday evening,April 6th,
before the members of the two posts and
their families. The Relief Corps, Sons of
Veterans and Ladies’ Aid. Comrades of Bosworth Post, will assemble at the hail at 7
o’clock in citizens’ dress to march to the
church, livery comrade should allend.
By Command of
RUFFS LAMSON. Commanded
P. O. MILLlfcEiJ,

machine

WANTED—25
having experience preferred. KING
CO., 148 Middle street.8-2

_

Why It Wouldn't Do.
The fashionable dressmaker looked the
design for a new gown over carefully and
then shook her bead.
“It will never become a fad,” she said.
“Why not?” they asked.
“It’s too sensible to be fashionable.”
Thero seemed to be no doubt that she
knew her customers.—Chicago Post.

apl6wed&saMt

St., Philadelphia.

beautiful drives, fine fishing and sailing, delightful location ior health and quiet. Apply to S.
B. KELSEY, Portland Pier.marlG-4

WANTED-A young man of good habits to
Tv
do general work on Little Diamond Island.
Must be well recommended. Inquire ot A. M.
SMITH, Assessor’s Office.M__
for reliable ComWANTED—Representative
TT
a new invention that
puny to introduce

is

high order. No peddlar wanted. Good
Address at once,
position for right party.
FOUNTAIN BATH BRUSH CO., Grand
4-1
Mich.
Rapids,
of

a

132 SPRING STREET.
The spring term oil!

WAN TED-FEMALE HELP.

Forty

one

words
work for

Inserted under this
head
cents, cash in ndrsnon.

young lady
WANTED—A
*

as general office
clerk, must understand stenography, good
quick and correct at figures. Address
6-1
G., this office.

penman,

capable girl for
WANTED—A
VT
at 772

general houseCongress street.
1-1

Apply

work.

the

Kin-

[

MOTIOE.
All persons are forbidden to trust my son Loyd
W. Purinton on my account, as I shall Claim
none of hts wages, or pay any bills contracted
by him after this date
ALBERT H. PURINTON.
Portland. April 1st, 1S08.
aple'dlino*

Bernard dog,
LOST—Saint
white paws, white tip
white breast,

the parties who
take him through Knightville, will
at
that
plaoe they will save
Drug Store

were seen

leave at

yellow leg.fout'
tail, white nose,

one

on

name

Don.

If

to

trouble_

*

MOR^

pOR
*

a

brick
rents,

Sebago water;
good repair;
location central; in a good renting locality:
always rented. Will be sold at a bargain to
se.
N. S. GARDINER,
street, Room 1.

c.1

176

1-2

Middle
3i-l

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Farm of 125
acres, situated in Gray, one and onefor good rentable
half miles from depot;
house in Portland or vicinity; cuts 20 tons
has 400 apple trees, Baldwins;
sot
of buildings: plenty of wood; some timber.
N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle street,
31-1
Room 1.

ITlOR

good

hay;

souvenir

ANDSOMhb

silver
plated.
spoons, with a beautifully embossed
of
the
Battleship Maine in bowl.
design
Snniple
Every
lady should have one.
mailed for 10 cents.
Special term* to
lC£f Si k
A. A. PALMER & CO.,
ugents.
street, Boston.

SALE—At a bargain,one good drif &Yg
weight about 1000 pounds; also
harness, top buggy, sleigh, robes, eft.
further particulars enquire of L. F.
NELSON, 45 Burnham street, City.
Qft
SALE-IIorse shoeing business",Site!udiax
stock and tools, 2 fires. 2 anvils,
other tools; plenty of shoes; esrav'JwSbd 19
years: pleniy of work for 2 men; lrf aty of one
hundred thousand, near Boston. Rrioe $409
cash. Address L. A. SMITH. 239 AHsUSii.Sf..

FORhorse,

one
For

v

itiiiuriugcpuii,

xuaas.

cw

WEODiNG RINGS.
Two hundred to select from.
AU weigh;'
sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt Solid Gold. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
malisdtf

and

OlTSALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders.
ladders.
(;r.d
plault
step
ladders,
ladders of other kinds, for maso.is. plasterers, painters, paper hangers, holwClceeper \
ail of my own manufacture.
REUBhR wESCOTT. 131 Lincoln St., foot of Myrtle. Telephone 338-4.
_33-3
z iIIOlCE Eggs for hatching, froth huff leg
home stock, every pullet is pure buff color.
My cockerel came from K. G. BufBnf n. Fall
River, and is a aood bird. Eggs S2 for 33: $5
for 40. M. E. AV KRILL, Freeport, Ste. 2A.2
BERING BUILDING LOTS—I offer tor
sale a few very desirable building lots on
Arlington and Clifton Sts., at Woo ;fords. To
realize quickly on these lots a number Will be
sold at bargain prices to parties that wxll Build
good houses. 1. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlfbltlon
Bt.,

Woodfords.__p-i

To

FOR

SAI.EI.

Close

An

Estate,

The substantial three story brick rcfWence
No. 138 Pine street containing 12 rdotilil
steam heat, stable, and all inoderu improvements; In first class repair. Terms satisfactory. For particulars apply to Frederick Rubie,
First National Bank, or Real Estate Office,
Frederick S. Vaill.
apnRw

WATCHES OH

INSTALLMENTS.
_lUjjrltidfr_

Square.

N'q'.v is the
OR SALE—Pine Clapboards.
time to buy pine clapboards as f am closin
to wake
qrdor
them
prices
out at spruce
ing
It wilt pay voufqaaa
room for spring stock.
ID E.
Dot,
of
sticking.
as
a matter
pine
paint
mar 18 4
RUSSELL, So. Water boro. Me.
FOR SAXE-Farm

knowu

as

the

Cumber! uni. con“Sturdivant Farm,”
FARM
rad
acres, tillage, woodland
tains about
:n

03

It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
hen house ice house, and with ceamnted cellsn
under main house. Buildings logo,;J repair.
Pleasantly situated, wltnin three minutes walk
ol railroad station, and live minutes.,of Port
land and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise Borden truck,
asparagus, raspberries, blackbemes, strawberries. and other small fruit for tlie market.
inquire of S. L. STRUCT
Terms reasonable,
or A.
A. STRUCT. 38 Exon Ills
Portland.
mam-4
St...
change

pasture

morning,

G-l

Emery street, beopen Tuesday,
dergarten
tween Spring and Cushman Sts., a pair id
PRANCES F. APPLEBY. Chiropodist, LOST—Tuesday
12 and Continue nine MRS.
Aorii
will treat all diseases of the feet every rimless eyeglasses with gold spring. Will the
ABB¥ H.
return to N. C. GORDON, -twee
Feck*.
uiil

and

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on Cjcsy payAll Myles.
All
ments at reasonable prices.
Prices. MeKENNEY, the Jeweler, Uo-.umeul

LOST AND FOUND.

kilims bgarven,

SALE—Goddard

buggy, very light
FORstylish; l lady’s phaeton,
both carriages In

fine order and will be sold low. Inquire at the
WHITMAN SAWYER STABLE CO., 697 Con1-1
gress St.

FOR

WANTED.

WANTED—Ladies
vf

f

I.iOR

SALE— A

of

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenuey’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Emus a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
mar22dtf
Square.

s

1-1_

SALE or TO LET -Hotel Rockingham.
Furnished throughout;
Lewiston. Me.
capacity 100 gn -.-U: possession given immediately. Apply to DR. A. F. IRISH, Lewiston.

investment,
brick houses four
FORblock of twogood
in
slated roof;

AGENTS
excellent

apnoodU

IVOR .SALE—One of the most desirable houses
I
on Franklin St., between Congress and
Cumberland, 13 rooms, 2 families With hath
room for each, ample heat, Including open fires
and in perfect repair inside and out. W. H.
WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle St- _c-l
’titOR HALE—A nice cottage nouse with ell
X and stable attached, at South Freepurt. A
very desirable summer residence; also about 5
acres land, inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Pier.
_marlG-4

SON, Portland, Me.

__1-2

ST.__2-1

WANTED—AGENTS.

Men’s Furnishers,

MONUMENT

^

SALE—A iavm of 200 acres, 7 miles from
Lewiston, cuts 60 tons of hay. iarge bearorchard,
large amount of pine timber, building
as capable cook and
WANTED—Situation
first class, stock and tools to go with farm.
ft
waitress, has had experience in best of ings
Address
F.
A. BRIGGS, North Auburn, Me.
families, would go out of town. Please call at

Forty words

Clothiers

TEAM LAUNCH FOR SALE-35 feet long
Built in
7 1-2 feet beam. 2 1-2 feet deep.
1896. Fully furnished and in first class order. For particulars apply to BENJ. THOMPLi

1

one

NELLIE,

near

cellar, good lot,

Portland, Me._J-l_

a man

LADY of refinement, 33 years old, desires a
situation as housekeeper in a widower’s
family where.there are children, is a fine house
Best of
aeeper, a good cook, and economical.
Address
references furnished and required.
6-1
A. B, C., No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.

HASKELL & JONES,

mara 4

landing;

SALE-At

1

week for £5 cents, oaah in advance.

15 BRIGGS

m.0 LET IN DEERING—A furnished bourn.
A
nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard Of
Will be
choice apples. On line of electrics.
Address
rented to a family without children.
or call 51 PLEASANT ST., Woodfords, Me.

Freeport

1NOReight rooms, W^odfoids,
ifwhace, Sebago,

s

FOR

to

|NOR

A

of our own make, and is finely
tailored and correct in fit and style.
We extend a cordial invitation to our
patrons and the pulic to look over what
we are offering to the trade this season.

LET—At 257

seven

SALE—Second hand wagons cheap.
JT Parsons, Lowdown wagon, good as
new; suitable for milk or butcher’s bu sines.".
Milk wagon regular bangs low;
laundry or
peddjars’ wagon. BRADLEY & SMALL, 25
5-1
Preble street.

30 years
ia
old, understands care of horses and general work on gentleman’s place or would do
general farmjwork for the season, strictly temperate, best references furnished. Address
C-l
A. B. G., No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.

Fine Woolens for Custom ClothReady-made Overcoats Suits and
Trousers, and a complete assortment of
Men’s Furnishing Goods of the Best
* rude.
Our Ready-made Clothing is

rooms

SALE OR
FOR,
tage at South

NEW,

M7 ANTED—All persons In want of trunks
f*
and bags to cal! on E. D. REYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
11-5
pictures.

(SITUATION WANTED—By

jfa"-.

2-1

tor

5-2

street.

TWO STORY HOUSE and 5000 feet of
land on Alba street,
eering, for $2,MO.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar,
ay winbro d pi zv.as, bath room, Seb;:
dows,
water, double
parlors, hard pine 11<><
high ami sightly a fine home at a very
suit
Teims to
only
you:
price.
and electric v
minutes to school-, store
DALToN & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street 6-

interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
loans mad on stocks, bonds, personal property or any other good securities. Inquire of A,
C. LfBBY & CO., 42Va Exchange St.2ii-4

one

ALL DEPARTMENTS.

premises.4-1
LET—Lower rent of 7 rooms, in good rerf'O
1 pair with separate water closet; price.
S12.50 per month: good references required.
Apply to ERNEST TRUE, with True Bros., 391

SALE—Eggs
nateiung.
FOEouth
Kook, brown egg strain,

Congress

and second
low rate oi

first

ux

we

SPOnd’S Extract.

prepared

are now
rf/ioiio

nnnnnnaKla

LET—Furnished house No. 25 Thomas
1
street, eight rooms with bath room, all
modern
Inquire on the
Improvements.

097

MONEY

FOR

OPENING OF

mo

FOE

31-1

single house of
piazza,
excellent
neighTCOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
and pleasant;
handy to
Tv
for household goods or store fixtures of borhood, sunny
terms
WATSON,
$3000;
easy.
everywhere;
any description or receive the same at our aucty-~*
ion rooms for sale on commission.
GOSS & 12 Monument square.
19-2
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
SALE—Bav mare 7 years old, weighs
900 lbs., sired by Dauntless; sound and
A THOUSAND R!?4CS
electrics, and
kind, not afraid of steam o
safe fo ladv to drive. Apply to J. H. COX,
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearis, V. S., Cape Elizabeth, or BABBLDGE stable.
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engage5-1
ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
SALE—An elegant cottage at Old Orchstock in the city.
McKENNEY, tna Jeweler,
on
fr
located
Avenue
«tard. Me., finely
marl9dtf
Monument Square.
iDg the beach, views unsurpassed, fifteen thouseleven
rooms
finished
and square feet In the lot;
W A MED— >ITUX riox.
in modern style, open fire-places and in natural
wood, pure water; for further particulars apply
to
the subscriber who has full
descripunder this head tion. N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle St,
Forty worrtl inserted

HASKELL&JONES.

on

MARRY ME,

HOUSE—Greatest

LOANED on Jst and 2nd mortgages,
real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
Noies
bonds and good collateral security.
discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a year
W. P.
and upwards according to security.
CARK. room 5. second floor, Oxford building,
mar294
185 Middle street.
e

5-2

renting property in Portland. Modem three flat house on St.
Lawrence street. Each flat contains 7 rooms
and bath room; separate entrances, heaters
and cellars for each flat;
open
fireplaces,
noors,electric
large bay windows,nara wooa
bells, papered throughout. A permanent 12
**rice
per cent investment and gilt edged.
right and terms easy. DALTON & CO.,473 1-2

FOR

_5-1

laundry.

BAILEY’S Gun Store, 263 Middle street.

street.

_

the Shore road at
i Cape Elizabeth;,large enough for small
hotel, eighteen acres fronting the lower harbor and the most desirable place on the
Cape, will Lease.fov a term of years. F. H.
HARFORD, 31 1-2 Exchange street, Portland,

TO

Congress

kept clean
the use of

cemented

mo LET—A very pleasapt
sunny room,
J_ with alcove adjoining; beat, bathroom,
eto. No. 129 Spring street.5-1

Fore St.

are

g^ods

I

Maine.

(the best),

a

“Porpoisene.” “Porpois^ne” never grows
rancid or sticky,and is easily the best wheel
lubricant vet produced. You can get it at

on

rixo LET—A suite of rooms consisting of
large front room, a'eove, with bay window; good closet room, both room on same
iloor; will let reasonable to permanent tenant. Apply 125 l’ark street, S. F. PEARSON.
5-1

LET—Cliff Cottage

and

TO

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
McKENnEY, the Jeweler
for one year.
marisdtf
Monument Square.

mo

Glen wood avenue

new,
modem
nOUSE—On
Deering Highlan is,
with steam heat, open firetwo flat

_marl6-4

LOAN—On
MONEY
Real state at
mortgages

Forty words
one

bath room
and hard

PHONOGRAPHS

run

selections
artistic
effects
not
new,

in cypress

pine, very sunny, pays ten per cent on
$7000. Will be sold if taken at once for
$5500, as ow ner has moved out of town. Lot
is very
large, being 45x125. DALTON &
CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.0-2

17*011

easy
and free from gumming by
BICYCLES

same care in

fireplaces,

rooms on a flat, open
finished
on each floor,

house,
large bay widows,
places, broad piazzas,
fine views, open plumbing, front and back
entrances, cellars and heaters entirely s parate (think of it). Oni\ one minute to ele
A
YV J- RYAN—The blind musician, 101 Federal trie cars. Every known convenience.
»»
St., Portland. Me. Chairs repaired with permanent 10 per cent investment or an elecane ami basket seats; send orders to police gant home and an income of $250 per year
station; all work guaranteed first class. Cornet Price right and terms to suit you. DAL ON
Agent for the lin- & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
and Harmonica Solosist
_r>~proved Windsor collar and cuff.4-2
SALE—Handsome, modern cottage
negotiated—At 5 per
on Gr?at Diamond Island.
Every concent we have funds of clients to invest in venience and luxury such us sewer, bath
first mortgages. Parties desiring loans on good room, running water, broad piazza, open
at the
security can obtain same bv applying
fireplace,corner lot,one-quarter acre of land;
real estate office, First National Bank building, two minutes from wharf, beautiful shade
FREDERICK S. VAILL.__T-l
trees, view simply wonderful, 7 good rooms,
and Graphophones. re- a 11 furnished. We will sell for $1200 and
make
easy. DALTON & CO.,
cords.
blanks, horns, tubes, recorders 478 1-2 payments
all
Congress street.
_5-2
carrying cases, knives, belts springs ana in
Records
‘TOOO
machine
supplies.
mHE ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE we
talking
to lei.
stock’’Graphophones and Gramophones
Jl are building on Forest avenge (the best
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Con- street in the city.) This house will ^contain
gress St.
eight finished rooms and bath room, hdt
water heat, open fireplace, double parlor on
to LOAN on first mortgages of real main street,
every modern convenience and
estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate for luxury, and the location is
unsurpassed.
sale, houses rented, rents collected, care ot Our price inclu k*s grading, turfing, sideproperty a specialy; prompt attention. 25 years walks, everything ready tor occupancy. Our
Mid1-2
in this business. N. S. GARDINER, 176
price is $1000 lower than you would suppose
2-1
dle St, Room 1.
DAlIoN & CO., 478 1-2
we could sell for.

PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
MONEY
care for retail trade.

^*

T

y

make

SPECIAL and

4
4

SALE—Elegant new. throe Hat block
69 St. Lawrence street. Has s^ven

at No.
t*01i

zen should wear one of our handsome
souvenir, pin hack, Medallions, special design,
in memory of the lost battleship named after
their State. Sample, 4c, in stamps. Special
terms to agents. A. A. PALMEIt & CO.. 196
0-1
Milk street, Boston.

patronage. I have on hand, cooks, second
and nursery girls for private families, men and
women help for all branches of hotel work.
MBS. PALMEIt, 3991-2 Congress Street, over
Heeling's Bakery.(i-1

4

prize formula of Prof. Dixi
Crosby, M.D., LL.D.,for over 30 years
at the head ot Dartmouth Med. College

citi-

BATTLESHIP MAINE—Every patriotic

Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in adranos.

Forty words
one

thOTICE—Having kept employment office for
the past 15 years in Po tland, thanking the
public for past favors, 1 would still retain your

CARPETS, i

We

4
4

it is the

forty words iniorted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the Mortgages
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.

4
4

it Cares Irom Head to Foot 1

%4

|1

COMPANY.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLASEOP8.___

^

W7f. KilBORW

4

creased, appetite is made keen
and digestion made perfect.

4
4

WEAVERS WILE HOED OUT.

BIDDE-

■

■

l

MlijCI^iLTiANEOUS.

shal.

New

execution sale of the premises in seven
moDths after the giving of the assignment. The only error alleged by the defendant is to the ruling of the court below that the assignment took precedence
of the attachment as a source of title.

j

In a fight on Main street two
were killed.
Shortly after this a mob
broke into the jail where the murdere
him. Tl.ey
and killed
was
confined
dragged his body out into the street and
it when cooler counwere about to burn
sel prevailed and it was taken to an un-

Seattle, Washington, April 6.—A tele
York, April 5.—The North Gerfrom
Associated Press
steamer Kaiser Wilhelm der gram to the
man Lloyd
Mr.
I
should
case
suggest
“In that
Grosse has
again lowered the record Nanaimo, says:
the
that
the
supplies
of
agency
“Jack
mail
Johns,
Carr, a United States
from
Southampton. She arrived today
club tapes and newspapers.
and oarrier, arrived here tonight from St.
and made the passage in five days
“Then sepd for him.”
Alaska via Dawson City. Carr
and
35
minhours
Michaels,
two
la
which
de- •20 hours,
At oaee I went jto the door and
from Andree,
less time than her beat previous rec- claims to have a message
outside utes
the
waiting
messenger
of
his
carrier pigeons having been
spatched
ord from Southampton whioh was made one
to find that well-known figure of the ; Ke- on her maiden
the message
It
is
that
of
last
stated
in
picked up.
September
trip
it his boast
that Andree is alive and on land.’’
portera’ Gallery, who makes
year. On that trip she covered a istance says
sat
he
had
a
break
without
that for years
Carr will not give out the message for
of
3,050 knots at an average speed of
through every sitting of the House of 21.39 knots. On her present trip she cov- publication. Several parties at Nanaimo
have a
Commons, and whose friends
to have seen the message and they
claim
her
knots including
average
ered 8,120
authentic.
legend that hb can enjoy a sleep in his speed to 22.29. per hour.
say it is to all appearanoss
and
chair
the
over
“box”
Speaker’s
Full credence is not given to the report
awake at the very moment any question
here.
who
arrived
A MAINE LAND CASE.
Ex-Mayor W. I). Wood,
arises. Tan minutes
of public interest
from Dawson a few days ago stated that
chosen
representaApril 5.—Judges Putnam, he suw Carr at Dawson. Carr said nothh«a elaps6ci;when;the
Boston,
and Lowell in the United States ing about Andree to him.
tive of the Press entered, hot and breath- Brown
From other
He
was
of Appeals today heard sources Mr. Wood heard
Court
to
their
Circuit
lordships.
some
less, bowing
vague
the original references to
in
them
considered
but
spare, dark-haired, with sharp aquiline the defendant’s appeal
Andree,
Carr
left St.
features,fa breadth of forehead that denot- case of W. E. Stowe er al vs. the Belfast without foundation.
darkthe
Maine
from
a
Maine
bank
of
pointed
ed considerable learning,
Savings
Michaels last Thanksgiving.
brown board, and a pair of sharp, pene- Circuit court. The case involves the titles
value of
trating eyes. He spoke with a'broad to land in Eden. Me., of the
WIT AND WISDOM
SeafcfSl) accent, his sallow face betraying $7500. The suit was a writ of entry by
the common law assignees of G. W. W.
signs of considerable excitement.
who made them the
“I desire, Mr. Johns, to make a state- Dow of Andover,
ment to the Press, and have sent for you assignment for the benellt of all creditors
Ministhe
Tha defendant
on
February 9, 1888.
with that object,” exclaimed
an attachment and Fac-Simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
ter for Foreign Affkirs, glancing up at claims title (under
him.
exclaimed
“With pleasure, my lord,”
his pocket a
the reporter, taking from
of “copy
sheets
loose
a
few
pencil and
“I’m quite ready.”
Then, as Lord Warnham dictated his
to the public the representative
,
down in a
news agency took it
The words
.1"
,- :u hieroglyphics.
ired ware as follows:
r
allay undue public alarm
I
;
knoi.n that, according to
i
.•
received, the statement in
V
ya’ today,at first believed
iis without foundation.”
iareil?” interrupt-

444444444444444444444444|

n <n

Abadar, Camp, South of the Atbara,
Nubia, April 5.—A reconnoissance in
force, with cavalry, artillery and two
Egyptian battalions to the camp of Mahthe
miud Pasha this morning brought
en my out in force.
The fighting lasted from 0 until 10.30.
looking up at his colleague.
The British loss was six killed and ten
“Apparently not,” observed Lord Warn- wounded. Captain W. H. Persse of the
This is certainly sufficient conham.
Guards was
wounded
firmation of Worth or pe’s dispatch,” and Second Dragoon
The Dervishes lost about two
he tossed it aoross to the table whereat I slightly.
hundred.
sat, at the same time dismissing tho clerk
The reconnoisance is regarded as a great
who had brought it.
being the adsaw
at
a
success, its chief feature
Taking up the telegram I
mirable behavior of the Egyptian cavalry
glance it was from our secret agent in the and the
of
the Maxims.
Valuable service
Russian Foreign Office, and that it had
fire was ineffective.
been re-transmitted from Hamburg. Al- Mahmoud’s gun
Major General Hunter commanded the
though he had stated that all cipher mesforces in the.engagement.
sages were refused this was in our private Anglo-Egyptian
code, and its transcription, written beAFTER SIX YEARS.
neath was as follows:
“Remarkable development of situation
New York, April 6.—Herbert G. Nichols
held
a
Council
Ministers
has occurred.
was arrested here today
charged with
this afternoon, and after conferring with
embezzled $160,000 about six years
the Czar the latter decided to withdraw having
from Browning, Mug & Co., makers
his proclamation of war which was to be ago
ot clothing in Chicago af whose establishissued tonight. The reason for this sudhe was the manager.
ment
den deoision to preserve peace is a mystery, but the Czar left half an hour ago
TWENTY-THREE KNOWN DEAD.
of the Minison his journey south, two
ters have left for their country seats, and
Shawneetown, Ills., April 6.—Twentytelegraphic orders have been issued coun- three known dead, a possibility that the
fifteen hundred
termanding the military preparations, list may reach thirty,
therefore it is cortain that all idea pf war peoole in actual need of the necessaries of
c
nLnnRnnarl
TrmnoHlnfulw
at.
life, 700 people homeless and damage to
the conclusion of the Council a telegram the amount of $200,000 is the net result of
was sent to the Russian Minister in Paris the flood which swept through ShawneeNot one
informing him of the decision not to com- towu late Sunday afternoon.
The of the bodies has been reoovered, and it is
mence hostilities against England.
‘Novoe Vremya,’ in order to allay public not likely that they will be until
the
feeling. Is to be prosecuted for publishing waters subside, which will be in ten days
false news.
or a fortnight.
There is no danger of
further damage to the town.
(To be Continued.)
ANOTHER RECORD LOWERED.

MISCLLLANISOB'S.

I

Kesul'ed in Murder.

wuuio ui

tut?
□emg
sxciusive information to himself.
“We will send for you if we have anything further to communicate,” Lord
wishing him
Warnham answered, and
least for
good evening, incimated that at an
end.
the present the interview was at
After he had left it was desired, upon the
to
slightly
suggestion of the Premier,
amend one of the sentences used by Lord
Warnham, and with that object I rushed
after the excited interviewer. After a lit
tie search I found him in the small room
behind the Press Gallery dictating in
breathless haste to the olerk who sat resting his head on one hand while with the
other he worked the telegraph-key.
As I approached, I heard him exclaim
in broad Sootch—
“Now then, Ford, look sharp, my lad,
look sharp! Send this along: ‘A representative of the Press has just interviewed
the Marquis of Maybury and the Earl of
Warnham on the situation. The exclusive information imparted is of the greatest possible importance, as it shows—”
Here I interrupted him, and having requested him to re-construct the sentence,
is desired by Lord
Warnham, left him,
and returned to where the two Ministers
were still in earnest consultation.
Having busied myself with some correspondence lying upon the Foreign Minister’s tabls while the pair discussed a
critical point as to the instructions to be
sent to Lord Worthorpe in Paris, there
at the
presently came another loud knock rnshed
door. One of the clerks, who had
the Foreign
over from
Office, entered
a

Texas Town

Blues.

to the Prime Minister for hits opinion
upon the point.
“Of course,” exclaimed the Marquis.
“We have received no intimation of any
liplomatic difficulty. Further, you may
reassure the public that the Government
will do everything in its power to avert
tny catastrophe; but as no catastrophe
has occurred, all this excitement is quite
tncalled for.”
“May I use your own words, your lordship?” inquired the reporter quickly. “I
want to reproduce this in the form of an
interview.
“You can act as you
please’ about
that,” the Premier said, smiling as he
see
it in every
shall
added. “I suppose we
newspaper in England tomorrow, headed,
The War Against England: Interview
with the Prime Minister’—eh?”
“Not tomorrow, your
lordship. Tolidgetting
night,” laughed the reporter,
in his eagerness to get away with the
finest bit of “copy” that ever his pencil
wrote.
The Premier turned to speak with Lord
Warnham, but my friend Johns was not
to be delayed, even by the discussion of
If the Archangel had
the nation’s peril.
suddenly apneared he would have calmly
‘taken a note” of howsuoh an occurrence
effected the onlookers.
“Is there anything more I can say, your
lordship?” he asked, impatiently interrupting their conversation.
“No, I think not at present,” Lord
Warnham answered.
“If you have any further statement to
make I shall hold myself in readiness,”
tie said, the journalistic spirit of greed

bearing

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

Brownsville, Texas, April 5.—The city
election here yesterday resulted in blood
because of the contest between! the
“Stolen shed,
two factions known as the Beds and the I

QUEUX.

aroused to nave

I

KILLED.

TWO MLN
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J'ORSALE—Or
End,

Mo._

lease, a lot of land at the West
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PRACTICALLY A NLW
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GOOD

You

can

tIk

afford to indulge

family in the luxury

COK.”

HHE

yourself

or

The Frank Jones Commenced Her
Business Last

your

good weekly news,
quarterly magazine of fiction.
of

BOAT.

gross
AioosStpe.SSW,^
FINANCIAL ANBCOSSEfLCIAL ramwhor
.8Hi«42iDiri20.

a

paper and a
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of
novels for $5 per year.

Tho handsome steamer Frank Jones,
which eight months in the year runs between this
city and Bar Harbor and
is ready for the summer's
Machiasport,

up and is
practically a new boat. Swift, roomy
and comfortable, complete in all her appointments and manned by one of the
best crews on the Maine coast, she presents unusual attractions to people who
months she has

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALCS FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

been

hauled

called
by business [or pleasure to
Eastern Maine.
The Frank Jones is owned by the Maine
Central railroad and this is her second
She
season in running out of;Porcland.
are

be one of the best passenger
the coastwise business and
steamers in
dmiug the months when she is in sershe is crowded with passengers of
vice
is known

to

the very best olass, as may people prefer
this way of reaching the eastern part of
the long journey by rail.
You can have both of these if you subscribe the state to
Tbo Frank Jones has been newly paintNOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, SO ed from stem to stern, top to bottom, and
cents. All sent postpaid.
clean as if she had been
she looks as
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or launched this spring.
Every yard of the
postal money order, or by registered letter, old carpeting has been taken out of the
together with a list of the 10 novels selected, stiamer and in its
place new Brussels
by numbers, to
and velvet
carpets have been put down.
TOW\ TOPICS,
908 Fifth Avenue, Kew York.
Tho saloon, on the upper deck is carpeted
z-xs'r.
6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLelton.
By A. S. VanWestrum,
7— THE COUSIN OF THE ICING.
9-THE

SKIRTS

CHANCE.

OF

Captaiu Alfred

By

Thompson.

to—ANTHONY KENT. Bv Charles Stokes Wayne,
si—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion BisseU.
xa—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
By Harold R. Vynne,
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
!«;—WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
x6—A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
X7—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
x8—OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
%
xg—THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
co—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita VivantJ
Chartres.

HERSTRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne.
62—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
AtARTvu to LOVE. Bv Joanna E. Wood.
*1—

u,

75,000 women
England know

in New
that it

Saves Women,
Saves Carpels,

and Sweeps Clean.
Costs
The

Handle
Does It.

than

more

no

the old-fashioned broom.

Order

one

of your

grocer andfin'd

lieffor

and
-•*

in deep red, and each stateroom has a carpet of a different color. The staterooms
are
large and airy, much more so than
other boats of this grade. The dinroom is
well forward, on tho same
deck as the saloon. It is therefore light

on

ing

nnH nrall

rnntilntod

days meals
open,

are

allowing

Tfnrtf.

nri

nloucnnf

eaten with the outer doors
the ocean breezes to come

freely through as a powerful appetizer.
The pantry, on this floor,communicates
by elevator with a large and well appointed kitchen on the deck below.
On the main deck is the social hall, so
called, a kind of sitting room for ladies
and gentlemen. This is handsomely carpeted and comfortably furnished. The
gentlemen’s cabin, forward, on the floor

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”

your

re-

arms

back.

Our best jrrade
has XXX on
*
the label...

NU-BROOM C0.5
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I Don’t Bother Soaking, Infold way. I

Miniife f

below, is roomy and perfectly ventilated,
while the ladles’ cabin, aft, on the same
floor, is luxuriously fitted up. The engine is a model of neatness, a pleasure
the pilot
room
to the
eye; likewise
house, which
apartment.

is

an

elegant and cosy

The Frank Jones was already to sail
last night at 11 o’clock. She had a very
large cargo of freight for the first trip
and a large number of passengers. The
of the Portland and Capo Elizabeth
railway pass right by the Frank Jones’s
wharf and this makes the landing place

cars

from the business
very easy to reach
part of the city.
The Maine Central prides itself on Its
excellent service and alms to make the
steamer the best of her class. No expense
has been spared to make her attractive,
safe and comfortable, and she begins her
busy season with flattering prospects of
an immense

business.

DEEJRING.

Tapioca f
and

I
I
|

Miniife I

Gelatin?!
Require
..

Z

No Soaking..

Always Ready

for

use. =

Our little booklet, over 30 dainty desserts,
TREE by mail. Ask for it.

2

I

Whitman Grocery Co., Orange, Hass. :
finiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Unity

The

club will meet this

with
DockendortI,
Members are requested to
business of importance is
Miss

evening
street.

Maple
be present
to

as

be consid-

ered.
There will be a lecture and entertainment in Good Fellows’ hall, Nortel Deerina, this evening. The lecture delivered
by Mr. A. W. Dyer will be “From Sun’’

Sunset Skies, illustrated by storeThe scholars
connected
will assist
with the Cobb Lane school
Whereas, Susie J. Dickey of Lowel!, Tdass.,
by her deed dated the first day of April. A. D. with recitations. There is also to be a
1693, and recorded in Cumberland Registry ot vocal and instrumental programme renDeeds, book 092, page 369, conveyed to me. thev
undersigned, in mortgage a certain piece of dered during the evening.
real estate situated in Standisb, in the County
The monthly meeting of the board of
f Cumberland, and bounded as follows, visr\
Commencing at the westerly corner of John engineers of the Deering Are department
Decormier’s land on the southerly sipe line of was held
Monday evening at Woodfords.
ihe town way, which said town wny leads from
The board has received official notification
the Sebago road (so called) bv the house of E.
H. Parker to Sebago Lake. tnenCe southwest- of the
acceptance of the position of ohief
erly on lipe of said town way five rods, thtfhce
is
southeasterly to FrandTs A. Littlefield’s land, engineer by Mr. F. B. Moody, who
thence northeasterly ou line of said Littlefield’s
now on a visit in Florida.
The
board
land three rods, more or less, to the northeasterly corner thereof, thence southeasterly online considered informally the notion of Drivof said Littlefield’s to tne l&nd of the Portiaftd
er Skillings with reference to the Nasons
& Ogdens burg R. R. Co., theuce northeasterly
on said company’s line two rods, more or less.
Corner fire,and while no votewas taken the
board was almost unanimous in sustainwesterly on line of said Decormier’s land to
the point begun at, the same deeded to the late ing hie action under the circumstances.
Alplteus Davis by Ebenezer Monlton. May 12. As this was the Arst meeting of the board
A. D. 1879. recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, book 456. page 409. and the conditions of under the new city government noc much
said mortgage having been broken I, the undercould be done in the way of outlining the
signed. by reason thereof claim a foreclosure.
JOHN H. RICH.
work for the year until the appropriations
Dated, Sebago Lake, March 21st, 1898.
The engineers are anxious to
are made.
mar23
dlaw3wW
seonre a new truck to be placed at Woo dfords and a supply of about 3,000 feet of
hose, and they will ask for a sufficient
-Spring Fishing.
appropriation to meet this demand. It is
for extra fire
alBO the Intention to ask
Louise
alarm boxes and several new hydrants for
fAs soon as the ice permits), will leave Lake distant localities.
station daily, for Fitches, JJ. W.
River,
Crocketts and the famous Songo River. To
make close connections with steamer take LEWISTON AND AUBTIBN ENDEAV8.45 a. m. M. C. R. R. train via Mountain
OREKS COMING.
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from PortQuite a number of Endeavorers from
land. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
will come to Portfetation. For further particulars telephone Lewiston and Auburn,
DEERING DRUG CO., Deering, Me.
land Monday, April 18, to hear John Wil__apr 5dtf lis Baer, who addresses the Cumberland
M. O.
County Union. Among the young peorrriE annual
of
Maine ple who intend to come from the Bates
the
meeting
JCharitable Mechanic Association, will be
Miss Abbie
street Baptist society are:
held at Library Roam,
Mechanics’ Hall.
THURSDAY
EVENING, April 7, at 7.30. Harvey, Miss Annie Moorehouse, Miss
Business election of o..cers and such other
Miss Gertrude Webster,
business as may legally come before the meet- Helen Murphy,
Per order.
Mr. Oscar Murray, Mr. Crosby Mayo aud
ing.

NOTICE

OF

S ORLCLOSUKE.

rise to

optioon views.

sM-MoMliiTTROUT
Steamer

~

ap5-3tGEO,

a.

HARMON, Sec’y.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
Dully round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and CSpe Small Point.
On anu after April 4th. 1898.

Steamer

“Percy

CAPT. CHAS. H.

I!0W;

Onlnm

.462(&5& jForestCity....
-3.60

Mr.

Ralph

Cbanell.__
TO THE PUBLIC.

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medeoirie of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
warrant
will
hereafter
every bottle
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
two-thirds of a 26 or 00 cent bottle. D.
IV. Heseltine. 387 Congress St., Edward
W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,

■Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m.. for Lowell’s Cove. Orr’# IsiaDd; Card’sCove.
Quohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East Harpswell;
Ashditte, Ilorse Island Harbor. M ater Cove,
Small Point. Sebaseo. phippsburg and Cundy’s
Harbor.
......
Congress Square Hotel.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Aslidale, 6.30
A CARD.
a. m.; Water Cove.
Small Point. 6.45 a. in.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s ('ove, 7.15 a. in.;
We guarantee every bottle of ChamLowell’s Cove. Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m., arrive in berlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Portland at 10.00 a m.
Remedy and will refund the money to
For furtfier particulars apply to
J. H. McDONAJ.D. Pres, and Manager, any one who is not satisfied after using
158 Commercial street.
it.
It is the most successful medicine in
Telepliele 40-3.
dli
apr4
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. IV.
PORTLANO V I( HT Cl.liB.
Heseltine <fc Co., 387 Congress St., EdTbe regular monthly meeting of the Portland ward W. SieveDS, 107 Portland St., King
Yacht Club will be held at tbe club house on S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. OxMerchant's wharf on
Wednesday evening, nard, 921
Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
April «tli, at 8 o’clock.
CHARLES F. FLAGG, Sec’y.
Congress Squaro Hotel.
Apr4d3t
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MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—April

Aftotfels*

601

fS'-'
{?? ?°-8 Vo®

-. .*15*
33
86b Pollened coDDOr.
16® 16
601 Bolts.
13
M

°2‘;r«2
Quotatieus of Staole Products ia the fee.' n:2. .%0|Y jb«»
lltfflld
»ss*«gsr
Leading Markets.
Nor.CX>dUver200®225
j Ingot•...••‘•‘iiiii24
•1

THE JOURNAL
Of SOCIETY business.
She has been thoroughly repaired and newly fitted
during the

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
suited to the tastes of men
range of subjects
and women of culture and refinement than any

SSHif

Season’s

Night.

-..

ssssr;K*.”U»»r. ■••>»*«>«*

New York Stock ana Mono? Market.

(By TeleeranU-i

YtRK, April 6.
Money on call was firm at| 2@3 per cent:
last loan at 2V,: prime mercantile paper 6s6
Dr cent.; sterling Exchange weak, with actual
easiness in bankers bills at) 4 $8@4 83Vi tor
Uemana nnd4 80Vi'B4 80V4 tor sixty dayaiposied
raies at 4 81*8* 85,;
Commercial bills
at 4 79Va.
Z
Silver certificates.56 Vi S5S Vi.
NEW

Bar Silver rf>'a

■

BSi.-v.::5aBBI?gtF"«8
H".
g“
£lWBrgreeol 76@200

Char.
Potass ^r-inde..64® 6«>T erne •••
x2@14
Chlorate.20* 241 Antimony...
Iodide.2 68.2* 8..|0 >K" .4 oooatec
Quicksilver.
.70@80lSpelt»r.
13®14
iSol<ler44*
S3® 36

Quinine...

^

SJSSE!?:.“V.vife

.2
Canarv seed....
4®6 Tar P bbl..
Cardamons 1 60®2 45 Coal tar.... 6

75®?

Oftgo

°°
25

busbar.24a @3 4* Rosin.4
sugar lead.20@22 TupentlB.-gai-. do® to
7 08
White wax-§0i»56 Outturn..
ttrol. Dlue.

Mexican dollars 45.

0.0J?£5

..

..

ou'

644®'.)

VanUla.oean.. *lB®20lLinseec.

Government Bonds weak.
Ha iroad bonds weak.

Hash.

t

Boiled.

No 1.. ..SZiSpenn.

Spirits Turonentlne steady.i
Molasses quiet.
Freights firm.

65
® 65
...60

?2!2ZT

? n^1
No i Vn-5f*f'Ci
003/* JN,yi
1
Northern
;

98>4c; May
SePt7i»Vae; No 1 hard

at

MINNEAPOLIS—Ftour—first patents 4 80®
7B: first clears at
«2S?3fS0^
patents{4
70®8 9(> second

clears in 2 70®2 90.
Good business in
patents; unchanged.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 'J7V. c; May at
97V«c.
fi°n,T1?.0
2„!ul<iid at 30V4c.
Oats
dull—No "2 mixed 27c
Rye-.No 2 at 5lo.
Cloverseed—prime cash —.

o

Cotton Markets.
11 Tele,;raph.i
APRIL 6, 1898.
NEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-uay
closed steady;middling uplands 6 3-lfli do sal*
at 6 7-16c; sales 812 bales.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
was steady;
Mluallng f,*/* c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middling 6% c.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middlings B 9-16C.
I
NEW OltLEA NS—The Cottonl market to-aay
was steady;
6
9-16c.
middling
MOBILE—-The Cotton market to-day was
dull; middling 5*/*c.
SAVANNAH—The cotton market to-day was
steady; middling S 9-I6»

No 10.20 Bans.?5*®*9
Shore..30®d.->
lOoz.13
I uropean Marxett
The following quotations represent the payS oz.11
Portae.§0®S6
Bv Telegraph.
50®66
ing prices In this market:
Gnnnowder—Shot. -Lara.
Cow and ox hides.7Vie
lb
20
.x
1°®1
LONDON. Apr 1 5 1898.—Consols closed at
BlastlnaK.. .3 26igS60 Castor. ...
Bulls and stags...BVic
111
46o®65
3-16
for
4
NeaMfoot
and 111 7-16 for aocount.
60®6|26
money
Sporting.
Ocail skins, trimmed,.l Cc
Crop sBot.26 ibs. .1 261 Blame.®
^LIVERPOOL, April 5. 1898.—Cotton market
do
untrimmed. 9c
P»lnttis. BB.:
Buck.
is firm—American middling at 3 7-1 fid; sales
Lamb skins.50 to 80c each
00 10,000
btraw, ear lotssl0@12j Am Zlne... .0 00®7
bales, including 1000 bales tor speculaIron.
tion and export.
Rochelle...
Ifrtail Grocer* sutrar Kurts*..
Slioo
I
Common_134®2
Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion c a y Keflned—
i%®244 I Domestic. 4%87
SAILING PAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
'C:
Salt.
3Va®4
pulverised 0oj powered, 6c; grauuliueo. Norway....
!.
4
b do 1 Tks ls.lb hdl 76ffi2 2o
6c:
yellow
Cast
steel..
FOR
6Va ; eoitee crushed
FROM
1 80@2 00 Havel.New York..
Herman steel.@3441 Liverpool
Bremen.Apl r>
bhoesteel.@2 I Dla’md Crys. bbl 3 2o Olbers.New York.. P’rnambuco Apl 6
Kuuroaa necoipr*.
Saleratus.
sne*** Iron—
Caracas.New York. .Lacruayra .Apl 5
U
n
11/ Z3-.B
N.daiRli.
PORTLAND. April 6
StLonls.New York. .Se’ampton. .Apl 6
Receipts by Maine Central K. R..—Fur iJur
Gen.Russial3%S8l4
Bpleee.
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool ..Apl 6
and. 138 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor
Ameri'cnRusBlal 1.312 Cassia, pure.. ..21®-2 Noordland.New York. .Antwerp ..Apl 6
cars.
161
00
roads
connecting:
Mace. SOc@l
Galv.5%@7
Aug Victoria...New York. .Hamburg....Apl 7
Leather
Nutmeg3.66®65 F derGrosse.. New York. .Bremen.Apl
7
New York—
Pepper.i6®17 Orinoco.New York.. Bermuda.Apl 7
Freights.
Light.25@2G1 Cloves.16«17 YAHiiauuaio
umumi
o
ui umuu.
The following are recent charters:
MM weight... .26®20SGlhger.i.4@15 Billion.New York. .Pern’buco
..Apl 9
Starch.
Sell Nantasket,Trinidad to north of Hatteras, Heavy.,,.1S5®26
City WashingtnNew York.. Hav&Mex. Apl 9
Uoctt d’mz.24®2oi Laundry.4%®»
amhn.H. £2 If Wash jn^rnn. D. C. S2 20.
Alps.New York. Port Prince .Apl 9
Union Dacks.. .37’aih'rtlGloss.6%i97Vs Adirondack... New York.
Kingston,&c.Aid 9
Schr M. E. H. G. Dow, Norfolk to Galveston, Am. oad.... 90@l.00i
Tobacco.
Parisian.Portland
\ Best brands.... 60@GO Bretagne. New York. Uvernool... Apl 99
coal $1 CO net
Lead.
.Havre.Apl
@71 Medium.39®^9 Manitoba.New York. .London.Apl 9
Schr Maggie G. Hart, Fernandina to New Sheet.
Pipe.
(616 ICommon.B62B80
.60® 70 Rotterdam.. ..New York.. Rotterdam...Apl 9
7 %®8 Naturaiat.
Zinc__
York, lumber 84 60.
Lucania.New York.. Liverpool... Apl 9
T. XT. F.1601 Lead—
Schr Addie Fuller, Port LiDerty to Portland
00 Furnesia.New York.. GlasgowU....Apl 9
60®G
I
Pure
ground.5
May.
Palatia.New York. .Hamourg ..Apl 9
t
00
coal, p.
Pressed .H4®16|Ked.6 50®6
®8% Finance.Now York. .Colon.Apl 12
Schr Grace Webster, Hoboken to Bangor,co a Loose Hay
S9®tlllBnzYanRed3
Holstein.New York. .Hayti. dtc .Apl 12
1
60c.
Kaiser W de G New York.. Bremen.Apl 12
Boston HtocB itlaraea
to
Baltimore
York. .So’ampton ...Apl 13
Paris.New
Bath.coa
Schr Carrie A. Norton,
The following were i the closiut quota- Britannic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Apt 13
85c.
90c: option Portland
tions of stook3 atBostou:
Friesland
New York. .Antwerp.
.Apl 13
Schr E. C. Allen, Philadelphia to Bath, coal Mexican Central ..
Carthaginian .Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Apl 13
xl
is
Santa
Fe.
R.
new.
Atchison,
Top.
York..Montevideo
Bellauoch.New
Apl 15
80c.
Boston A Maine.163
Cervona.Portland.. .London
-Apl 15
Schr Major Pickands, Montevideo to New
donfd
Merida.New York. .Montevideo Apl 15
York or Boston, hides and wool, p. t
Maine Centra).
Venezuela
.New York.. Laguayra ....Apl 16
Onion Pacific.
.Apl 16
Irrawaddy —New Y'ork. .Trinidad
Unton Pacific pld.....62ya
Labrador.Portland..
.Liverpool....Apl 16
Portland TVbme■»»ie JWirK
American Bell.2’2
Alexandria —New York. Loudon.Apl 16
PORTLAND, Aprils.
American Sugar. comra'on.116% Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam. .Apl 16
Pretoria.New York. Hamburg
.Apl 16
A fairly good trade is reported in general 8ugar, ...
Mass, pfd...
Cen
Apl 16
Gascogne.New York. .Havre
merchandise, and prices, as compared with a
do eomno
...
Aller.New York. .Genoa.Apl 16
The demand for Flint is Pere Mara.
week ago. are little changed.
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 16
Niagara.New York. .Clenfuegos ..Apl 16
Flour has improved considerably, with previous
Apl 16
New YoriX Quotations Stocks and Bonds Saratoga.New York. .Havana
figures firmly held. Corn and Oats mai tain a
York. .Bremen.Apl 19
Laiin.New
(By Teiograpn.1
York. .Ilemerara ...Apl 1»
steady tone. Groceries of all descrlpilons are
Tjomo.New
The follomg ware to-day’s closing quotations St.Paul.New York..So’amBtou...Apl 20
firmer, but rather quiet. Sugars hold the late
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ...Apl 20
Rio and of Bonds
advance and exhibit much firmness.
April 5 Kensington ...NewYork. .Antwern —Apl20
Z April. 4.
Santos Caffeos are very strong and prices are up New 4s, reg
121
k2l%
121
321%
do Coup,
s/sc, the rise beiDg due to the probability of an
108%
MINIATURE ALMANAC .APRIL 6.
New
4’s reg.109
import duty In case of war with Spain. Teas New 4’s coup.110%
110% Sunrises. 6
.10 30
1S|™ h water I
are also firmer, and in the eevnt of war dealers
10,8
Denver & Tt. G. 1st.103
6 16 High
Son sets
|-io 46
00
Moon rises. 0 001 Height.0 0—
anticipate a duty of 10c a pound. Dry fish weak Erls geu 4».170%
69%
2ds... 60
for Cod; the market Is in good condition to re- Mo.Kan. & Texas
116 Kansas A Texas pfd
ceive new stock, which will be coming along in
102
ksnsas Pacific Consols.102
116
ISTEIWS
five or six weeks. Mackerel about cleaned up. Oregon Nav. lsts.116
20%
Union
Pacific..
Bermuda Onions quoted at 3 00.
Eggs steady
of
stooks:
C
osing quotations
FORT OF PORTLAND. ^
at 12c In a Jobbing way. Cheese a trifle easier.
April. 4.
April 6
Turpentine lower at 35@46s. Oranges tending
TUESDAY. April 5.
11
11%
downward. Potatoes firm. Hay quiet and free- Atchison.
25%
Atchison pfd. 26%
Arrived.
12
jy offered. Fresh Beef In good demand; sides Central Pacific... 12
Tug International, from Philadelphia, towing
18%
at 7® 8c $> lb, binds at 9®lic, lores steady at Cbes. s unto. 19 Vs
coal to G -T Ry Co, and
153% barges Beechwood, with
A Alton.153%
6V4@3o, rounds and flanks 7%®3e, loins at Chicago old
with coal to Randall & McAllister.
Kohinoor.
do
Tug Nat P Doane, towing two barges with ieo
I0@l6c, rumps and loins at 10®i3c, backs 6® Chleaeo• Burlington « Quincy 93%
91%
I1V Vs for New York.
7c, rattles A^ffiec, lamos 8@10c; mutton 7c. DelawaroAIHudsoh CanalCo.107%
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cuudy
J.46
Delaware. LxckaWaua & VVesrl47
Fresh Fish—Cod and Haddock easier at 2l/ic
Harbor.
10
Dearer; ot Rio uranae...!.... lo%
Sch Mt Hope, McLean, Baltimore for Bath.
IP lb; Hake at 2c. Cusk 2X4e, Halibut 9@12c;
V/Vi
fino.new....12%
Sch Lester A Lewis, Kimball. Perth Amboy—
33%
32% coal
Lobsters dull and lower at 11c & pound for
no 1st prefer
for the Portland & Maehias steamer.
99
98
boiled and flo for live.
llinois Central..
Sob Damletta & Johlianna, Wallace, Soujh
16% Ambov.
The following are todys' wholesale prices of Lake £rie& West.. 13%
179
Lake Shore.179
Sch Florida. Colson, Pawtucket—fertilizer to
Provisions. Groceries; etc
40% Isaiah Frye S Co.
Louis St Nash. 6008
Grain.
Flour.
ys
ftievtoed.’i’.
96ys
Manhattan
Sch
Charlotte Beals, Beals, Jogesport.
Corn ear
sm erflne ft
38?39
5
4
Central A.....
Sch C M Walton. Lana; Box two,
do bag lots .... so Mexican
lew gradOB.4 09®4 35
100
Michigan
Central..106
Sch
Clara Jane, Maloney, Cittart Tor New Bedffi.38 Mina & St Louis. 2t
Burin* WnoatfakMafll D&tr lots
24
ford.
crsbi ana at6 10©B10 Oats, ear lots
86®86
80
A St Lomsipf. 30
Sch Modee, Maeliias for New York.
ffi37
latent i.vrnr
Jfte
26yi
Sch David A Stary. Ulmer, Boston.
lesourt kPaolBo. 2«y»
Wneat... 5 80®B 80
92
ew Jersey Central.........
91%
Sch M B Stetson, from Boston.
00 00®23 00
(It loft. Ml" am.
110 %
110%
Solis Robert & Carr, and Louisa & Rosa, shore
N
ew YirfkCentral.
OO
• 6
00
0900024
1104 fishing.
NewlYork. Ohlcago&’St Lon is 11 %
o«a» db.. .6 1045 9®
63
63
do pf
Cleared.
§0®17 60
*525* sri 3535 50
2 ft’s
Pacific
com
23yj
2
Nortlierfi
H7 00-&1* 0 0
5
rolSf...
Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
do
61%
do
pfd.
C2Mi
.5
8a
6o
2005
81650,917
afeer do.
J B Coyle.
118
4i7j£i8 0f) Northwestern..i.119
WBfrwneni
Sen M J Sewall, Beal, Jonesport—J H Blalte.
172%
do
pfd..172%
17 So
patents, • 6 65»6 80
Flan.
tea.
14%
Ont & Wesimm. 1404
FROM ODR CORRESPONDENTS.
iq
16%
11015 Reading.... 17
(Buying* selling price)
SULLIVAN, Api 2—Ar. soils Mary C Stewart,
ocha aosaSais
0iw-4.ar*»
Bickford, Portland; Sarah A Blalsdell, and LiblaiBCB.
89
snore ... .4 75®BOO
St Paul..!. S0%
Volta, from Elliwrorth.
Porto Rico.26080
142
small do. .2
ao Bid...142
69
P0lS«k ... .2
Bafiadoe*.
&
.88026 St.Padl
Omaha..-..'70
EXCHANGE DIBPATCIIE3.
H tdaock... 1 t#i
146
Fancy.80®33t
a®
Drfd...146
Tea.
130
tiato.2 OO
Ar at Bermuda 4th, steamer Trinidad, from
8i Paul. Minn. « Malm.130
10
Heffln*. box
Amoys.15020 Texas PBetfte. 10
New York.
8® 14c bngq us.ItiffiBO Unioh Paolfro pld. 83%
62%
Mill,,,,
Sid 2d, steamer Orinoco.
Japan...
Maekerci. b>
6%
6%
wabash....
Memoranda
snore le$E2 00082' Formoso.82060
15%
do pitd. isy8
Kaear.
RM* 8» 818 puff21
Fort Monroe, April 6- The large four-mastad
363
itandardGran 6 2776 Bosfon *1 Maine...1,(13
Large 8a
SS
schr Frank A rainier, of Bath, Capt Harding,
Ex CSfle aualltv 6 2775 New YorkAWew England pld, 88
Froauce
from Baltimore for Tampico, with 300u tons
189
Old Colon®. .188
* SO
Cano cranberries
dxtr&c....
is hard ashore at race Henry.
loo
coal,
Adams
;nxnress.f.loo
» crate.
3 60»3 60 Yellow Extra C....4»/s
120
Nantucket, April 4—Sch St Emio, from RockAmerican 1 Express.... ......120
0 00
Seed
Maine.
land fortNew York, wtth lime, was disabled In
88
S. K*:Dres»..... 38
3 6603 76
Pea Beansa 30®i 40 Tlmottnr.
the gale of Moll 31, by cargo shifting aipl drift1)1 %
91
Peooles Gas.
Yellow Jtves.l 66»1 66 Clover.Won,
CU ASUUiO
4 2
42
1 66*160 do
N.Y. 9M>®10 HBmestaKe.
Cal
captain, his wile and crew, six in all, were lost.
3
I riser otaF ft. bus F6ffi 95 Alslke,
10®lOVa Ontario. 3
The vessel is sunk,
The mate was rescued.
26% with
Red top,
Paeltte Man. 24%
m
uo, boi
xegiy
only topmast visible.
170
Pumiani l*aiace.170
jFroTleiaa*,
SweetsJersey375@4 00
April 6—Sch Kennebee, fm
Vineyard-Haven.
116%
Pork—
ao KorloUc 0 00»
sugar* eomfpdn...118%
Bath for New York, passed here to-nay with
86% lass of
13 60 Western Union.. 86%
heavy backs
do Vtnetand.4 50©*5
jibboom.
mcwunui uugir ou
Southern Ey ptd...
Unions.ineimuuaypo uu
do Native# 2 60,32 75
short cut and
Domestic Ports.
clear
Boston
ObleaeO.
Mm12
Produce Market.
$!3®18 60
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, schs F H Odiorne,
Turiteve.wei. 13®rsc Beef—light..8 2 >,®9 75
are
6.
1698—1110
following
BOSTON.
April
Boston;
Flyaway, Thorndike, ProviWhite,
Northern ao... .1-6*17 heavy,.. 10 60® IT 00
dence; Morris & Cliff, Nash. Rockland ; Phenix.
to-day’s quotation! of Provisions, etc.:
Fowl#...
8«BU Bnle»UV*n* 6 75®
L
Green. Caswell. Norfolk for
Angie
Calais;
uara, tee ano
Apple#.
KLOtra.
Elizabethport; Lawrence Haines, BJake,Amboy
Eating ap»I’#3 60@4 50 VibbLnureti ®fllA Spring
5 30*5 flo.
Nat
patents,
for
Gardiner;
,
Ayer. Hodgkins. Raritan lor
do common 624300
dotom’uu. 4%45
ciewlaua eu-aurht. 4 30®6 60.
Boston; Tiios Borden. Darby. Ropkland: Wm
Baldwins 8 »0®4 00 Balls,domed 6V4®6Vi Spring,
6 00®6 G6.
Winter
patents.
Rice.
Maddox,
Rockland;
Mary Augusta, Pratt.
9S10y*e
palls, pure 0% Ml
Lvsp & la
Frankfort.
Lemon#..
8 Vi ifrSVh Winter, cleat and straight, 4 40®5 25
PUroU
Seconds
and
00.
Extra
schs
Carrie
C
Ar
6tb,
Ware, St John, NB;
3 TfiSJi 00 Ham#..,.
Messina
9
4i9Va Elue aud Supers —.
Madagascar, Calais; Julia & Martha,and Lucy,
*1 render.
ao eov’ra
T
Thomaston.
Adelia
Carltbn,
4
do;
OIL
00®4 60
Florida
Cld 4th, schs Freddie A Higgins, ElizabethChicago Lire stock Market.
3 76®* 00 Keroseneizot#
Jamaica
8Mi
Woodland and Palaka.
Ugorna. 8V#
CalBorma, 3 00%8 26
CHICAGO. April 6. 1898.—Cattle—receipts port; Nokomis,
Cld 6th, steamer St. Louis, Southampton,
do Settlings 2 6043 00
Centennial. aXa 3,000i about steady beef 4 40 5 00; export at
Hell
Gate
Passed
4th, schs Nat Ayer, from
fraSt’*
Asuai ..10Va 4 76®8 oO;
mges.
stackers and feeders at 4 00®4 60. New York for Bangor;
Ella F Crowell, do for
r.astaru extra..
<E12 In ball trbl# lc extra
Ho(rs—receipts 19.000; quiet at 3 7u@4 10.
A
do for do; A Richardson,
Heaton,
Rockland;
Fresh Western.,
fell
ItaUin#.
8-heep—receipts 16,000; falrlv active at 3 76 do for Boston; Fanny Flint, do for Bangor.
Held......
Musctl.50 lb bxs6ffl6Vs S4 80; Iambs 4 50@5
60.
BOSTON—Ar 4tli, sclis Geo E Wolcott, Reed,
estwt.
London lay'rll 7 6480C
0reunerrJHcy..lg'ai20;
Newport News; Mark Gray, Sawyer, Kingston;
Cool.
C Smith, Rogers, Nonolk ; ( Hester R
Sarah
(Mttlwae Vr'ooL
Ketai]—delivered.
418
Domestic Markets.
Lawrence, Ott, Rockport; Qnivet, Olney. IpsCumberl»na 000®4 50
Choice.
(Kv (Telegrapni
wich: Katharine D Perry, Garfield, Baltimore;
Cheese.
Chestnut,,
;<i6 60
8 00
April 6, 1898.
N. X. terry 0 ®10
Carrie E Picker ng. Haskell. Philadelphia.
Framcdo,..,.
NEW YORK—The Flour marker—receipts
Vermont... 9
Below, schs Gi acie D Buclianuan, Harrington
(®10
fell 00
Lehigh....
4.0o 27.138 bbls; exports 8.461 bbls; sales 10.000 Newport News; C II Trickev, Mary Stew-art,
Fea.
Sage.12V4S13
Bread
r,t<nnor
packages; moderatelv active, firmly held.
Josie, and Kolon.
riour quotations—city mills pateuts at 5 75®
Ar 5th. schs Hattie M Mayo, St Andrew's, NB
®7 Mu White wood—
Filotsup....
do so.
@0vt Nol&2.1-ln$32®*33 G 00; winter patents 4 > Oab 2o:city mills clears Winslow Morse, Searsport: Mazurka, and Ell *
Baps.1-in.
926®$2s ate CO*>.’> *;6l winter straits 4 66,o4 1U; Minn, Mav. Rockport; Harvest Home. Mt Desert.
Crackers....
46
|
Com’n.l-in $23®$28 pats 6 10*6 40; winter extras 3 70g4 lOiMinr.
BATH—Ar '6th, schs Fredk Koesner. Darien;
Cooperage.
1
flhhd shooks Shds—
1V4, lVb£2bakers 4 25®4 46; winter low grades at 2 90@ Harold L Berry, Benson; Leora M Thurlow,
in. Nol&2*33®$35 3 00.
New York; Miranda. Boston.
Mol.city. 1 60igl 76
BOOTH BAY—Ar 6th. schs Helena, Boston;
Rye firm—No 2 Western at 5S%(g.68%e fo
Sug.count’y85 ®1 00 lV$,lVi&2-ln
Saps,
428®$30 b afloat to'arrive.
ountry MoL
TJncolu. do; John Braeeweil. Sullivan lor New
—*
5863,333
Squares,
bhdshooits
Wheat—receipts 231.260 Dusli lexnortsl 68,19.i York. John Nye. Vinalhaven Ioj
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Ar 4th, schs Sami C
3ush:sales 4,or>5.0(:0 basil; futures 56.000 ous
1&2$Su@*33
S4®26
ipot; spot firm, quid.; No 2 Red at 1 04Vs fob Hart, from New York for Frankfort ; Fredk
ifloat; No 2 Northern Duluth at 104% fob Roeencr, from Union Island for Bath; Addle
fob afloat.
ilioat to arrive;No 1 hard ao
Fuller, New York for Maohias; Hope Haynes,
2V2. 3dr4-m»36ffla:<H
12It.
25,1,23
Corn—receipts os.vto Bush; exports 96,604 Amboy lor Hallowell; tug International, towing
!1
S'th pine-$2,
6t 8 @9
futures 164,000 busli two barges, for Portland.
sales
bush;
20,000
msh;
Clear
fhiS—
Cordage.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 4th, sch M V B Chase,
spot ; No 2 at 37c f o b afloat.
Amer’nsmio ®li
upper#.55
Oats—receipts 26,400 bushi exporrs 31,936 Eastman, Boston.
Manilla...', odgSVi Select.$•'
futures
Sid 4th. sells Dora Matthews, Brown, New
bush
145,000
sales
spot;
2...000
)u;
Fine common. .4
Manilla Doit
spot dull; No 2 atsifl; No 3 at 30‘4c; York; John C Smith. Hutchinson, Boston.
0O®8‘. ,Spruce. 413
rope.
@1400 lush;
white
3
white
No
track
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, soli Helen G Moseley,
32
—;
2
white
%c;
Russia do. 18
®18yniHemlock.Jll@12 No
Providence.
12 0,38c.
I Clapboards—
6'-., 37
Bsai......
Mess
extra
Ar 4th. sclis Abby C Bowker. Berry, from Red
India
—;
city
Reel Arm; family
i>rugB and lives. I Spruce, X.$32336
Beacn via Norfolk; Harold J McCarty, Hawley,
Acid Oxalic-12®141 Clear.S28&30
New
steam
6
York.
Western
62%.
Lard firm:
A eld tart.83®3012d clear.#2S®27
Cld 4tb, sclis Helen G Moseley. Holt, ProviPork steady: mess
Ammonia.i6®20| No 1.ClSOSO
Western
dence:
Annie & Keubon. Denner, Bangor.
firmer:
creamy
16%@21%c:
Butter
ones, pot-8| rino.$*6460
Cld 5th. sell Clara E Randall, Charlson, for
actory do !2ntl4%c; Elgms 21 Vac: state dairy
Eals copabla.. .65®60l Shingles—
orem
Portland.
0%c.
a
15%®i
Beeswax.37®4Z|X cedar.,..2 7643 25 [4 18%e;do
CAPE HENRY’—Passed in 4th, sell George A
ClioesB dull— arge wnite at 7%c; small white
Blch pov.uers... 749|Clear cedar.2 BO@876
McFadden. Wallace. Port Tampa for Baltimore.
itr.sVac.
liorax. lO®li!XNo 1.1 85®2 25
CHARLESTON—Ski 3d, sch Myra B Weaver,
.2
Brimstone.
(®8Vt|No 1 cedar..1 25imil 75
Eggs steady; State and Penn at 10% ffi 10%:
Gourlav, Brunswick.
Cochineal.40*648 Bpruoe.1 26#1 60 iVester 11 fresh at 10c.
DaRLEN—Ar 4tli, sclis Myia B Weaver,
Tallow steady ;clty 3% jeountry,packages free
Copperas._l Vi® 2lLaths.spee..l S0®2 00
.2r®12i
Gourley, Batn; Helen Montague, Adams. BerCreanuartar
1 % 47 >%.
Ltmo—Cement.
muda: Jos W Hawthorn, Iloffses, Charleston.
i-otrole m dull.
Ex logwood.... 12415 Lime.I? csk..8;a
Sid 4tli, sch Methebesec, Snow, Portland.
(iumarabie.. .704132|Ceooas.1 20®
Rosin steady.
Hides.

...

..

..

r-M.

....

..

FERN ANDINA—Sid 4tli. sell Hattie Dunn
Poland, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 4th, soli Willie L Maxwell. Gott. Philadelphia.
Cld 30tli. sch J B Holden, Grav, New York.
FALLRIVER-Ar 4th, schs Sea Bird, Norfolk; Lena White, Ott, Rockland.
M ACH IAS—Ar 8utli, sch Jerusha Bakor,Randall, Boston.
Sid 1st. sells Annie Lee, Cole, for New York;
Montezuma, Robinson, for Bosion; Highland
Queen. Dobbin, do.
NORFOLK—Ar 4th, schs Charles P Nottman,
Jewett. Boston; R T Rundlett, Fountain, New
York.
Ar 4th. sohs Alicia B Crosby, Bunker, and
Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, Portland.
NEW LONDON—Cld 4th, sell Carrie 0 Ware,
llagley, St John, NB, tor New York; Eugene
Borda, Rockland for do; Madagascar, Calais
for New York; Lucy, Hooper, do for do; Seth
W Smith. Calais ior New Haven.
NEW BKDFORD-Ar r.tli, sch Clara Jane,
Maloney, Calais.
Sid 6th, sch Robt O Dune, Red Beach.
PHILADELPHIA—Cid 4ih, sell EC Allen,
Meady, Bath; W s Jordan, Salem.
Cld 4tn, schs EC Allen. Meady, Bath; Thos
W Hyde. Rumrill. Dry Torutgas.
Ar 6th, sch R S Learning. Kennebec.
Sid 5tn, sch Wm Slater. Kennebec.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d. schs Cumberland,
Littlejohn, Perth AmDov; O M Colson. Johnson
G M Porter. Johnson, New York; Dreadnaught
Allen, Philadelphia; Annie Oils, New York;
Augustus Hunt, Blair. Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Sid 2d. sch Hugh Kelley, Haskell, Norfolk.
Ar 3d. sch Stephen G Loud, Pierson. Norfolk.
Ar 4th. schs Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, New
York: Edw P Avery. Hawley, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th, sohs Hattie
A Marsh. Mahany, Long Cove for NewY’ork;
Cornelia Soule. Hurricane Island for do; Wm
Todd. Calais for do.
Ar 6tli. schs Rabboni, Horse Island for Now
York; John I Snow, for do; Gertrude Abbott,
Kennebeo for Philadelphia.
Sid 4th. schs B W Morse. John I
Toad, SH Sawyer, Anna Sheppard.

..

Portland. ;

Spoken
April 2, lat 34 N, Ion 76 W, ship S D Carlton,
Amesbury. irom Singapore for New York.

5.35 p.

5.35 and 6.20 p.

“Springfield.”

Trains arfive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from liochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 aud
10.50 a. 111., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets tor all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,

Portiond, Me.

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

je25dtf

OCEAN

STEAMSHIPS.

T IS O M SOI¥ LINE.
PORTLAND
DIRECT.

:

ROBERT

sept23

ikuoi,

..

82dn.d.®.?!

u.

V--*

"Frank Jones.”

Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., on
arrival ol train leaving Boston at 7 p. m„ for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and Intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
General Manager.
martsdtf

International Steamship Co.
.—

FOR

■■

■:

n. N.B.,Halitax. H.Sand all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

Eastport, Lubao. Calais, St. Jo

days

LINE.

vice.

From

From
Steanmru.Portland.

Liverpool.

Labrador, bat. 12 Mar., 1 p. in.
Vancouver.
in
1p.m.
«1 Mar. 1 p. in.
Scotsman.
its Apr. 1 u. m.
Labrador.

"

3Mar.,

17
si

Boston
TO

LXVISHPOOL

Seivicr.
VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
H. M. S. CANADA, MAKCH 26,
Sat.
noon.
K, M. S, CANADA, APKIl. 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat

ta

Tickets on Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic

Manager,

Portland, Maine.
LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jel8 dtf

E. 1-

R.

Boston & Maine

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Station, (or goarbort
Trains leave Union
Crossing, 10.00 a. m.. b.16, 6.20 P.m.; Soarbo
ro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m„ 3.80,
6.15, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orohard, Saco, Bid
deford. 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m„ 12.48. 8.30
6.15, 6.20 p. ro.; Kennobnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.
12.46,3.30. 6.16 ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport
8.40. a. m..
7.00.
12.46, 8.80, 5.16 p. m..
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 8. m.. 3.30. 8.15 P. m.
North Berwick, gomersworth, Dover,V 4.06
12.46, 3.30, 6.16 P. m.
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 12.46, 3.S0p.m.'
Alton
Farmington,
Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45
3.30 p. m.; Northern I>iv.. I.akeport, La
eonia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.
Worcester, yla gomersworth. 7.00 a. m.|
Concord, yla
Manchester,
Rockinghaa
3.30
7.00 a. m„
Junction,
p.
m.;

Junction, Exeter, Haver,
Rockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, Vf4.0o,
m„ §12.46,
3.30 p. m.
t8.40 a
t7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m., 12.60.
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Port*
land, 5.50. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15.
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.

HATES

OF

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Pbiladoiplrii every Wednesday and

Saturday.

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool and Portland,

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
A reKates of passage $52.60 to $70.00.
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets.

Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26; return,
$66.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61 Va Exchange St., CHAS. ASHTON. 931A Congress St., II. Si a. ALAN, Montreal, 92StaieSU Boston, and 1 India
jlyaidu
St, Portland.
STEAMERS.

Maine Coast navigation Co. Falmouth
On

alter

Tuesday.
9til, 1897, die

anil

Nov.

STEAMER SALAGIA
leave Franklin Wharf. Portland.

will

days, Thursdays

and

Saturdays,

at

7.30

Tuesm.;

a.

Papuan. Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30 p.
m,; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. m. Arriving at
Wiicaint about 3.30 p. m.
Wiscasset
Mondays.
^Returning—Leave
Wednesdays atfd Fridays at 7.00 a. m.;
Boothbay Butwr, 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
Arriving at
m.; Pophaas Beech, 11.30 a. m.
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
FARE; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, S3 ct*.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East and Mondays and FrItl'o.4

Wnutlihi.

rwaovn44-4-l.tr.

O. C. OLIVER, President,
mariadtl
CHA3. R. LEWIS. Treaiurer,

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

CASCO

Custom lions**

Wharf, Portland, Me.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Snndae, April 3,
For Forest City and Trefetlien’s
Peaks Island, Little and Great
Islands, at 0.30, 6.10, 8.00, 10.30 a. m.,
0.10 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
a. m..

2.16 p.

1898

Landings.

Diamond

2.15, 4.20,

8.00,10.30

m.

For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 10.30 a. m., 4.20
p.

m.

RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 9.15,
a. m„ 3.30, 5.0U. 6.25 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00,11.30 a. m..
3.15, 4.45, 6.4.5 p. lh.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a.
m., 3.25, 4.33, 0.35 D. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6,05, 7.10. 9.05, 11.35 a.
m.. 3.20. 4.40, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. Long Island, 8.45,
11.15 a. m.. 3.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. m., 5.05
11.45

p.

in.

Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City and Treletlion's Landing,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, 9.00, 10 30 a.m., 2.15, 4.20 p. ni.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 10.30 a. m.,
2.15. 4.20 p.

111.

For Cush ng’s Island, 10.30 a. m., 4.20 p. ni.
C. VV. T. CODING, General Manager,
aprldtf

and

Freeport

Steamers.

Portland

Boothbay

GOING

I

10.20 p.

m.

SUNDAY TRAINS,
Biddeford.

Newbury-

Portsmouth.

port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 3.00 A m_ 1.00
p. m. Arrive In Boston, 5.67 A m.. 4.16 p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 A BA, 7.00
p.
p.

Arrive. In Portland, 12.35,

in.
m.

tConpeets with Ball Lines for
South and West.

10.30

New York,

UDaily except Monday.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union

Station.
D. ,1. FLANDERS. G. P. * T. A.. BostOA
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Tloket Agent, Port,
land.
_

I

Passenger'fares of the Grand Tlunk Hallway
System Between points, both LOCAL ana
THROUGH, including fare to
ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist
—

Sleeping Cars

to

—

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates,

Shortest,

and most popular Route,

Quickest
passing

route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and

en

cities and
Dakota.

Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families' and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at oost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through vgithout change.
Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike ajirt Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated In these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or 8t. Paul, where
similar sleepers can be had to the Pacific

SUNDAY TRAINS.

and

t>. m.

.v

4.8oT

BAY STATE ANO PORTLAND,

Stsamooat Co

DAYLIGHT.

These steamers are su lerbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and atlord the most
between
convenient and comformble route
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; rou.id trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Bayers’ rouud trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,only $5.00.
J-,F* LISCOMlI.General A^ent.
oct4(llt
d» B. COlLIS, Treasurer.

EASTERN DIVISION.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as follows
New York Direct Line.
GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, MonBY
LONG
at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
days
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PEMAQl) 11) for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnglis
6.00
a. in., touching at above landings.
whart
at
I
leave
-ankiln
alternately
Tuesdays.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
York direct. Returnn g, Heave Pier 30, East at 6 a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
River, Tuesdays. Thu. sdays and Saturdays at Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
6

arrive port*

For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
mariedtf
On and after March 28, -steamers leave Port-; etc., apply to company’s agents.
land Pier for Mackworth’s and
Falmouth,
CouseiTs, Cliebeague and Bustin's Islands, So.
Freeport and Porter's Landing at 3.00 p. m.
For Harps well Center Mondays and Tuesdays
at 3 p. m.
Return leave Harps well Center
ill "il. 111.
Ir. effect Nov. 14. tsi7.
AllUSUityS UUU
Return—Leave Falmouth, 8.45 a. in.: leave
Trains leave Portland as follows:
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. ui. ; leave Cliebeague,
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
7.35 a. m.: leave Bustin’s, 7.15 a. m.; leave Bo.
Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Freeport. 7.00 a. m.; Porter's Landing, 0.45 a. m. Augusta.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and
M.
BENJAMIN
SEABUKY.
Bucksport
General Manager.
Sapril4dtf
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs,)
LewMechanic
Falls. Rumford
Falls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfleid. WaterHARPSWKLL STEAMBOAT CO.
Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhllhDs.
ville.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucocis11.10 a. in. for Gray. New Gloucester, Daneo will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sunville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
days excepted, as follows;
11.20a. m. Expre-'s tor Brunswick, Bath, AnFor Long and Chebeaguo Islands, Ilarpswell,
gusta, Waterville. nttsfleld. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
Bar Harbor. iGreenville and Aroostook County,
and
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock,
via
F'ridays. 2.30 p. m.
St Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vancaboro
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by and St John.
way of above landings, 7.00 a. in. Arrive Port1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumlord Falls,
land, 9.30 a. m.
Bemis, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Kalla,
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen'l Mgr.
Farmington, Kingtield. Carrabasset Phillips
seplldtf
and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
An
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
gusta.' Bath.
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelDover and Foxcroft, Greenfast, HarGand,
ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
6.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterville.
6.15 p. m. For New
DauvtUfl
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), Meohanlo Falla,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. in. Night Express, every night for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
ville. Bangor, Moosehead Lake.
Daily T.inc, Sundays Excepted. county via Ola Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St. Stephen. St Andrews, St John and
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMSK8
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not ran to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Bangor
Sleeping cars to St John.
leave
Franklin
Wharf.
PortWhite Mountain Division,
alternately
land. every Evening at 7 o’clock,, arriving in
8.45 a. ni. For Brldgton. Fabyans.Burlington
season for connection with earliest tra .ns for
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke,
points beyond.
Montreal,
for
Chicago, St Paol and Minneapolis
tickets
Providence, Lowell,
Through
and all points west.
Worcester, New York, etc.
3.30
m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
India
leave
p.
Wharf,
Boston, every
Returning
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
LunenDurg. at Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook.
Montreal and Toronto.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept 1. 1897.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
ISLAND SOUND

in.,

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00, +9.00 A m., (l.Oo. +0.10
Boston,
arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m„ 12.60,
jo. m,
for
m.
Leave
Boston,
4.16, 9.26 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 A m„ 18.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.B0 .a. m.. 12.15.
p. in.

PASSAGE.

Keturn
Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
$100 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
t.ecuiid Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. lieturn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Sieerace, to Liverpool, London. London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown ana Belfast
$22.60 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan. 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, er David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot ol India
street.
dec28dtl

days and Thursdays.
From
From
Portland.
Through ttokets Issued and baggage checked Liverpool Steamship
to destination. (^-Freight received up to 4.00
26 Mar.
10 Mar.
Californian,
p. m.
12 Mar.
30 Mar.
Laurentian,
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the 24
9 April
Mar.
Parisian,
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or 26 Mar.
13
i Carthaginian,
April
for other information, at Company’s Office,
7
23
Numidiau,
April.
April
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
14 April.
California.28 April
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man,
Laurentian carries cabin passenge .s only.
H. P.IC. HERSEY Agent
marlSdtf
Carthaginian carries second cabm passengers
only.

BIBECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

Boston ior Portland a.40 a.
land 7.10 a. ni.

First

—

...

Through

Rum
R. F

For

.DOMINION

Spring Arrangement.
On and after Monday, March 21st, steamer
win leave Portland on Mondays and Thursat 6.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport Tues-

C>f4nNo

—.

stations.
l.io train makes close connections at
ford Fails for Bemis and all stations on
& R. L. R. R.

dLf

Royal Hail Steamers—Liverpool Ser-

Portland, Mt. Desert end Machias Stbt. Go.
Str.

CP„ Limited,

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

...

..

DEPARTURES.
From Union Statloi
Palls. Buckfleld. Can
ton, Dixlield, Rumford Falls.
From Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 6.16 n. m.
Station for;Mechanlc Falls and intermediate
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic

12.30, 3.00,

111.

For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with '‘Hoosac Tunnel Koute”
for the West and at Union .Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany It. K. lor
the West, aud with the New York all rail via

"

....

...

In Effect Nov. 15, 1897,

HL

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45a.m.,

STEAMERS.

tinn

rSSk.

trains will Leave Portland:
tor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. in.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. in. aud 12.30 p. m.
For
Kocliester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Kiver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

Thur. 24 Feb.

...

MsA-RHSTK

Staiaon Foot of Prebit* SI.
and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897. Passenger

LONDON

thur 0 Wade, Sherman, New York.
Aratdo Mcli 8. baraue Chas G Bice, Koie,
Barbados, to load for New York.
Sid 9th. sch Clara. Hatch. Haytl.
At Port Spain Me if 17. barque Lapland, Cates
for New York; sch Chas LMitchell, Frost, from

..

—

On

R.

8. S. Annandale, 7000 tons, April 8
S. 8. Cervona,
7000 tons. April 15
S. S. Dovona 7000 tons, Apr. 22.
SCNDAY TRAINS.
S. 8. Iona.
7000 tons, Apr. 20.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old OrPortland.
Sid fm Pernambuco Mcli 16th, sell johanna
Special attention given to the carriage of chard, Saco, Bin deford, Kennebunk. Wells
4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
12.66.
and
Beach,
Swan. Shackford, New York.
Perishable
Cheese, Butter, Apples
Cargo.
For all information apply to
Ar at Monte Clirlsti Mcli 17. barque MeguniiDover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. ra.. 12.65, 4.30 p. m. Arcook Smith, from Santos via Barbados.
rive Boston, 7125 a. m.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Ar at Port Spain prior to Apl 1, hurquo Ar- Th3
REFORD

....

...

MltTlAJI) & ROCHESTER

Passed St Helena Feb 8, ship Edw O’Brien,
from Cebu for Boston.
Passed St Helena Moll G, ship Com T II Allen,
Merriman. from Hong Kong for New York.
ki«i tm Shields Anl 2. steamer Devona. for

..

...

Portland & Rumford Fails R'y.
&_WORCESTER^
R,

PORTLAND

Snow. Wm

Foreiern Fort*.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS

EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
Bootbbay Harbor, South Bristol. East

for

Boothbay

and

Pemaquhl.

Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Booiiibay Harbor. South Bristol, East Booihbay and Damariscott*.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. tor
Boothbay Harbor, South' Bristol aua East
Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE, Manager
mar2*ldtl

Paper

train
for Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta. Waterville. and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeoing cars
for all points.
7.20

a. m.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Krirtpton.
8.26 a. ill.; Lewiston anil Mechanic Falls, 3.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. in.;
a. m.:
Bangor, aurt Augusta (Lulls and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kinglleld. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. in -, Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.: St
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.in.; Rangeley. Farmington. liunifordFalls, Lewiston. 5.66 p. in.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
s.lop. m.: daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Batli and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax,
St John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta. 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.
GEO. F.

EVANts. Genera! Manager,
LOOA&Mk G- P. & 1 A.
aevUdtt

E.

Portland, Nov. l%lsafc.

TEEE
N
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“Mrs. Winslow

s

Soocluag

ask lor Mrs.

Winslow’s Soothing byrup, 25 cts
__

Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. ELET(%^fR
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.
we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

Baby was sick,

When she was

Have Mo Idea of Its

CONSERVATIVE

MOST

BELIEVE

WAR INEVITABLE.

syrup,

over

bottU

When

People

Intensity.

Fifty Years oy minions of
mothers for tlieir children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For Bale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists in every Dart of the world. Be sure aud
been used

the

Maine

New Wants. To Let, For f al\ Lost, Found
and similar advertisements \\..i be found under
their appropriate heads on page 0.

a

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The inspection or Co. B, 1st Regiment,
M. S. N. G., will take place April 13th.
The Montgomery Guards held a meeting, and the usual drill ooeurred, last

NAVAL

States

navy, and Adjutant General Richards
called on Mayor Randall yesterday morning and had an informal talk with him
about the means to be taken to man the
There was
monitor on her arrival here.
no
difference of opinion among these
three gentlemen.
They claimed that a
naval brigade oannot be formed at present
here because they claim the law does not

permit it.
When the monitor

comes here Governor
Powers will have the care of her, but
the
From the Mayor Randall will do whatever
Who Has Just Returned
directs him to do in the matter
Governor
Officers
Desire
to
Avenge
Capital—Naval
Probably by direction of the governor,
the Maine Disaster.
Adjutant General Richards will detail a
Hon. Charles F. Libby returned from sufficient
from the
number of men
Washington yesterday and was seen by a National Guard to go on the monitor and
representative of the PRESS. He said reoeive instruction how’ to manage her.
that he lelt the national capital on SunCommander Rush said that when the
day and at that time it was the universal monitor gets here, she will come up to
opinion of the most conservative men in the wharves and lie in one of the docks.
the country that war with Spain is inevi- He said it would be out of the question to
table. During his stay in
Washington have her anchored out in the stream,
Mr. Libby bad an opportunity of talking since it would be too inconvenient to send
leaders of men back and forth from her in boats or
the situation over with the
both the House and the Senate and with steamer.
All the drilling on her would
others who are very near to the President be done while 6he is in the dock.
and in a position to know just what has
Commander Rush returned to Portsbe
what
and
done
may
been
mouth on the 1 p. m. train.
“Maine
said:
He
peoexpected.
of
the
HENRY.
idea
no
ASHORE ON CAPE
suphave
ple
pressed excitement under which WashingThere is but The Big Four Master Frank A. Palmer i
ton is laboring at present.
Interview With

Hon.

Charles

F.

Libby

topio of conversation and men will
not talk of anything else. Everyone be-

Trouble.

one

NEW

Humors

Spring

I have been able to
your arm, those ties, and since then
my washing and
including
do
work,
my
eruptions, itching and burning hives,
and my house cleaning." Mrs.
ironing
just as surely indicate impurities in the Ida M. POTTER, Coancaut, Ohio.
blood, which should have prompt and
careful attention, as do boils, carbuncles, ulcers, sal t rheum and the severest
forms of scrofula. Hood’s Sarsaparillla cures all humors of the blood of
every form and degree.

That pimpie

of damp snow

that

Twenty new names have beenjjpresented for membership.in the Y. W. 0. A.
Swett's hotel will close on Saturday
to be thoroughly
The house is
night.
refitted.

headed men in Congress to me on Sunday: ‘No other man in the United States
would have been able to hold the House
in check on Wednesday last as Reed did.
snoh a
Never in all my life have I seen
remarkable illustration of his wonderful

I saw on Wednesday. Today
he towers head and shoulders above all
the leaders in
Washington. Alone he
point
facod tho House which was on the
of explosion and calmed the storm whioh
could
it did not seem possible any man
prevent from breaking out. No House of

strength

Twenty-one

new

members have joined

the Blues Veteran association.
When the morning Pullman arrived
from the east yesterday it brdught about
river drivers from Bangor
a hundred
and Oldtown, who left on the Mountain
division train for,the Connecticut river.
Deputy Sheriffs Frith and Plummer
seizures of
made
yesterday forenoon
liquor at 52 Pleasant street, 93 Centre, 71

Centre, 55 Commercial, 51 Commercial,
469 Commercial and 518 F’ore street.
Members of Martha Washington council
D. of L., will visit Star of Liberty coun-

as

Representatives this country has ever seen
Even that
has ever had such a Speaker.
element which is antagonistic to him and
his j>o 1 i cy admires him and but for him
the House would long ago have plunged
the country Into war.’
“But war,” said Mr. Libby “is, in the

MRS. MERCY

Hood’a Sarsaparilla had done for other*
that I decided to try it, and soon realized
The distress in my
its magio touch.
stomach decreased, my appetite Improved
and my general health ia very much betI gained in weight and can now eat
ter.
without any distress.” MRS. B. W. Bump,
Middleboro, Maas.

That Tired

Feeling,
spring-, is a)60 due
to the weak, thin, depleted condition of
the blood. Make your blood pure by
So common in the

M

I had to

In Harvesting Time
up work entirely. My trou-

give

ble began with nervousness, heart palpitation, that tired feeling, and in hot

taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and you
will be strong and ready for work, will
have good appetite and good health.
Try Heed’s Sarsaparilla this spring.
In the spring I was all worn out and
very sick, suffering mure than ever from

dition, with

no

appetite,

swollen

limbs,

Discouraged

Thursday and Friday, April 7th and 8th.

EXHIBITION

[

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Is America’s Greatest Medicine because it

when all others fail.

cures

Easter
Tuck’s

Raphael

Exquisite

but

Sold by ail druggists.

$1; six

for $5

IMPORTEOMODELS.
Jackets, Capes,

Things.

Inexpensive Easter Cards.

I

NOYES.

The many friends of Mrs. A. S. Hinds
will mourn with her the death of her
mother, Mrs. Mercy Noyes, which took

Hand-painted Sachets, 10c, 17c, 25c,
Easter Cards, many styles,

place Monday afternoon after an illness
of only ten days.
Mrs. Noyes was the daughter of Jonathan and Polly
(Coolidge) Coding of
Her
Watertown, Mass.
grandfather,
Joseph Coolidge was a soldier in the Continental army, and her great grandfather,
Joseph, was killed in the battle of Lexington.
Although eighty years old, her cheerful,
self reliant disposition and her youthful
spirit had led her family and friends to
hope that she might yet be spared to them

for many years.
Her husband, Henry C. Noyes, formerly
inevitable. The
opinion of
everyone,
a well known citizen of Portland, died in
cil at Cumberland Mills, tomorrow eve- President’s attempts at a peaceful soluMass., two years ago, and since
ning. Barge will leave Monument square tion of the question have been in vain. Revere,
with
that time she has made her home
wonderful
Reed’s
at 6.45 o’clock.
Tempered by Speaker
The annual meeting of the First Bap- influence the House has until now waited Mrs Hinds.
Seldom do wo see one of her age so
tist church will be held April li.
patiently for aotion on the part of the
was
cannot active in body and mind, but she
The members of the school board and chief execntive but even Reed
and
surrounded
teachers in the public schools attended hold them in check much longer. When stricken with apoplexy
and grand children
she
the “Passion Play” at The Jefferson by it comes it will be suddenly, like the ex- by her children
away.
the courtesy of the management.
plosion of the mine which destroyed the quietly passed
Three months ago she lost her only surThe snow fell in a lively way last eve- Maine. To me the atmosphere of supbrother, Mr. Ephraim Coding, of
its
viving
with
sidewalks
the
covered
and
was
in
excitement
ning
Washington
pressed
and her sister, Mrs. Nathaniel
this
city,
I
white mantle.
whom
talked,”
surprising. Men with
is now the
The Portland Veteran Firemen’s As- and Mr. Libby mentioned by name some Lyford of Brookline. Mass.,
of a large family of
sociation’s engine company will meet at of those congressmen whose eloquence and oi)ly living members
Veteran Firemen’s hall, this evening at influence has been thrown all along with children.
Three children mourn her loss, Mrs. A.
but one
7.30, to elect officers.
the peace loving party “had
While drilling the pit for the new ele- thing to say. Bofore I left Washington I S. Hinds. H. W. Noyes and Mrs. Alice
at the Y. M. C. A. building, an visited some of these men and asked them F. Prime, all of this city.
vator
on
The funeral services will be held
artesianjjweil was found, which produces if they could not give me some hopeful
afternoon at two o’clock, at 98
Thursday
OW gUUUUO
Xwith
Said
back
home
me.
fVUU
message to take
hour. This is in the way of the elevator one when I loft him on
Sunday, ‘War West street.
be tapped in another may come before you
will
so the vein
reach your home
ROSWELL WARD.
but if it is staved off until
you reach
place.
At his home in North Gorham (Great

OPENING

Then I
weather diarrhcea kept me down.
had to take my bed, and when the doctor
got me on my feet I was in a very bad con-

Then Hood’s Sarsapaunable to sleep.
I Was
a scrofulous humor which had affected me
rilla came to my rescue, my health imever since I was a child.
My limbs were a With my sufferings from dyspepsia for proved fast, I slept well, the swelling went
There seemed to be down, and that nervousness ended.”
mass of fiery red rash which itched and over twenty years.
burned unendurably. In March I began a lump in my stomach ail the time. I 1 John H. Stivers, Medlapolis, Iowa.
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, used six hot- did not dare to eat meat or warm bread Remember, there’s no substitute for Hood’s

moment. city.
She was bound from Baltimore to
St. drunkenness and morphinism is cured. Into its own hands at any
The Martha Washington society will Speaker Reed has been able to held the Tampico, and had a cargo of 8000 tons
with Mrs. Stone, 680 House of Representatives in check up to of ooal. She oost in the vioinity of $70,000.
meet Thursday
■this time only by his wonderful personal
Congress.
OBITUARY.
Yesterday was a>asty, disagreeable day influence. Said one of the most hot
with thick squalls
as it fell.

and very sparingly of vegetables. I often
went hungry because I knew I would suffer intensely with distress if I satisfied
I read so much of what
my appetite.

on

Word was received in this city yesterlieves that there is no possible solution ot
evening.
concesThe monthly meeting of the Portland the problem unless Spain makes
day that the big four master Frank A.
she will Palmer, Capt. Harding, said to be the
sions which it is not believed
Yacht Club will take place tonight.
which the biggest four master in the country, was
Tonight Rev. Mr. Malvern at First make. Intense activity, of
No further parFree Baptist ohurch, will lecture to the newspapers give us no idea, prevails in all ashore at Cape Henry.
two Grand Army posts, the reliefs and departments. Congress is holding a stop ticulars had been received. She is owned
watch over the President and threatens to by the Palmer Bros, of Bath, and pieces
Bon* of Veterans.
At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress sweep aside ail barriers and take matters of her are thought to be owned in this

melted

NEW ABVEBTrS3BaEBjre$.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.__

Man

Monitor.

Commander Rush of the United

|

__new AJjVE|>TISEayEyTa|

BRIGADE-

Probably the National Guard Will

TODAY.

Eastman Eros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
J. R. Libby Co.
,J. E. Palmer.
Maxcy Sawyer Co.
W. S, Parker Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Mrs. John A. Bellows.

Has

FEELING IN WASHINGTON.

THE

50c

5c to 50c

Egg and Chicken effects, Booklets,
Droplets (4 pretty cards one below thr

other),

also

Raphael

Tuck’s

A Prince like this,
each

Fancy

Dolls.

Princess like

a

having

W. S. PARKER CO,

fancy.
i;

know

of

finer

no

$1.75

Also Black Suede,

skin,

tints

We

$2.00

Glace
with
Black
White Embroidery.

8 fOr 25C.

$3.50

Shoulder

11 Ho
vt

loDgth.

20-Button
White only.
—

are

“MONOPOLE”

Port-

land
"C
rn

e

r

Tan,

Brown,

Bitie.
Yellow,

te-

i

Beal
Kids

$1.50

for

e n

The

f loe

Mode,
Bed,

1 Go

lot

Beaver,
Pearl,

Green,

9Kn

Gray,
Black.

White,

broldereepHamtkerehiels.

Laoa edge,
large size.

fine texture,

styles at this price, all
fine, sheer quality.
Fat owing corners, muslin
with pretty lace edge and embroidered
corners. Handsome embroidered corners with Insertion on four sides, hemstltehea Linen, several widths,

ioi,,
1

sole agents
in

522, 524, 526 Congress St.

Sheer
Lawn,
9&P
atwo rows inser
tion.

sewing.

or

apr©dlt8thp

kind.

we

gloves for
quality of

ux

4. l\fL
It

Real

MERi”
Kid Gloves,

You will be able to select some choice goods
which cannot be duplicated. Write for illustrated catalogue.

15c

in it that strikes your

“CENTE-

I

Silk Waists,
Tea Gowns.

this,

Have you seen our Easter-Card window ?
It’s not alone for show, you may buy any-

EASTER
CLOVES.

I

4 costumes and 4 hats.

Price for each set,

thing

Suits, Skirts,

wwt«

30

Thirty styles, embroidered
Handkerchiefs, 26c quality.
More than

thirty styles at

this price; daiiity

creatures

imitation Hot iton, guipure
edges, never before shown here.

”

____

UnvflonH

PERSONAL.
Mr. A. V. Lewis was in the city yesteron his way heme from Florida.
Dr. Bowers is progressing well since

day

his serious operation.
Hon. Austin Harris of East Machias,
was in the city yesterday.
Bishop Neely visited St. John’s Episcopal church in Eangor last evening,
of confirmation was adwhen the rite

ministered by the bishop.
Boland’s
glove store, the only glove
store in the city, will be open evenings
Easter

until

the customers

in order to accommodate
that wear Boland’s gloves.

DINED WITH THE SHERIFF.
Judge Bonney of the Superior Court,
Register of Deeds hlurch, Register of
Probate Reed, the county commissionSeavey and Walker,
ers, Messrs. Allen
and Deputy 6heriff Skillins, dined with
Sheriff Plummer at the jail yesterday
and inspected the building. The jail
in apple-pie order, and the
was found
sheriff provided a mogt delicious dinner.
have
commissioners
The
county
equipped the workshop with electric
men
to
the
will
enable
lights, which
work full hours even or xlark^days. Previous to this time this has been impossiThe plant includes 16 candle power
ble.
lights, 41 of which are in the workshop,
six

in the basement and six in

room.

__

|A
MSS

as

Oiaflcsigc"^

Purity of..

Wi

BaKefs
Extracts, qj
You have been

fgfer

^

I
5K»:
®5t

“§*
JjjJ,

while I was in Washington, ‘A naval war
will bring with it many horrors and surprises. Machines are to do the fighting
for us now in a large degree. What the
result will be largely depends upon the
mchines and how they will act when
test comes.’

unre-

word explains it all.
one

affirmative.

POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATON.

Bate
«cj

(JjfJg
egg

(ggg)
yT

Mr. Frank Ward of White Rock, Maine,
and Mrs. Annie Gilman, wife of Ithiel
Unman ol

Maine.

htanaisn,
Cumberland
large oirole of friends in
couDty, who will receive the news with
and up to the
sorrow; for many years,
time of his death, he was secretary of the
«e

naa

a

Cumberland County Reform club, a
temperance organization that has held

quarterly conventions in different sections
of the county for about fifteen or eighteen

commandant of Fort the oounty will miss him and remember
Capt. Rogers,
Preble, has received dispatches from the him as one who was loyal and true to the
War Department
notifying him of the cause that he espoused.
tomorrow
held
The funeral will be
intention o’ the department to sent a
detachment of the corps of engineers here afternoon at 1.80 o'olock at his old hometo complete the defences of the harbor stead.
could accommodate
nd asking if he
WILLIAM MASON.
As a portion of the
m
at tne Fort.
t
William
Portland
Mason, a well-known resiat
on
now
head.
is
force
guard
Ca it. Rogers answered the dispatches in dent of Dorchester, Mass., died Monday

Orders have been issued for the establishment of three signal stations and the
designated points are Twin light, Port; land Hoad and Fort Preble.
The dftaiis are as follows: Twin light,
Sergt. Weaver, Privates Dowling, Howland and Wiley ; Portland Hoad, Sergt.
Carlton, Privates Mailhot and Low; Fort
Privates FitzPreble. Sergt. Sellers,
gerald, Donovan and Smith.
arrived in a
mortars
Plates for the
schooner yesterday, and will be transferred to the battery without delay.

at
the result of
your cooking
when you use

In all Pure Fruit Flavors, arc made
of lie test materials that can be bought,
carefully blended, thus giving that tine
Fruity Flavor to all cooking, lobe
convinced try Baker’s Extracts just
lour Grocer sells them.
once,

the

daughter

years.
In 1876 Mr. Ward identified himself with
the temperance cause at the time the reFOR FORT PREBLEform movement swept over the state, and
A Detachment of the Engineer Corps To since that time he had been an earnest
and devoted worker in the cause.
Do Sent Here.
The temperance workers especially in

■

The Police Relief association has elected
these officers:
President—John JVi. Massure.
Vice President—Henry S. Thrasher.
Storetary—Edward K. Heath.
Treasurer—Alonzo F. Harmon.
An amendment to iqcrease the death

benefit to ten per cent of the funds,

passed.

Gloves.

“SAVOY”

mat-

FORT PREBLE NOTES.

liable extracts.
No wonder,
they are ad ul*
te rated, that

g

nact,

with
tion from which she cannot escape
national honor without an appeal to arms.
There can, in my opinion, be but one
result of p. war with Spain. Our flag will
in the end wave in victory on sea and
land hut as 1 heard Senator Hoar remark

th

disappointed

gy-r cheap,

ia

possible solution of the
by pursuing a peaceful course.

can see no

to the

1*8

%

the store

nnf thinl- fifio flfintTPr

yesterday
Falls), died Roswell Ward,
morning just after midnight.
ter
About eight weeks ago Mr. Ward had a
“Among naval officers there Is but one slight attack of progressive paralysis, but
the
Maine
desire and that is to avenge
was able to be about until nearly three
disester. After 1800 years of
progress,
weeks, ago when he was obliged to take
after years of endeavor on the part of the
his bed, since which time he gradually
civilized nations to have all questions of
failed until his death.
this character settled by arbitration, the
The deceased was a man about 65 years
United States finds itself plaoed in a posi- old. A son and
survive him;
I

was

at the age of 70, He was born in Bethel,
Me. He followed the trade of shipbuilder
for many years, first in Kennebunk, then
in West Orleans and finally in Kittery.
He had charge of the reconstruction of
the old frigate Constitution at Kittery
and the building of the gun
in 1857,
carriages of the Kearsarge, which de-

stroyed the Alabama.
During the early part

Colors, and fastenings and prices

$1.50,

all the world half as treacherous

“RICHMOND” Pique

Five Buttons.

Evening Shades.

White,
Pearl,

Lavender,
Ivory,
Flesh.

Light Sea Green,

Cream,

“AUCUSTA”

the civil

J

Dark Shade?.

SOUVENIR
3POON
FREE.

Dark Slate, Dark Tan, Dark Green,
Btone. Bed Tan, Wine,
Dark Brown, Medium Brown
Blum,
Black,
Olive Browh,
Navy Blue,
Dark

“Centemori” Clace.
8 Patent

Clasp,

or

we

5

will present

a

To every pur-

chaser of

our

Kid

Gloves—

this

week—

{pretty Easter-

Button.
Glace

White,
Pearl,
Ivorv,
Flesh,

Easter
EASTER Annual
HDKF’S. Sale of Handkerchiefs, many lines
at remarkably low prices.

Embroidered.
Linen,
Fawn,
Beaver,

Light Slate,
Dark Slate,
Dark Tan,

Light Ecru,
Light Tan,

Medium Tan.

J. R. UBBY CO.

j. R. LIBBY CO.

comes,

a

out!

look

Flanellette
‘|

■

Souvenir-Spoon,

vs.

Then it’s

Pneumonia. We’ve

few seasonable lots.

Children’s Skirts, Flannellete, with
white cotton Waist, ten styles, l to &
17c
years, 25c kind,

The

Children’s Night Gowns, FlannellettB, 12 styles, double back yoke, turn
over eallar—2 to 5 years.
49o kind
at
35o

The Case

Against Samuel

C.

Jones

Nol

Prosscd.

T he case of the state against Samuel C.
JoDes, who was arrested Saturday on the
charge of obtaining money under false

abrupt end in the
The
had
made complaint against Jones, declined
to push the case and accordingly Assistant

protenses,

came

to an

Municipal court yesterday morning.
which
Arm of H. H. Hay & Son

war

“Gretchen

Toe shown in cut, made in
Black and Tan Vici Kid,
is

Ladlqs’ Short White Flannellette
Skirts, striped borders, several colors,
crochet edge In colors, price
»lo

feet

and

We have
shoe

.Goods, Silks, Ladies’
Garments and Millinery Opening.

also

Dress

and

sum-

shoe, very easy for the

7Sc

Another, $1.00 kind.

spring

ideal

an

mer

Ladles’ Night Gown, FlaDnellette,
lightest blue, deep sailor pollar, yoke
back, full plaited front. Swiss embroid9Ho
ery and feather-stitch trimming.

—

fits
a

perfectly.

Patent Calf

in

this

for

street

half dress

style
and

wear.

We keep a large assortment of different
kinds and styles, from which we can
fit the foot and please tire eye of all
who will favor us with a call. Cata.
from W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

j. R. LIBBY CO.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT,

grow
big colds that end in poo- $ udge Robinson announced that he wqulf
sumption and death- Watch the little
Woodr’s XavWAy JPiae gyrtijj
colds,
colds; the

$1.25
Glove for
75c

Light Slate,

New England Spring weather.

Wear thin things in the winter,
if you must; but when April

A

Lemon.

$1.75

as

$1.00

Shades.
Light Ecru.
Tan.
Light
Medium Tan,
Linen,
Fawn’
Beaver,

Medium

court
Attorney Allan moved that the
Judge Robinson, upon
he was stationed at Fort MeClary, Kit- enter a nol pros.
ns
Battery A, First those representations, consented, and at
tery,
sergeant of
Jones discharged.
Jones,
Brigade, Maine Volunteers, and at that once ordered
St. John’s lodge of Ma- who resides in Auburn, has alnrgefamilj
time he joined
has
His
arrest
been
a
He came to Boston to support.
severe
sons, Portsmouthhim and he promises to De more
in 1867, and during the rest of his active lesson to
his business it
life was
superintendent of bridge con- discreet in transacting
the future.
struction for the Old Colony railroad.
In the case of H, J, Bates of Strong vs,
into big Roscoe
Nichols of Livermore BaUs
It’s the little colds that
of

$1.25

ors,

named below!

There’s
EXCEPT
SPANISH-NESS. nothing in

Kid Skin
buttons, 7 col-

Beal
4

$i¥l
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Duriog the week commencing April 4th we
shall offer a large part of onr perfume stock at
about two-thirds price.

|
|

1

546 CONGRESS STREET.

i3

i8

This is a positive cut price sale to reduce
stock carried over from last season.
If your Christmas perfume is gone, it is a
good chance to fill up. See our windows Monday.

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle SI.

2

i

i

William’s Kidney PiUs

3
g®
^

ODD PIECES
TOILET WARE.
AA’e have collected all our odd
nieces of Toilet Ware and marked

3

|

them at

i laxcy, Sawyer Co.,

H. R- VIRGIN, Trustee,
tuto llui Preble House.

I
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quick selling prices.

W-W*

<

Has
equal
diseases of the (
> Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have ,
Have'
.yon neglected your Kidneys?
your nervous sys-, I
'you overworked trouble
with
ydorl
Item and caused
Bladder? Have you«
k* Kidneys and
I
rjains in the loins, side, back, groinsI and bladder? Ha ve yon a flabby aptpearance of the face, especially'
F tmder the eyes ? Too frequent de- ( |
k sire
pass urine ? William's Kidney
pais will impart new life to the dis- (
‘eased organs, Dose up the system |
I and make a new1 inq.n ’o&jan. By
(
mail 50 cents per bos.
| WrusiiMS MrGico., Progs., Pfcrveaa®fl*0. t
no

I,<&

in

.ForsalahyskE, GQftWMF ©%

